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PREFACE

I.

These Proceedings are from the Manority Institutions Curriculum Exchange Coriference held on
January 19-20, 1979 at the Washington Hiltori Hotel, Washington, D.C. The goals of the,Con-
ference were tolfacilitate contact and exchange of information among natural and social sicence
faculty representatives At minority institutions, concerning.advances in curriculum development
anti instructional techniques which may enhance the quality and effectiveness of-science education
at minority institutions.

An expected outcome is that i'he participatinginstitutions will continue to share or eichlinge
science related infamation and niaterials.after the Cpnferylee.

Papers included in these Proceeding's ere those presented at the Conference. The keynote ad-.
dtesses are printed in their entirety. In addition, the Conference Program has been included.

Within these Proceedings papers on curriculum development and instrUctional techniques have
4en divided into six sections, gs follows: Instructional Strat'egies in the Natural ancl
Sciences, ComputerAssisted Instruption, Panel Discussion ort Technical ;Systems for Academic
CoMputing, Reinforcerizent of Academic Skills, leerdisciplinary Coursesand Career Opporeunities,
and General Instructional Strategies. A description of the Atlanta University Resource Center in
Scienceiand Engineering has been included. Summary descriptions of Minoicity-Focused Programs
in Federal Agencies are also given. Requests for additional in.forrnation or copies of individual
papers described in this vOluine should be directed to the authors;\whose names appear in a com-
plete listing of registered participants in the last section of tile hook.

Even though this Conference was held primarily for the benefit of faculty a minority ins,titu-.
tions, it is hoped that the information contained in this publication will be of value to faculty and
administrators at other institutions of higher learning as well. \

May 1979 Koosappa Rajasekhara
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Conference Coordinator
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Keynote Addre40 - ianuary 19, 179
FU'rUREROLE OF SCIENCE

AT MINORITY IN_STITUTIQNS °

. -
Joseph N. Clay lei, Jr

s President,, Talladega Co 4ft
. t"\

This conference ie designed to address the concerns of 'a broad _cross-section of American
minorities. Realizing this, I will reflect on myoxperiences'as a'black person in predominantly 'jack
institutions. Many of my comments, -however, will bTlirectly transferable to Other minorities.
Toward this end, I have called, upon frienda in othr minority groups to assist , me in gaining a
broader, more ecumenical, if you will, view of minority concerns .M. science.

I think it is importaht for me to tell you what I Understand minority institutions to mean. I see
them simply as those institutions with an overwhelmi4 minerity student population and I .hope
substanaal minority culty and administrative leadership. Now this definition might seem to be

' an oversimplificati n. It ma to me, however, that the definition gets to the crux of those
characteristics w h make nority institutions functionally distinct frommajority institutions. I
believe that with the confines of this definition we caeCount institutions that );erve the half 's
million plus Nati Americans, the million plus Puerto Ricans, ihe. six million' plus Mexican
Americans, and t 3 million plus Black Americans.

.

The theme of e ciference is the Future Role of Science at Minority Institutions: I submit that '
we should as S ëtVs hard and tough questions about the present role of science at 'Minority in-
situtions, o he present role of minority inst' ions in sciente. On this point we have our wOrk cut
out for u o bookspublished in 1977 and 19 , respectivelY dealt in a broad and comprehensive
way w the "State of Academic Science.:' (Bruce 1...R. Smith and Joseph J. Karlesky, 1977. The
Stat of Academic Science: The tthiversities in the Nationls Research Effort, Change Magarme

ess, New Rochelle, N.Y.: Bruce L.R. Smith and. Joseph J. Kariesky ed. 1978. The State of
Academic Scienee: Background Papers', Change Magazine Press, Nevy Rochelle, N.Y.) Manypower-
ful and provocative conclusions emerged froin Ws work, but .no minority scientists were involved
in the disking of those conclusions. No minority cencerneven manpowerwas even obliquely
hinted at in this work. We just weren't there. I was not surprised. Just disappointed. Disappointed >
that.mitlbritiee were regarded essentially as non-persons in the. state of academic science. Disap-
pointed that no reference was made to the need for minority access to sciente careers. Disappointed,
that no reference was made to the need for minority etudent 'choice in developing access to careers
in science. The fact that this is the case and has been the ease for top long means that we.must work
together and speak with one voice as Ameria's major minorities. For we have common ene s: ig-

. norance, or educational. deprivation; poverty, or joblessness and socio-econoniic depri n; and
racism, and nowhere is this more apparent than amohg some of the elitists in science. In a real
sense, the future role of science at minority indtitutions, or among minorities, depehds on our abili- ,

ty to stick together, to work for common goals, and to resolve among ourselves any conflicts that..
counteract our success in science.. To the exteht that we divide among ourselves, we wilt be,, con- .

: quered by the very forces thal create problems 'for us as a people. To the extent that we vikik
. together, ..not blind to problems but devoted to solutions, we Will increase our prticipation in the

_ state of academic science.
I As I gava careful thought to the theme of this cOnference, again and again, one major concern' pressed itselfon me. nit concern is the need for minqrity stuctent access to careers in science. Ac-.

cess because every American Indian, Chicano, Puerto Rican% Black boy or girl s4ould enter first
grade scrubbed, bright-eyed and assured of every chance of becoming a doctdr, k researcher, or

. some other specialist in the area of science. We' know that this is all too often not the case.
Related to the theme of access le the Very important theme of lihoiCe in'determining the path.of... . ,

. .
...
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. It
access to a career in science. Let Me exptain what I mean by choice, I believethat minOritY students
shotild.be able tdchooSe minority institutions.that serve their needs and their interests as they pur-
-sue career's in.science. I belie've they should.be able to obtain at minority institutionsall the tr,aining
they need td tiecome CaPable and outstanding scientists. The traditional Oath to access available to

. white students at institutions that serve the majority is often not the most creative and successful
path for minority students. 11 hat path presents 'manlbarriers that our students are ill-equipped to
handle. Let me add quickly that what is involved he% is not the so-called process of natural.selec-

, don, for the Majority-oriented traditional path to access to science had bonuseS for the young, white
male and biases, built-in biases, against Minorities. What is involved is not, therefore, "natural
selection." Rather it is unnatural, prejudictal selection. -

In additibn to the themes of access and choice, there is the need for a strong, strident, persistent
, and clear voice on the part of minority.;cientists. We need to constantlyconstantly---stress the

lapability Of minority institutions,to do UNIQUE ttlings in American Higher Education. It isour .,
Uniqiie 'mission to serve an underserved or un-served minority student population. V

You know, Harvard,. MIT, Berkeley, and other majority iniatutions might not want Talladega
students when they are reatly to enr011 in college, but they sure want them when we graduate them.
I'Ve got a_f,e.e.i-huh&-e-cl, 'even a thousand, case histories to prove that point..Beyond question, our
unique ability is CO' moivie Our young people to exceed their own expectations And to get Young ..
ladies to do at least as, well as their male counterparts. Other institutions realize the excellent job
we. have done and continue to do in this area and that is thy they actively re9ruit in our institu- .
tions. Our uniqueness in this regard is our reason for being, our existing, prosperingand moving
to hard-Wonnew and higher levels of contributions to AMerican society and contribution's to the
salvatifin of o'nr

But ,eyen in view of our success in training minority students foe excellent graduate work ii
science, we have reason for concern about our future roJein.scienee, and in other lields Els well).,Gri111
statistics reveal.under-representation of minorities in science.

OCTORAL DEGREES IN 4CIENCE ARE INDICATORS: (197344)

NItive Americans
Puerto titicans ''s

bxican Americans
$ .. B s .

% Pop.
(1979)

% Sci.
- Doc.

141nder-rep,

Factor

b.4
0.7

, 3.91
11.y

0.4
0.2

, 0.4 -
1,8 '

9.8
6.2

.

1-

.;

. .

Information from the National Science Foundation.,."Total,and Pecentage Disttibution of Doc- ,
torates Awardea Overall and in Science in.1973-74 andPeventage.Distribubion of U.S. Poioulation
in 1970, 'by Race and Ethnic Group" (SF.41,I 78-170; 11-77)).

Let us look briefly .4t data on minorities in Medicine. These data coiresond to the black ex,
perience because Chat is the one with which I am-moat familiar, but .1 believe they reflect hat is
Kappening for other minorities in medicine. The growth of black enrbilments in U.S. ineo:lical schools
peaked. at 7.5% in ,t974. The Sloan Foundation had 'predicted in 19,74 a black enro1Ijien t of 18% in
the nation's medical schoefs. But since 1974, black enrollment in medical' scho s has steadily
declined from 7.5% 'to '6.4%. Jnstead of the incre0e we. had all hopekl fof ankl expec d, we hre ex-
petiencing dramatic and frustrating decline. .4tefet to the Association ,of American Medital

. ,
Schools, W11gton, D.C.). . .

Another reaa n for conce'rn is that too few minottty stuc1614 are earning bachelor and graduate
degrees in scien Look at the data:

'13
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In 1st , '.: Earniiig EahOng grad.,,
grade bac:M.0: deir. in sd,

. --7 .

'White i- WO . 5 . 1.7.. .
Bleck ., , 100 3.5 '0.61' ,. . : _
Mexican American 100 , 1 '. 0.16 '-

Native Ameican : 100 t 1:6 0.25 . .,
. .- , o'' (Natural Science Foundation; "EducationalPlow Petterns-Percent First Graders at various Edu-.

Adtional Levels" (SERI 78-167; 11777) from Joel B. Aronson; "An Analysis of Supported Projects,' -

to Test Methods.for Increasing the Acces4 of Ethnic Minority Students to Careers in Science and. I,

i - Technology", Vpl. 1 Executive.Summary, American.Inetitutes for Research, November, 1876.) *
What are minority siudents, ehoosingt's their majorl Too often it is education. This is a serious

Problem because a recent SRE11- report predicts that there will bit 52,800 openings in education in
the south by tihe year 1906-wfth an expected,71,600 market ready degreekolders (aesuming there is
no in-migration, and there will be in-migration). *On the other hand,' jObs ill health-related 'and0
science fields have good to excellent supply- and demand ratios, It is clear that we minority scien-
tists need todo a better job of motivating our young peoile to study kience, not education, (Marilu
H. McCarty and Eva C. Galainbos, Supply and Demand for College Graduates in the South, 1985,
Southe n Regional Education Board, Atlanta (1978)). ' . - ,

,

Eq ally important ie ttie need to counteract the brain drain that afflicts many minority institu-
. time ii, this nation; The Competition for talented faculty and minority institutions on the part of
wiiite 4olleges and uniersitiee is What I have'reference to. Let's face it.'TOo Many of us are leaNug ,, . .
min& ty,institutions, And I -am not speaking. solelpof minority fatuity., though their piesence in
subst ntial numbere at minority,institutionsis crual and necessary. I am also talking about the

..legio sof non-minority, scientistswhite, Asians and otherswho have made and who cOntinue to*
. make 'signifiCant contributitins to the education of minority youth. Many, o?ocit beet teichers.at ..
; Talladega, for exaniple, are not minoiities, are not blacks. They have bvn there for many years and ,

k

will dig, with t4eir boots Aon'on the campus. They gave'and they give their last measure., We have
r:

-always:welcomed them and admitted a need er them. So has this been true in minoiity institntions
..) that are bbot pr ominantly blick.; Minorities in thie conntiy have been enCbrecing 'people, and so. -

-have their ins tutions. In that sense, Peopte outside the ethnic or racial group whb join hands With .
us in the st ggle for Oftlity education have been borne folks. So, I say to, minority arid' nen,

. -- 'minor' Waists; I know it's teinpting-to go elsewhere, Ink stay HOME. And if you leave home, 1 , ..
by all Mearis,return hom , .'' . ,, - - .

.
- t , ,

The etudent-brain dr* is another problem. we must address. The signalOare somewhat Miled.'
White institutions know 0, the iirojected accelerated decline in the 'number of college. age youth.. s

.,

s,%*'11heY elk( knor that the number of minority college age youth 'will not, decline lis rapidly .as the i.-- ,

number of white college age youth: Given the live births and birth rata Of mino'rities in this nation,
. the proportion of mineritiee in the college age populatiOn is gen as a real phis, an avenue to survival

,, , in many instances, by a humber, of white instituticins.,,They will recruit aggressivelc for ourJ..

e students.
.

. ,
I t .

.
,, . ,

What results has this recruitment or "integration" had? It has meant, fcir example, in Ole case
. : of black Americans i disturbing drop in the percentage of black youth .who, attend predominantly

black,colleges. In 1965, 82% of total black'enrollment in the south wes in predominantly black col-, .loges. By 1976, the figure dropped to 43%,
. ,

' But note well, thOugh black colleges in the south now enroll 43% of black students in the region
they provide 69% oftlack graduates. This should be COMpared hanational data of 25% b.nrollme t,

y 50% grqduates; 25% to 26% df blaek students are beitit shredded at white colleges. (aamee .
ingle,'BladuEnrollment in Hiiher Education:""Trends in the Nation and in the Suth, Southern

t.

gional Educati Board, Atlanta, (1978)).

.
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In a attid4by Alexander Astin, published in 1976, data shoVed that'blacks in bldck ce lieges
have% dropouti.stotiout pecentage of 37. In white colleges that percentage rises td 50%. Astin wrqk -

and I quote: "The higher attrition rate (in White.colleges) appears qtribUtable in part.to the effe"
of copege rathlr than to differences in injtialtropoutproneneea between blacks
in-white co s and black students in black colleges."(Alexander W. Astin, Preventing Students
frorn Dropping out, Jossey-I3ass, gan Frincisco (1976)). He further noted in alater work, and again
I quote, 'Attending a black collegeincreases the black, seudents' chanCes of implementhig career

. plans'in a 'variety of fields: college teaching,'mirMng, medicine and sCience." +Alexander W. Astin,
, tiour Critical Y rs, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco (1977)). I know that the experimica is similar for
of*er minority nts in 'institutions that address their needs and their, cultural interests.

It is amazing to me, in light'of the proven succeils of minority institutibns, that some people
question whether or riot,ive should continue tOexiat. We can'offer many mations for our existence
and, likewise, many exPlanations far our history oflouCCess. Among them are the following:'

1. Our ixistitutions are 'oriented to fulfill the talents of .minority students, giving them
, . ,

,

_minority Models,.

2. Our institUtiOns dffer academic tegializOiOil not stereotyped by race. Just because you
are a minority, ypu don't haVe to in4Win baiiket".Wodving.- You can purspe a career in
medicine or science, and We Will push You to doeo, ,- '''',:,' . ."'''

* OurNinstitittions offer students'
P

an- o Portiiiii'
Pe

to"' hare x eriences '.with other''' ' S' 'minorities, giving.students in. the prOce a sss jai*of rrsonal dignity and Personal worth'.
, . . ,

4. Our institutions minimize dilution of talent ".bY',:igrioring iffortss to maintain artificial
.

. .

nicial 15alanbee. . ''
. , ,

A

Our institutions teach MinoritY'students what.iaMpected of them, needed ofthem, and
what must . be delivered by them. They offer Support eysteMs for student's that Say the

oonitpunity-ip,behind yvu, pushing you, and expecting you to succeed.

txt instit'utions are the very last place where yo6 Urili. hear someone say you can't

, , ^ + ,

, ,
soitethipg beciause you are.poor or black or a ChiCano or a Puerto Rican or a Native

ritOrican:
. . .

PeOtise we df..d4theidthingei,,andmany morethan.tiriti011 Permit me to list fo you (and you
kpOw'l,bezt'alit4) , it is not stirprising that minority instiftions prodnce a higher proportion of
Students i4.the bidkigi41, phylical and social sciences than do major institutions: The repori by
Astin, you)will'recall, 'made noteltte the high koductiVity of,graduates of predominantly black in-

. stitutionyire should'also Avatelt.e high productivity of other minority students in key western, a
few midiVestern, eastern,'and Pfierto-Rican Universities.,(See above James R. 'Mingle SREB Repprt
(1976); see-alsO:iiyomen and Minority Ph.D.'s in the 1970's: A Data Book, Commission on Human
Rig:mimes, Niaonal Research Cduncil, Natidnal Academy pf Sciences, (1977)).

I dent .Want t6 be chauvinistic aVd, toot Talladega's horn, but ireterms of cate of otir productittl,
ty, we are quite high,' some say evenfthe highest, This is rate, mind you, nOt gross nuMbers, but that
is in bad taste 80 I won't say that.. (See A Note on the Production of Dcictbrates ancl Law Degrees
Among the Graduates of Talladega College, Herman Long (1972); Revised by A.L. Tucker, (1974
'available from Talladega Collegal'alladega Alabama 35160.)

So minority inititutions !vivo a significant role in turning minority students on to scien n the
future. We have esignificant foie, as I have said, beeduse our unique mission and our unique ability
to challettge and niotivate students have given us 'an enviable record of achieVement and success,
And though there are problems onthe horizon, we have np rtason to belieVe that our.future recor1
of schierement will.beiless than our past prpresent recoi:4; It *ill be greater. . .,

13u1. we have a °significant role' for another reason. We,inte tipeded in science toi 'protect minority
,-.

persons froin ,the unscrupulous use of scienCe.'

I

'-
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. Au know, science can make 'pretty terrible'blunders.in human relations. It mean, it can offer
scientific data to the nation that tieriousl3koffect race ;elation& Sometimes the blunders are so /
ridiculous as to be entertaininglokes, even Fn a mixed Fmk Take for example the latest riiport on
the.color of one's eye and the yelationship between that color and one's predisposition for violence.

quote from a study reported by "prominent" scientists in a psychological association
ni eting (Atlanta Journal, W$W., Aptil 9, 1976). "We all learn how to Commit violence by watching
violence :on television. But for reason yet to he explained, the dark-eyed person on the average

...learns through violence on television how"to commit violence far more effectively than a light-eyed
person." Al the same conference and reported in the same newspaper article, another ';promin,ent"
:scientist said that dark-eyed athfftes were significantly better than blue-eyed athletsp when it cadre.:
to. performing in(sports requiring speed and quickness of reaction, Continuing, he said, on the other
hand, light-eyed.athletes were significantly better when they could set their own pace such as a
football qu'arterbacki the basec?all pitcher, or the bowler. Therefore, said another "prominent"

,selentist, that may be_the reason why relatively more blacks, rhost of whom are dark-eyed, reach the
ajor league as hitters and not as pitchers.

This "reSe;arch" was further elaborated in a recent newspaper article and several ."learned" jour-,2
nals; j"Watch Mit for Black-eyed BoSs," Anniston (Ala.) Star, Dec. 10, 1978. Sevalso A.L. Gary, et 4..

4

al.; Journal of Psychology, 96, 316 (1977))..Now if that isn't. huthorous, I don't know what ia.
But not all unscrupulous reserach in science should be taken lightly. Waxen neyer forget scien-

tifie experiments on the defenseless poor. The Tuskegee syphyllis experiment is a classic example of
scientific research that is, at its very roOts, a crime ag'ainiit humanity. And there areother examples ,

of this kind of criminal scientific Ireseereh. Experiments on- imnates in prisons across the nation. ,
"Operations on the poor in:charity hospitals, operatidns that are majoe and fife-threatening, but are

pertained by an Orthopedic apPliance !talesman. I could go on, but I won't. The point is that minori-
ty ingtitutions, have a speil role :as gbardians ov_er the kind of sckentific research thitt, whether in-
tentionally or unintentioniy,daes harm to the mincl*Arbody or the visions of minorities in this
nation.

We've talked about concerns related to minority institutions in academic science and we've talk-
ed about our role in the futtire of science..What of Major actions and responses to these concerns?

It is my feeling that minority institutions constitute a major unique national resource that is yet.
to be developed properly. Let's "mine" them fominority scientific manpower with the same effi-
cient enthusiasm that we Mine coal for energy pr )lenis: Let's not have high officials in the public.
sector saying that our institutionkore weak financia ey don't have enough accountants
on the payr011. The fact that we are herO,,that we have survived 's a miracle of the second order and
the tact that we .have achieved is a miracle of the first, order. 4, t us take note of the fact that one

'third of the predominantly black 'colleges founded between 1865 and 1950 are no longer, in ex-
istence. (Henry 0; Bidger, fiournal of Negro Education, 35; 306 (1966)). First the public sector fails
to suppoyt ininority institutions and then cites wevkneas as dreasonlo discontinue thenindicum of
support it has offered.

We are grateful for Ike bright spots in the picture. NSrs NIiSIP program i one such spot. And
there are MBS, MARC, HRA and smaller efforts by NASA:EPA, DOE, Leber, NOAA and others..
The foresight and, in many cases,the courage, that urges the public officials to continue to 'light for
these efforts is inspiring.

But there mustibe a wider federal role, A wider role in Part because the private sector=the fouiv
.dations and corporationsAtave been responding in erratic ways and.nevet at the level of resources

,eI

-that are required. -"

We '11/4 a preblehl *hen federal supPort of black colleges, excluding Hsoward and Meharry, la
only 414rof the total support offered for higher education. (Federal Support of Black6Colleges and
Universities, Fall 1.978, 1,, Iniititute for Services to Education, Inc.; FederalObligations to Colleges
and Universities by Agencies, fiscal. year (1976) NSF), Table I C.) Look at the figures:

7 .
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All Colleges Bleat Collekes

Defense, $223,733,000 0.1%
NSF A96,326,000 0.9%
Interior 28,218,000 0.4%
Army 50,039,000 0.0%

We,have a problem. And to hammer away at this problem, we must become Closer to the political
procek; and make demadds on the interest of minority institutions and their future role in academic
science. I read recently an excellent paper byi Dr. Miguel Rios, Jr. presented before the National
Science Bvard, addressing some of the coficerns I have raised. (Miguel Rik Jr., 'Statement to the
National Science Board in behalf of the Society of Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans
in Science ISACN AS), January 10, 1978.) This is what I mean by involvement, by hanriiiiering away
at. the political process. We must take time to study the issoes. Fpr example, higher education bills'
are up for renewal and we must provide oral and written testimony on the issues, or on the bills that
'affect the role of science in our institutions. (i .

Fingty, let me. urge you to insure our future as institutions and as minority scientist' by:
Ptessingtonstantly for acceptance by th'e public sector of the concept of financially
guaranteed access and .choice in higher education for all high school graduates.

2. Pressing constantly for political readiness to support minority institutions in stkh
'a way that they become:an even greater educational assee in science, including
building them to a point of parity with whitNeolleges in all aspdcts of graduate, pro-
fessional Emil undergraduate science teachini and research.

3. (Sometimes we get' as preoccupied with presenting our case in Washington or in the
halls of predominantly White academe that we forget to do our homework.) Seeking
Strength from our minority communities and reporting back to them on ou
achievements, Not only do the people in our communities have votes, the st
believe in us äo strongly that they will continue to give to us in greater numbers

. their mOst prized possesion their ,children our future.
. , .

Let me repeat the themes: access, choice, uniqueness. But morelet.us rededicate ourselves to ex-
cellence with all the pain, suffering\ disruption and agony that go along _with any worthwhile
change. Let de seek a renewal arid regeneration of the moral and mental force that has historically -
under-girded kr mission. Let us police ourseftree. Let us encourage criticism from within and
without and convert those criticisms to specific purposes. ..

We must work individually and collectively for uniqueness,'-cornpetence and excellence. But
perhaps most of all, we musk in ovr individual minds and consciences mount a heroic effort to save
our institutions and our stUdents from failure to achieve high purpose in their lives.

\
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Ke*note Address - January 20, 1979
TRAINING MINORITIES FOR 'PRESCIENCE

CARtERS :OF TIRE FUTURE

_Falter E. Massey
7.)ean of the College and Professor ofPhysics

-Brown University.
I tA0 pleasure and honor-to address this Conference on the topic of-preparing minorities for the

science careers of the future. However, the title reminds me of another symposium in which I par-
liciimted recently. It was the occasion of the inauguration of the new Chancellor of the University
of California at Santa Cruz, and the therne ,of the symposiuM was "Liberal' Education for the
Twenty-First Century," -A number of students pointpil out that it was a bit premature to focus on
the twentpfirst century-, for that implied that the problems of attaining a liberal education ap-
propriate to the present century had been Solved. A rash assumption to say the least. I think a
similar position can be taken relative to `the topic I have been asked to address. It may not be
premature to begin now to think about ways of preparing minorities for .the science careers of the
future,_but it does_ behoove us to consider the situation as it is now and to see what lessona we may
learn fpm thp present status and participation of minorities in scientific fields, For I would argue
that 'nless we can increase the rate of participation of minorities in existing science careers, our
hopes for the future may turn out to be unfulfilled dreams.

1n reviewing the present situation and the recent past, there are reasons to be optimistic about
Minority participtition.in science/but not as much as one might have expected lool4ng forward from
around 1970 to the present. Although there has been growth in the number of minorities achieving:.
doctorates or equiyalent terminal level degree's in some applied fields such as engineering and

. medicine, the picture has nottheen nearly as encouraging in the basic scientific fields Such as
Biology, Chemistry, and Mathematics, and'especiallyPhysics. (I should say that in my remarks
today,.I will address the Physical Sciences.).Unless we can understand why we have not made more .
progress we.may find our participation in those science careers of the future to be just as marginal
and peripheral as is our participation in the science careerSof the present.'

The proqpeets for increasing the numbers of minoritied in science careers is obviously directly
connected to the increasedparticipation of minorities in higher education-, for that is the only ex-
isting liduree of scientific training, .Let irs review where we have come over the past few years and
where we are now. In much of what I will have to say I 'will focus primEtrily on Blacks instead of all
minorities. However, in practically every.instance the data is also indicative of the situation of
Hispanics and Native Americans. Asititi-Americans in some instances may be in different sitUa-
tione. Also, I will use Physics as an-example to illustrate some points. . -

r The answer to the question of how !Ruch progress has Wen made depends largely on to whom
theiquestio^ n is asked and what is meant by "how rinich"., Among a large segment of the American

, publicand higher'educationthere is a widespread feeling that "minorities have niade. an enoy-
mous amotint of progress osier the past eight years, so much so, in fact, that little more needs to be
done, and that possibly too.much emphasis is now being put on improvi9g the lot of midorities." As
I said, this is the feeling in softie quarters, However, the data; particularly in the sciences, does not
support such a poskion.

Blacks represent approximately 11% of the American population, and about 12.5% olthe age
group between 20 and 24 years. However, at no time hap the number of Blacks either entering or
graduating from college approached these numbers.

I do not meanito obscure the many real advances h have'been made; I only rend to i4it in
perspective those advances. For example, up to 1974 the number of bachelor degrees obta1ne by
Blacks had been steadily increring over the previous ten years; the predominantly Blacklcofleges

9
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alone increased the number.of digreeeliwardedfrom 16,000 in 1966 to 25,000 in 1973, an increase of
almost two-thirds, but a survey conaucted by the American Council on Education showed that in
1973-74 ety 5% of baccalaureate degrees awarde5I were obtained by Blacks. I quote, from thq
report issuU by the National Board on Graduate Education issued in 1975.

"The figures for'blacks (for baccalaureate degrees awarded) are considerably lower than
have been previously estimated, Since approximately one-half of all black baccalaureates
were conferred by the predominantly black colleges. This factioraises serious questions

/ about the effectiveness of non-black institutions in asaistinkblacks to not only enter, but 0
7 to attain a degree, A majority of tack students have been enrolled in nonblack colleges .,

. for several years, but "are not graduating from them in similar proportions."
Such data confirm what some of us have knownor at least suspected for years, that the

situation for Blacks and other mikorities in higher 'education is not as good as we would be led to
believe by sdme. Contrary to recently propagated rumors, neither the places in colleges, medical

*hoots, nor the positions on faculties are in danger of being taken over by minorities.
'How have we fared in the'Sciences and in Physics in particular over the past few years? Less. .

than 1% of practicing physicists are Black (and the percentage for Latinos and Native Americans is
b even smaller), and although the number is growing, it apparently is not growing as fast as some of

(
us thought it would in our enthusiastic mood of the. early 70's. For example, if we look at the
average annual grOwth rate of the Ph.D.'s in science and engineering over the past years from 1970
to 1976, we find that for U.S. citizens as a whole, this growth rate was about 10%, whereas for
Blacks the growth rate was approximately 7%. (These figures are for all sciences and engineering.
The situation for basic science alone is not very different and was probably worse.) In other_words,
not only have we not been gaining in achieving parity in Ph.D's in the sciences, we 'have actually
been losing ground. Minorities still attain only about 1% of the doctorates awarded in the Physical

/ Sciences, Math, and Engineering. 'The picture at the undergraduate level is not plirticularli more
encouraging. Furthermore, most of us do not need to resort to statistical surveys to tell us that
something has gone wrong, and that we have' not accomplished what we thought we would over the
past decade. A .

As persons concerned with the education and development of ininority scientists, we have to be
able to answer not only the question "How can the number of minority scientists be increased?"
but "Why should the number of minority- scientists be increased?" We must be prepared to deal
with this question directly, for it will surely be put to us by the higher education establishment, the
science community, and most importantly, by'minority students themselves: .

,

41
,I think we have to consider seriously the answer we give to minority students who are- con-

templating' a careei' in science, and I. think we-have to be very certain of the legitimacy of our own
motives before we actively recruit students into the professions.

HoWever, I must admit that My first, spontaneous, "gut-level" reaction to the question "Why
increase the number of Minority scientista?"especially if it comes froM the scientific-educational

. establishmentis to ignore the question and to treat it as the insult that it is. The question is tante-
. mount to being asked, "Why do you feel the need tb be full participants in the evolutimiof human

civilization?", and "Why do you feel you have something to contribute to the progress and develop-
.- ment of the human race?" To Kaye to respond to such questions is demeaning; however, it would be

even more demeaning and 'dehumanizing to have to respond negatively, and in. fact not to be full
participants in the sWeep Of human history. I think it can be persuasively argued that the develop-
ment of scienee'and the scientific "world model" is one of the crownipg intellectual achieyemenpi of
mankind. We cannot afford not to be part of this.

.

s I would like to say .a few words to emphasize what I mean by basic science. The need for
, minorities in the, lied fields Buell as engineering and medicine 8 not to be questioned. l-loweyer,
this priority should ot be co'nfused with the need for more minOrities in the basic research areas.
Efforts devoted to the fermer problem do not necessarily lead to solutions to the latter.

.
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10 A large effort is now being put forth for the education and training of minority engineers, and in
fact significant achievements have been accomplished in this area. I applaud and fully supporeall
mechanisms which will lead to an increase in the number of minority engineers and m4iical doc-

.torsthese are much welcomed and long.overdue efforts. However, it should be noted th t increas-
,---ing,the number of engineers and M.10.a does not solve the problem of the need for more minority

scientists. We need people in both areasthe applied and he basic. There is a need for both
engineers and physicists, general practitioners, skilled surge° sand molecular biologists, and fOr
lawyers as ell as political philosophers. There As a need for minorities to be involved at the fron-
tiers of the ve developments in science, as well as being skilled practitioners in The applica-
tions of technol ,t

How should we r 4. d to our minority students concerning the need for minority scientiste and
the prospeCts for a career in the profession? Before attempting to answer Oft, it niay 'be.useful to
have some idea of what minority students denire from higher education and what they seek in the
way of future careers. Some indication of this can be pined from the "Fres an National Norms
Survey" conducted annually by the.American COuncifon Educatioh. Over th astfew years their
surveys have shown the following points.

,
The' moat pOpular choiCe of a future career for freshmen in predominantly Black colleges is ,

: business. This is also7the firat choice of all freshman students (whi4 and minorities) in all four-year
colleges. Horever, 4ess than 1% of freshmen in predominantly Black colleges plan on careers as
research scientists, compared to 21/2% to 3% of freshmen in akcolleges. What are the reasons given
for Choosing a career? The reason checked most by all freshmen as being very important for a oareer
choice is the desire to "be, helpful to others"-and to "work with people." Almost three-quarters 61
the freshmen imPredominantly Black colleges and 60% of all freshmen checked thirritem. However, j
two-thirds of the students in.predominantly Bleck colleges rate as also being Very important, the
"availability of jobs" and 'high anticipated earnings", compared to less the one-half of all'
freshmen who rate thette as 'being very important.. Aiiproxidately two-thirds 'of the freshmen in
piedominantly Black collepa plan' to continue' schooling tmyond tl*bachelor'S degree, slightly
more than "all freshmen','. 4 ,

Other vqy interesting items are that whereas 60% to 70%.of all freshmen rate themselves as be-
ing above average in academic ability, only about 30% of the students in the Black colleges s rate
themselves:. The ,trait in which-most students in Black colleges rate themselves as. bein above
average is "drive tO achieve". (65%). The picture that emerges from those data, of stu ents, ctr at
leak 'freshmen, in predominantly Black collegeswhich as I noted earlier is still prOably the
primary source of Bleat graduatesis the following: sjudents MI6 have little interest in icientific
careers and have a less than exalted opinion of thems a academically, are highly motiVated and
willing to work very hatcl to succeed. The students eek careere combining a high degree of
economie,security with the opportunity to contribute to the well-being of others, and are willinp
and planto continue in school long enough to obtain the necessary education hit' such caree

What can we,say to these students concerning a career in science? Well, the first thing we can
point out is that tliere area., and will continue to be, job opportunities in'science for talented and
motivated students.

Job opportunities and economic security exist in basic Science for minorities probably as much
as inany profession. There area'few professionsand becoming fewer each yearin which one can
be guaranteed a future well-paid position. Economists predict that by 1990 there simply will be too
many qualified people for the number of "good jobs" that are available. In an article in-Change
magazine, JameYi O'Toole of the'Center for Futures Research at the University of Southern Califor-
nia. stated"Society may be in the thitoes of creating a neW.meritocracy, one comtiosed of the 20%
of the population that holds almost all.the go4jobrtin the economy." O'Toole goes on to indicate
that thia0% will probably be coinposed of thOse possessing large amounts of schooling, and that
persons mostAely teinot be included are minorities, women, and the uneducated. He further stakes



that "the professional Ind technical category of j b is the, fastest growing -segmeit of the
workforce."

If predictions such,as these are even minimally accu ate, then the choice of science as a future '
career, by a% minority student, does make "etonomic sense."

However, I Agould hope that we would not use econOmic arguments exclusively as motiVations
for minority students to enter careers in science. There' are other, less tangible rewardri, which in
fact are prolpbly the reasons most of us went intOscien0e. We certainly did not choose science as a
career. .because we expected to be wealthy. Why. did we choose scielice? There are very (Implex
reasons .for such decisions, but they are usuallypot economic (although none Of us setout to be poor
eithbr.) f

If I may use myself as an example;;Avhen I/embarked upon becoming a Physidst I had not
thought these things through at all. In thy high schciblin Miisissippi, PhOics was not even offered,
and in /any event I left highochool in the tenth .grade.to go to College* without having taken any
science whatsoever'. Inyetrospect, I think my.reasons for going into Physics were quite mundane,

g perha s even ignoble. It was primarily a matter of ego. You May not realize itarid let's hope it is
not t e any longerbut in my Tay *people from Mississippi were considered7-4o put it deli-

. c,atelyto be less than well educated. Vven in Georgia, the state in which I attend d college, they
belie ed that Mississippians were none too brikht. In a sense I majored in Physics ix order to proye
to th people around me, and probably myself, that I wasintellectuallytapable-of mistering such a
diffi ult and demanding subject. However, once started, I became hooked. Literally, new vistas a. wer opened to me, things which had been mysterious OW arcane, or just plain obscure, began over
the years of study tomake sense; that there were ways Of viewing ye world of seetningly random
'events and disconneoted phenomena so.as to bring smile semblance of order, comprehensibility, and

. .

even predictability to them.wasand still reviains to this 'flaY to mean amazing thing.
'However, what has been the most profotind experience for me as a Physidist has been not the

understahding Of phenomena, bu t,. the perpetual challenge to understand. In research, there is .

always a new *problem, and every breakhrough only iMtiates another puzzle to solve. Further, it
doesn't really matter that other people, past or present, have understood or mastered a particular,
problemthere is still joy 'when you master it yourselfwhen. after 'a great- deal,of Mid work,
preparation, and mental anguish it finally .comes to you. As we all.lpow, it is an intensely personal .

experience.
Making advances in knowledgaand contributions to the field which are recognized and applaud-

ed by One's colleagues is, of course, important and is, something mie, seeks, works for, and Lip-
.

. .

predates. But this is not the suitaining factor; it is the. gravy, not the Meat. The meat is the per-
sonal engagement with the problem and the taxing of one's mind and 'emotion to their limits.4 am
sure %is-somewhat akin to what the dedicated athlete feels with retrospect to the tang of physieal
capabilities. ,

Being rikht or wiong in one's solution to a problem is also clearly important. For one think, it is
. an 'indication of the degree to which the sublett has been mastered, but E;gain this is not the essence
of the experience. For example, the piece Of work which brought me'the greatest joyin recent yearS
i/5 considered to be incorrect by most of the Phyeicists who are expettis in nir area. Although I still

jbelieve it to be a correct solution to the problem, eveil if lp ultimately proves not to be so, that will
not make the experienee of trying to find.the soltition-any less meaninglül to me.' It is this personal
engagement:of the intellect ant/ emotion which'has been the most exhilirating pspect of my career
as a Physicist. The Noble Prize-winning Physicist, I. I.Itabi, put it this way: he said, "I have alwaye
taken Physics personally, I like it better that way. It's my own Physics, within my power It's be-
tween me and nature.",

Somehow. we must find .ways to transmit thiksense of personal engagement and fulfillment to
our stusilents, so that they will be able to sense some of the excitement of what it means to be
creatively engaged in scientific research. .
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Another problem we must giv'S attention to.is the imagjt sc1o48ts within the Minority coin-
munity. As long as less thSniTo of our students consider car r alpiesearch scientists, We will have
a very difficult time increasinglthe number of rnjnority'acient, Wehave to think of ways to bring
to the attention of our'studentsand their paAntsthe reAjistic possibilities of a career in basic
science and also a realistic picture of What scientists actuallj do. This lU mean becoming increas-
ingly involved in prograMs-at the pre-College level, high school,:and even junior high and elemen-
tary schools, and also in activities Outside of acacietniliJoseph Watson points out in a recent article
in the book entitled, Minorities in Science, and I ctudte:

,A

'43ecause scientific studies are more rigOrous, and sinCe science is seen to be more distant
frInn our daily lives andiultural experiences thin the linmanities aniI the social sciences,
a studeqt, tei be suciRssful 'as a science* major. must become acculturated ilk a '
"distinctIve" sub-culture-7a.sub-culture that is rigidly based on logical and tniantitative
analysis,thirprecise use of language and, terms, and long, tedious ho rs of problem sets
and*laboratory work.'

Dr. Watson goes on to point out how era' ical it is to reach minority yo th very early' in their
academic yearsas early as the junior hi h schoOl levelso that thisePaccultUration" process can
begin. He states: "The junior and senior gh school years represent the critical formative years for
potential scientists in terms of :both ear r interest and academic Preparation." He gives data to
show that, overwhOhningly, _people who ecOme scientists had indipated interest and shown. ap-
-iitude by the ninth grade.

We theri should increase our ef orts if reach minority students Mt as early an age as possible to
give support and guidance to tho wh .xhibit the interest and talent for a scientific career. I am -

..ofspecially pleased tv see that the ew source Center at Atlanta University hasthis as one of its
major goals and would encourag isimi efforts by other nstitutions.

Perhaps all thit I have said sijould : :in to have little to do with the title of tlie talk, 'Training
Minorities for the Science COr of t Future. However, my basic position is that tliis effort will-.
I-3e futile unless.We canindreitse he n ber of minorities who seriously attempi a scientific career.
Furthermore, I .belieirf'3 the im Oita things we can do to prepare minority students for future
science careers are the"ttings we sho d-be doinglind should have been doingto prepare them'for
'existing careers.

The science careers of the .fntur e likely to be thinie which cut across the existing disciplinary',
boundaries, which so bine' or am Igamate approaches from; two or more existing disciplines.
Research. problems, e en in the bas c area arelikely to be Mo*ated by problems which cannot be
successfully attack by the meth. ologi of, a single diSciplineenergy and eniironmental cow
cerns, molecular lev prlibleins the life sciences, phySiochemical problems in the behavioral
sciences, dnd the m thematical arid numerical approaches in the cognitive sciences, to mention a
few.

If anything, these science careers will'reqUire an-even deeper immersion in the "sub-cUlture of
logical and quarititativ,0 analysis" to which Dr. Watson alluded in the article mentione'd previously.

lf.our students areto be preParedor even interestedin such careers, we must beginmow to at-
tract them to seience. I am not advocating- that eveiy "Minority student so into scienceand
especia4 into the basic sciences. Not everyone has the inter*, talent, Or jeslxe tolie a gcientist.

-I submit, however, that there is an enormous amount of ntarlied and ted talent and in-,
tellectual brillieice within the minority cOmmunity, and thatInot only would it b good for society
as a whole if the best of these people could contribute to ientific reE1'arch, Init that it would
ultimately be good 'fin- science. We cannot have too mry go4d licientists, but the professions now
are undoubtedly missinix a lot of potential contribtators beca se of theslack of significaniparticipa-
tion'by minorities,

In this respect numbers are important. Talent an nalthre intelligenCe are no doubt distributed



..1.

among the minofity. population in about the same prabortiOn as dinong the Inajority populatjon.
Therefore, if we are to succeed in attracting the faeat minds and most creative persons frOm minori-
ty groups into science so that they may make signifiCant contributions, theramust first be a suffi-

. ciently large pool of peoplp who are intenested in the subject enough.to pursue it. TherefOre, I would
c---<._ argue that we must marshall all of our resotrrces to make our etudetits aware of the rewardsboth

peisonal and professionalof a career in scietice. We must increase efforts to reach those t/lentied
students at as early an agaas possible so that the necessaq skills in Math and quantitative reason-
ing can be developed. We must devote more attention to reaching beyond academia to- reach i
students and parents to change the image of scientists within the-minority coMmunity. .4.8 James
Jay noted in the book I referrea to earlier, Minorities in'Science: "Black newspapeia all too often. ,

give two-page coverage to a plain narcotics deglei.hUt no more than an inch, if any space at all, to
the achievements of Black sci ntiets." He gOes on to nOtp that the Ebony Magazine Success

,
Library volume which includes cessful Blacks, .only fifteen Bpik scientists- are included.
-(Of these, nine were probably inclu &because tliey are also university or college presidentslr': .-..

We must also use more effectively whatever influence lye have ih profesgional societies and in
state and federal governments to increasethe 4upport for programs aimed at minorities in sdience.
',. :in sum, the preParation of minorities for the science career§ of thafUture has already begun; the
challenge is to make sure that we do our.part to make the future better than the past.
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IltiCrItIONAL STI1ATEGIKS IN THE NATURAL-
AND SoCIAL SCIENCES

Employing Behavioral Objectives and Drilr to Improve Student Comprehen-
' sion and Ret1rtion In Organic Chemistry at Xavier University.

JOhn P. Sevenair (Presented by .:Toyce Corrington)

Modular System of Instruction fdr General Chemistry.
Marcelina Velez de Santiago (Presented by Carmen ValasqVez)

Multi-Pathways to.Leivning General Chemistry: PSI Lecture with Piaget-.
Based Laboratories.

- Mary Ann Ryan and J: W. Carmichae4 Jr. I

f

Instructional Strategies in Biological Sciences - Videotape Presentation of
Basic Biological Concepts.

. ----eorge W Miskimen-------.

Individtjalizipg Courses in the Social Sciences: The Blending of A/V Modules
. I and Personalized.Self-Paced Inptruction:

Frank Orimelow

Teaching Innovations in-Applied Economics.
Alice' E. Kidder.

Modernizing Instructional Capabilitiei in General Experimental Psychology
at Tennessee State University.
Helen R. Barrett. 6,

Planning the Behavioral Spiences Laboratory. at Vexes SOuthern University.
. Edward C. A9well
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"EMPLOYING BEHAVIORAL:OBJECTIVES .AND D ILL TO
IMPROVE.STItIENT COMPREHENSION .ANI;P-REtE TION IN

ORGANIC. CHEMISTRk AT XAVIER *UNIVER ITY
John P Sevena1r, Xavier Untyersity of Louisiuria

(Presented bytloyee Corrirtgron)
I

With funding. by M ISIP several experimental activities .aesigned bo improv"e the OrganiC
'Chemistry leaure sequence were, initiated. Most proininent among these were thefrovision of im .
proved behavioral obcectives and the requirement that each studpnt attend a two-hour drill sessiou
,once a week. The uery large. mid unwieldy lecture section .was divided in two, aS well. Extensive.
'evaluatidns were condUcted. and thesogonfirnied the sUccess of the new activities. 'Responses to an
evwluallon firm given to the students revealed. characteriitics in the' Xavier student, body which

' may be of interestto other institutionti with siMilar problems and objeCtives.
The term Behavioral Objectives may have a chilling sound to those familiar with Certain recent

trends in social science research. .However, they consist of sheets headed student who has.
mastered (name*of a topic in Organic Chemistry ). should be able 'to:" followed by a 14 of' tylpes of
problems with examples. Their purpose is to guide studying. The drill sections ebnsistlBf question-
and-answer sessions, solving of sample problems posed by the instructof and frequent short
quizzes.

The evaluation is not sufficiently sepsitive td distinguishwhich of the modifications was respon-
.sible for the, improvement, but.that there was an improvement is undeniable. Two measures vire
used to detect the improzement. First, the" grades achieved on final examinations provided byt he
American' Chemical Society were compared with similar grades from norther classes at Xavier: TheT--
study groUp performed notably better than, the earlier classes, .

.
The second objective evaluation measure used was retention. In the academic year J976-77, 41%

'of the students who began the first semester passed both that and the subsequent second semester.
In the academic year 1977-78, the year that the MISIP activities were initiated, this improved to
64%.. Thelact that standard exam scores and retention itatistics both showed iviprovement is ex-
tremely significant, singe one measure can be artificially improved rather easily by the sacrifice of,
the other.

'For a more subjectivt evaluation,'a study questionnaire was given to the students early in the
second,semester. The students were asked hOw, helpful they fOund each of the aspects of the course,

-The traditional features and thg,new features were evaluated, as were tbeLtext and the recommend-
ed study aids.

A'number oyinteresting conclusions can be drawn from these student responses: It'appears, for
example, that the higher ranking students make best use of the elements of the,ciassically taught
course: the lectures, the textbook, and independent study. The helpfulness of these declines strong7
ly for the ( and I) students. These,students find most helpful those elements of the Course which
guide their studYing most,specifically. The drill sections,were the most helpfUl'component for the to
students compared with the lectdre and independent study. For example, they Were the least
helpful -for the A- students. The recommended nomenclature book, a"programtned: text, iseceived
relatively high ratings frqm the lower ranked students.

A qtiestion on the helpfulness of studying for the various classes of examsalso produced in-
teresting ansWers. The A students found studying for the final examination, 'which overed all of

( the material in, the course, Ast helpful. These students apparently have the ability to relate
materials from differen(chapters,' and use studying fdr the final t do so. The astudents found stu-
dying for the weekly short iquizzes most helpful: attempts t&jorrelate different-cbncepts are ap-
parently.difficuit for these students.
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§ince many Xaviaroudents come from ctprivod backgrounds andaknce many C ant I/students
in Otganic ChemistryNgo on to responsible positibns inaAarmacy, medical fechOology, and'even
medicine, the aids these students find helpful are, and will, remain an important pea'tofour coarse&

o
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MODUVAR sysTp4-.OVINs1tucTIoil FOR
GE1N1RAL CHEMISTRY

S
S

Mareeliga Valez ile'.3a.htiag0 Cateltolic University of Puerto litcR7once
(Presented by Carmen Valasquez)

Chemistry 105-106 is a core,course of the B.S. curriculuM at Catholic University ol Purto Rieo.
It is a terminal course for students majoring in Physics and,Mathematics and'an introductor4
course for thoSe Majoring in Biology, CheiniStry Ind General SciefiCes.. Studies conducted since
197:3 show that the pkttition rate in this course has been increasing greatly. In anatteptodeal
with the problem* several approaches were tried, among which were: appoinlment of.a coOrdifiator

, for the courae, formulatidn of instrUctigna objective-a, provision for retakipg the partial exam in
which the student Obtained the l'oWest score. Singe the textbook being utilized was ,in English, sum--

, nuiriesin Spanish faleach chapter cov.ered were prepared, exaMs were offered eyery two weeks, and
bptional drill -sesalons were offered. Althbugh these approaches were tried, attrition kept increas-.
ink.' A cominittee appointed to eValtat6 the situation:Suggested that the previously tried ap- )

. proaches be integrated and cortibined with -a change'in methodology. ' a
i

cl 1

iThe system of instrliction proposed took nto considerat,ion institutional yolicies.such as: corn-,
pulsory attendancecompletion Of course requirements iirithin one semester, and grading according:
to the university grading system. The pro'posed program included preparation of ,modules, pro-.. ,

grammed lessons in Spanish with' icientific terminology,bOth in Spanish and-Engfish, and slidt,
\.., tape lessons Op mathematical applications of cheMical concepts. Establishment of, a !earning

center, imprementation of a student tutoriacprogram, and provisions for different,mOdes of evalua-
tion including quizzes, make-up quizzes and coMprehensive exams were also inducted. Since the.in-
stitution coUld not afford the expenses of1mPlementivg. the progrann, a proposal Iwas submitted,to
M ISI P. Tti propoal was approved and zfunds were granted for 3 years starting June, 1877.

The preparation of Materiale was initiated during the suthmer of 1977 and theprogram was im- -, s'4

plernented during academic year 1977-1,7p. The exPetimental group )2onksted of 49 students that \
were claSsified as, average by, the freshmen'placement office according to College Doard Exam' %-

results'and High School Index. Yhe academic performance of the experimental group was. oriiparid
with that of students of higher entrance 'hviei (contr'ol group I) and that of studerits:O 1 wet en-
trance index (control group II)i Both the experimentarand the control groupa covered tlie same '

material. The control groups used the traditional lecture-discussion strategy while the experimedtal
group used the modular system. For the purpose 'of comparison, 'five tests were administered:
diagnostic exam, mid-term and final examin4ions foryche first semester', and mid-terM and final ex-
aminations for the second semester.

.5; Althqugh the lowest mean for the diagnostic exam corresponded to the experimental group,,the
6 results 'for the mid-terMfand final exams for the first. semester and the mid-term of the second

semOter indicated that the performance of the experimental group was better than that of.tht4 on-.
.4. -., --ter)! groups. The results for the 'final exam of the second semester showed that the .experimentat,-.. ,

group perforyfed as well as sections of higher entrance ihdex (control group I).,
. Final gr es,in both semesters were also compared. During the first semester, 89.8% of:the'ex- :

perimental oup passed the course with an average'grade of 79. Compared to the control groups? it
was the higheat percentage of pass and the highest average grade. Duringi the second semester :,.
83.7% of khe exPerimental groups passed the course With average grade of 77. Compared tothe con-
.trol groups, it-was the high& percentage o,f,passed, althoughlhe average grade in control.group I,
was two points higher.

I

A follow up study was conducted with General Chemistry students of 77/78 who enrolled in
Analytical Chemistry durini the first semester of 78/79 academic year. The experiniental group had';

, . a higher percentage of students obtaining the same, or higher grades iri AnalyticarChemistry as in), '1', ;

4
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. ..
. p6neral Chernistry,.(70% for the experimental group vs:32°,0 for the control groups). Results hem
to implY that the new Methodology, besides contribliting.toimprove the acqlemic performanTiAii ..
General ChemistrY, gieis the itiident the ofportunity to, master the fundamental concepts aricl, to
improve hts performande in upper level chemistry courses,

At the presen,t time,*ne fou?th of the total number 'of 'General Chemistry sectiOns'are-Subjeits
during the Second year of the project..Preliminary analysis for the semester eft Augpst-Decembert, :

197ti seems tO indicate the sOzte trend si94grading -and attrition is in 1977178, The; experimental
, group also covered one ch4Oter more than tiiPcontral grQup... '1/4`
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MULTI-PA. HWAYS TO LEARNING GEPTECRAL CHEMISTR3aPSI 1.,\E! PRE VirJT11 P.IAGET-BAOM
LABORATORIES

I

, Maq Ann Ryan dm! .1.W. Carmichael, Jr. .

.. XacierVOiversity ofLouisiana .

. -4ARecognising thp importance of providing a good foundation. ip,general Qhstitistry for Aciencemajorsi-the ChemistryDefier tment dt Xavier UniverSity-of j.sliiif ' ,.4..1,t:,.placed MLIOVOIrlimis on,- ,

. .
finding ways to improve stittient'perforManCe And recluce atiiitio,4,,,',. ecourse. Qver.iliti-past sik-,..years a variety .of.instruttiOnal strategies .has been develoiled. To deal.With the problem *of grealdiversity in,the mathematics, r:eading, arid sicience prepEiratiOn!orthe students, the lecttire course iscohducted .in a modified Pgl. format. To.iMprove analytical reasoning 'abilities; an' investiptive(Maget-based) lab'oratOryt..pcbgratn has been developed.and iMplemented. .

. .

.

. . .!`', ' The Geteral Chemistry lectuie Courselaa self-paced; individuahzed sequence designed to obtain.' 'ire-!tpecified ohjectives.. The course,..e modificationA Keller'S Personaliied System of Instruction,ha been usIKI in cieneral Chemistry Sections at Xavier University since 1972. Tile baSis for pro-essing,through the Sequence is a General. CfrnistrOjandbook,developed by the. authors. 'Thisspecifies in-detail the learning objectives for each'rpOdule:Studerips.iproVeed.at tbeir own pate.4.andare required to demonstrate mastgry level perfovnance (a grade ,oVat lease 90%) on each-module .... . ..
-

test.

Thrgé distinct pathways are provitled for Eminent* each set of,obje9tives: regularly .scheduledlectures, audio tape* for use' at the student's conxenience-(cleSigned specifidally to assist thoseliving reading comprehension difficulty), and reading references \in..4.8.4.0.datcl. teitbOokr.ThdioUrse also includes required basic mathematics Modules carrying .cheini;t?y credit: Tkeagmediately prec&ie the ciemistry inodyte in which the giathematics skills are to bi; SPRlied.Mathematical difficuyes fall into two 'categories: rnaniPubitive'skills and TeasOn,ing ability; Thefirst, was removal by providing calculators, tkus 'allowing time fiOr more stress on.. baSic..ma theme tical concepts, including revIews, Within the 4tructure of the cheritry. course'. 'Thginau-sion of the basic-mathematics modules and the three distinct pathWays for learning content Werethe .resuk of a decision by the CheOistry DekartMent to try to fincl..ways bf teaching Chemistry*without necessarily correcting all ekisting reading and mathematiCal deficiencies at the odtset:,
Students who do hot complete the Material of the Courbe in two semeiters are.permitted to ex- ,tend the course intO a third Semester without penalty. Thus, studentssith deficieneies can take theextra time they.need to overcome them, while students who are well-prepared can proceed atli WM-ciently rapid rate to,prevent loSs of interest in chemistry.
EValuationOf the'PSI course vs. traditionally-taught

course indicated:,that stddents. in the PSIcourserored seyenteeil percentile points higher on the AC1' General Chemistry Exathination thandkdstudents in.the tradiitional conise. Students in the se1f.p4ed course also scored higher on a -test, for retentiOn of general chemistry content,. A slightly higher percentage of students complete thecourse With aa passing grade under the PSI system than under the traditional system (604 'vs.50-55%); 'however, this difference was npt suffiCient to justify continuation of the commie on thisbasis, alone. The increased performance nd retention Of content ,for those completing the coursewere the outcomes Ji significance. Surveys of student attitudei since the PSI coUrse Was initioted:have consistently shown that 70-80% .of the siudents prefer this' typAnf course to the traditional. type. A majority bf student; believe that they vorkharaer and learn more than they would have in-.

Evtraditionilly'ylught course. ..et,

,, A newieborarory program based on the learning theory of Jean Piaget has been developed overthe past two years at }Wrier Uniyersity an* if now' in ute for all sections of General ChsnistryLabOratory: Some recent skid* of American college studentp have indicat:ed thEit a sizeable pro--- portiem of students do not haie the ability to reason abstraCtly in the fashion dekcribed as formpl
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nperationai by Piaget. It hps been suggested that students who cannot do so would be more likely

to geasp the. concepts of d science which requios a great deal of formal operational thought las

chemistry (foes) if concrete problems and, meaningful inquiries ere used to' lead the students into J.

ebstracb thinking. TherSjoye, we(have written laboratory experiments-which lead the stticlent froth

concr?te, observable phenomena to abstract princtiples, rather than providing the theoretical

background first and simply having students verify the thew (ag in traditionel experiments.)

Oue experiments follow the 143arning cyéle suggested by.Dr. Robert Karplus of Berkeley ex-

,.
ploratictiOnvention, and application. In the exploration part of 'the experiment students are given

an opportunity, to explore a particylar topic, become familiar with it, and raise questions about it.,

For our experimentp, the student's were givewspecific instructtons to follow in this partos they

became acquainted with a qrseem. In the invention part of the experiment; the students are asked

, to look for patterns.in their data, make generalizations about 4, and plot data where gpplicable. The ,

variables aid theirrelationships are highkghted in a group discussibm with the students. These ac-

tivities lead toward the invention of concepts.
Finally, itt the apphcation part of the experiment the stualpts are asked to extend the basic con-.

cePts idsome way. In 4ome experiments the students are as '&d to take the concepts they developed '

and make predictiops of seine soh on' the basis of, them. This might invblye calculations and/or

answers to questions. In same Cases the application Cakes the form of an open-ended component to

the experiment, in which the student is asked to investigate, in his own way, an area closely plated

to the one he studied in the first two parts of.the experiment.

Our overall aunproach to the, laboratory course is best described by the term'"guided,inquiry."

Informal valuat1hs of the program thuAar ha4Nindicated that student interest is greater and

per fomance better than that observed in tfaditional:laboratod- sections.
*
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IN§TRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES IN THE BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES - VIDEOTAPE PRESENTAtION;OF'BASIC

_

BI9LOGICALICONCEPTS
0,eorge W. MiVeteneo

University of Puerto Aco, Mayaguez

Videotape presentation Of basic biological concepts is a proven and, potent tool for laboratory
.and classroom instructidn. During times of increasing Instructional costs it becomes essential to
seek,wayS to reduce these costs yet maintain quality,of instruction. Videotape instruction can serve
both functions 'reduction of instructional time aria materials outlay: While at the same time, it
provides improved learning ,opportunities by combining tho use of high-quality A-V
material 'with live' deinonstrations presentpd by team-teaching professors specializing in various
subject areas. "Close-up" details of experiments and demonstrations can easily hp seen by each stu-
dent, regardless of seating arrangements, and .scheduled replays. further reinforce learning
possibilities fyir less-advantaged students. In the s.ase of the University of Puerto Rico at
Mairaguez, wFere 1200 undergraduatp biOlogy majors as well as 1000 other students are served, the

.first year bask biology laboratory courses. were targeted tinder our Video Instructional Pilot Pro-
grarn.

Basic e(Opment needed.td successfully complete such an undertaking can be compare vely in-
expensive or it.may be highly sophisticated. Either type Can be effective. 'Minimum eqA4pment
needs include *TV camera for livedemonStrations and for copyingslide, filin strip, or overhead pro-
jector-material, a 16.mm graflex TV motion picture projector for transcribing films directly onto
videotape, a yideocassette'editing recorder/player, some form of lettering system, and, of cotrse, a
supply of videocassettes. If a closed circuit TV system is already available on campus , as it is on

1 ours. facilities such iitti video typewriters, switchers,, etc., mice prodation much easier.
Production is perhaps thelinZt importantusspeet of victeotape presentation. There must be

understanding and Coordination between professors supplying subjtct material and studio techni-
cians in whose hands lie real success. It is 'essential that acadeirnic personnel fully understand the, . mechanics of TV production and be familiar.10th t,he limitations and capabilities of equipment that
is to be used. It is also necessary to be aware of the' various visual aids sources..v

"Cabe first step in videotape production ir outlining each individual unit of the program and
4 evaluating which portions ,can be completed with "citruied" visual aide sources sua a films, slides,

and film strips and whic'h parts require "live" demonstrations. When using films and other com-
mercial visual aidg. materials, it is generallY necessary to obs ve copY.right laws. A lett& re-
questing permission and, tle terms or conditions should be sent o suppliers.

After visuakiids materials are assembled, these are reviewed and eprovisional audio sbript is
prepared with notations listing' the required visual. image's. If, kr example, part of a movie
represents an effective ,way of transmitting information, the movie is taped .onto a working tape
along With its soundtrack. Film strips, slidps, and live demonstrations are also taped ontororking
tapes. It was found desirable to use Iloseup shots wherever possible te insure visual clarity.
Preparation of an audio narrati# on tap0 recorder cassettes is then cofhpleted so that a time base
can be established fcii synchionitation with the video image.

After atisembly of the Various video and audio components on working taps, the t;iost critital
Step of final recording and 'editing can begin. Ustng the editing recorder/player, materfal from the
working tapes is assembled. °options printed by the video typewriter are superimposed upon the
video image during aSsembly. TechniCal soPhistication is almost unlimited; if tistilis insufficient to
complete a narration, videotape techniques peimit repetition or stretching out diet portion of the
image, microscopic images gre possible, imagee can be sUperirhposed, and so forth.

The video image is first incorporated on the final master tape followed by the audio. Usinfost,he

A
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previOusly prepared tape recorder casaettes,.our technique has been to play the tape cassette into
the headphones of the narrator and, as. bhe video image is observed, to,dub in the final narrative
orally. If changes or corrections areneesled, the editing Tecorder/player can be used to insurePreci-

, nion placement of changes. Once the final master tape has been completed, additional copies can be
made as. needed. Two audio channels are available in many editing recorder/players so; in oucase,
one channel was used for the final Spanish, language narrative while the other retained English
language "working's narrative although it couklalso be used for final English narrative. -

There are 18 videotape labnratory prpgrams available. Each4 Unit occupiea 'approximately 45
minutes and is presented at regularly assigned hours as well as a number of adlitional shOwings for
students who feel the need fortadditional learning reinfovInient.

.The.Basic Biological Concepts videotape presentations are evaluated on a continuing basis. Two
methods are used: 1) student response questiOnnairesconcerning opinion of video versus con n-
tional instrucbional methods, and 2) objective Cests geores on uniforip tests given to sections taugh
"live Versus those taught by videotape.

Under our s stem, students from classroom sections are randomly dispersed into lab sections

7 which are' gr independently, so it was possible to compare both ,videotape versus live lab-
trained !Auden s and also clnssroom performance of each training group. Lab performance of
videotape trained students was significantly superior at the 0.01 level while Clasatoom pe ormance
was higher, but not significantly so. If labs and classroom grade percentages were wei t equally
(actual weight is 1:3), then classroom performance of videotape lab-trained studen s would also
have been significantly sUperior:

Videotape presentation classroomn are of 35 student capacity. Two 25 'inch, commercially
available, color television monitors per room are placed at a level of 5 feet above the floor. Booster
audio amPlifier interface between the campus-wide dosed-circnit TV coaxial cable and . the
monitors. Tapes are played from the central studio as needed.

A large-screen TV projector for use with 10x10, foot screens in aulitorium facilities was con-
sidered Originally. but it was felt that individual TV monitors placed in a numbs of-separate rooms-
woulgyrovide more flexibility and would result in less disruption in case of breakdown. In addition, ,

full robin fight; can be used 'wit4 conventional monitors.
In generak, respense to the video-tUtorial approach has been extremely favorable. A

1
very smaH

nunther of students regarded the method as too impersonal. Much student time was saved in learn-V.
ing conceptual material and the opportunity for repeated viewing was very favogably received. Not
unexpectedly,, most objections came from some faculty members who perhaps felt that they were
being replaced. We recommend, therefore, that when eseablishing similar pi.ograms, it be emphasiz- .

Ad to staff that faCulty time freed by $,he videotape approach could be used to participate more ac-
titrely in advanced courses or in individualized instruction.

Ar
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INDIVIDIALIZING COURSES IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES:
TUE BLENDING (41 A/VIIODULES AND

PERSONALIZED SELFTACED INSTRUCTION
/ Frank Brimelow, Voorheq college . .

Several years ago, Voorhees College, a small, phdominantly black college in-South Caroliha,
won a MISIP grant for the purpose of imprbving instruction in the Social Sciences. A principal

..component of the improvement program was the establishment of a social sciences auto-tutorial
learning laboratory, which was designed to allow students to.work at their own speed, with some.

additional tutoring if needed, on speeially prepared AN modyles. .

Voorhees College; which maintains an "open admissions" policy, serves
,

students who come
mainly from rural areas and small towns within th0 state of Smith Carolina. Many are ill-prepared
for college work, and those who are the least prepared often read only at eighth or ninth gr4de
levels. Our kind of student body, it was expected, .Would derive diatvtfict /advantages from auto-
tutforiaTA-V modules for a numbei; of reasons. In the.first place, students with serious literacy Pro-
blems, because, they cannot take notes quickly and Accurotely, have difficulty in traditional lecture
courses. Under this new teaching method, however, a student working at Trisor ber own pace when
doing auto-tutorial A-V modules in the laboratory mould have time to improve grammar, spelling, .
and other writing skills. ,'PwCondly, since many of our students come from hOmes where there is little
exposure to things sometimes designated' as "cultural", it ,was expected that, given the wealth of
A-V materials .now commercially available, A-V moceuleff might provide a substitute for the
multitude of' visual experiences that young people from more educated, wetlthier families receive as

,.a normal part of their home environment. .
,.

,,.

Accordingly, a social sciences laboratory was establisRed. It containedlwelve semi-private car-
rels, nine of them equipped with llukane filmstrip/Cassette tapagmachines, and three with Caralnate
slide/cassette-tape machines. In the fall semester of 1977.A-V modules were introduced as central
requirements in two courses, World Geography 231 and European 'History 4324.. Laboratory;
assistantsstudents of high grade-point averages and mostly seniorsweretrained to use the
machines and to assist`other students with autatutorial A-V Modules. The laboratory was open
thirty hours each week,- situdents being,encouraFed to come in at their own convenience to* wor
the modules. In tho spring semester of 1978 auto-tutorial, A-V modules were incorporated i o yet

, another colpse, ntroduction to Sociology 231.
.

The organiza ional details 'Of the three experimental offerings are worth recording. World
/914. Geography wris typical of the three. It was a second year course with an enrollment of 2 students.
- Mdst were sophomores, but the class did cOntain a sprinliling of juniors. One part-of the co e was

fairly traditional. All course participants attended three normal, one-hour Jectures each Week. ey
took four tests during the semester and these scores constituted 45% of the final grade. The Most
iml3iiTant requirement from the point of view of this paper, however, was that all students were ex-
pected to do five auto-tutori4 A-V mod tril 8 out of a choice of eight. The modules were, of course,
done in the Social Sciences Laboratory wit some help from lab assitants. The average student
needed approximately four hours to complete each one. He was given a single sheet or a small parn-
phlet which served noeonly as a guide khim in his study of the filmstrip or the slide-set, but which
also tested his understanding of these A-V materials by means of searching questions. Most ques-
tions aemanded a full paragraph for an answer; some, particularl$, those towards theehd of the
module, required essay-length answers: Once a student became proficient, with the mt4hines, he
could switch the filmstrip, the slides, or the catsette-tape back and forth to select the information

.. ' he needed to answer the module questions. Sti1/21 nts could use dictionaries, grammar books, en-.
.

)

Supporj. for the development) of history courses was provided by Lilly Foundation grant.,t

,
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cyclopedias,,and other reference tools available in the laboratory. On completing a module, students
hauded them in to the instructor and they were graded on the basis of 100 points. yaken together,
the five modules constitUted .554-i-ifthe total grade.

In all three courses students filled out an extensive evaluative instrument 'at the end of the.
semester.. Student responsedindicated that they both enjoyed and profited, from the modules. The
maximum neglitive resomse tothe modules camein the World Geography course where six out'of
twenty-three stddents opted*for the answer "I would have learned more without thamoauleswith
just 'traditional lectures and regular tests'!. In Introduction to Sociology only twg.students out of
.25 chose thiS negative response, and no students in European History choseit. On the open-ended
parts of the questionnaire students often wrote in comments such as,"I got a better understanding
of the World Wars" or "I found' them very educational".

a

11:o some extent.this end-of-semester tvaltfative 'questiounaire wki redundant, because the in-
strnctor had already learned from informal discussions with students that they enjoyed modules
and thought them valuable. The most interesting part of the questionnaire, therefore, was the ques-
tion the instructor inserted in an attempt to determine just exactly why or how course participan111§
benefited from this teaching technique.

The'question was entitled Modules and the Learning Process, and responses to it were based
upon the Likert scale. An analysis of the results suggests that one reason why students value this
learning method is because it gives "mental images of some of the things mentioned in leetures or
elsewhere". Some 49 students agreed or strongly agreed with this propOsition, while only two
students disagreeed. This finding suggests that the old boncept of 'cultural deprivation' may not be

Ilto(npletely invalid after all, that the use of A-V modules does for Voorheeli students what years of
br&sing through National Geographic and Time magazine does for youths from more adVantaged
homesit gives them meiltal images to which they can attach words.

PA second very tentativeconclusion one might reach is that having a setkse of beitig in control of
the learning process is important to our students. As many as 51 agreed or strongly-agreed with the
proposition, that doing modules was interesting because "you could control the learning process,
switching. the filmstrips and cassette-tape back and forth, taking notes and answering questions at
your own pace". Only three disagreed with this. Thus, we may be dealing at Voorhees with students
whp are alienated from tile learning prOcess. If this is true, any steps wacan take to create in the

'student, the feeling that he controls his own learning process and also, tOsome exteht, the learning
_

enyironment, will bring improved results.

Once .,A-V modules had become established as an instructional method, the instructor blended
thts technique with the technique of Personaliied Self-Paced Instruction.(PSI). It was decided to'in:'
troduce PSI mOdules along with-A-AT modules in a sophomore-level course, Ancient and Medieval
History. This was a small group of five students, three of whom Were history majors intendfnicto
graduate at the end of the year.
, In most respects the.PSI technique used was orthodox.,The contents of ,he course were dfvided
into eight units or 'modulest Each module was based upon a section of the course textbooks, The

of the Ancient World by Chester W. Sbarr. For each module the instruct& prepared a
guidesheet for student use. These guidesheets consisted of identifications and topics for paragraphs
and essays, The mastery quiz given to the student when he had studied the aivropriate readingsin
the text were simply taken directly from the module guidesheet.

In two ways, 'however, the teaching method used differed from prevailing PSI techniques."First,
no student proctors were used. Since theAss was small, there seemed no point in devolving some
of the teaching and testing functions nnto trainod student-assistants; the instructor coached
students and administered mastery tests himself throughout the semester. Secondly, and perhaps
more importantly, the principle of mastery learning, so dear to the hearts of PSI devotees, was par-
tially modified. When students take a unit test in a standard PSI course they receive an A or tain-

t., ,

F.

./0
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porary F. But in this course A, B, and tesperftry 1 were the grades aseigned:This meant that the A
end of the semester a student would generally haveá mixture of A's and ws to his Credit, rarely a
line of A's. .

. Even with a partial abandonment of the mastery principle two students out of live did not com-
plete the courko. Significantly, bath of them finished their A-V modules but fell short in completing
regular PSI modules. At the end of the course, the participants were asked to. fill out question-
naires. Student response to the cOurse and the teaching methods was definitely Positive. The course
was described as "interesting" and "an exciting learning period," and the methods used were .

deicribed as "a good waY to learn," and "a good procedure." However, students xlid seem to think
that there was too much work in the course. One said he would not- advise a fellow student to take
more than 'one PSI course per semester. Two students, suggested that the method of testing was'
rather lengthy and exacting. As a result of these observations the course is being mOdified slight*

Overall, these experiments" have been received with great enthusiasm. Work is proceeding to
adapt this blend of techniques to other coursed..

Since the expiration of the MISIP grant, this work hisbeen carried on with4inancial assistance
from the Lilly Foundation. Development of History course materials was accomplished 'through the

0
support*of Lilly Foundation grant.
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TEACHING INNOVATIO S IN APPLIED ECONOMICS

Alice E. Kidder
North Carolina A di T State University

The penetration of Minority scholar's into the discipline of economics has lagged behind that of
many scientific professionfP It is alleged that the quantitative nature of the field deters the social

, Science Undergraduate, and the abstractions of economic theory compe,te eta di4advantage with :
the more policy-relevant fields of law, sociology, or business. To counteract these tendencies, the
Economics Ileplirtment of North Carolina.A/& T State UniVersity has introduced several techni-
ques to attrabt and 'retain Students in the fi ld; I shall describe Several approaches, and report on,the outcomes of: . .1

-

1) a Learning Resource Laboratory t provide tutoilal instruction in quantitative areas.. ,.

.. \
3) _on-the-job learning opportunities or students to work with factIltY on funded research_ 1

2) expanded curricular offerings in* antitatiye methods, and
..

prbjects in applied economics 9
. ,..

Under a i.ttnt from the National S ence Foundation, the Fconornics Department set up a
tutorial center, staffed with students ans faculty prepared to assist students witk quantitatively
demanding courses: econometrics, sta istics, operations research, calculus, and intermediate
economic theory are principal problem a eaS. Students can use the Lab any time between 9 a.m. and
5 p.m., and may opt for a student tutor or a professor other than his/her instructor. Students raise
questionhOut the reading assignmen s, homework problems, or exercises, and may-be given pro-
grammed instruction materials. In 4 dition, A-V materials (tapes, 'slides, video cassettes) are.
available as self-paced instruction. At east thirty.students are monitored in the Lab each day and
usage is voluntary..

To test the effect of the Learning esource Lab, the faculty studied the impact.
on GRE scores.

Interestingly, in the era following th introduction of the Lab, GRE scores in verbal areas did not
gainbut there was a statistically si nificant increase in performance n the quantitative testing.
During the period 1965-72, the aver e was 403 points; during 1973-7 the average rose to 442. The
upper range,also improved. Anothe test was later performed to see w ethertipe Lab usage per se
contributed to itilproved GRE _per .ryiance. A single equation model Was used to predict (Q) the
,scores on the quantitative.aptitude t st, using as predictors GRE Advanced Aptitude Test (A),
grade point average (G), Learning I.,ab usage (L), and sex (S): The ;results are given in Equation (1).

1 1 da
.. 0

(1) Q= 116.45+20.44G + 0.50A + 19.07L -±, 29.36S

,

.

(18.95) (0.19)
,

(22.34) (21.84) .. R2 = .21
(Evans and Jeong) /

Even taking into account the effects of other contributing factors such as sex and GPA, the
positive effeci of the Learning Lab is evident, op it statistically improves performance on balance
nineteen points and, Aimee the effect interacts with GPA4 may possibly account for as much as sixty i

points, or' approxi lt a tely a fift,een percent increase. these encouraging results have led the A&T ad-
ministration to fo tinue funding beyond the duration of the NSF grant.
° Thore are few attractive economics jobs for students who hold only a baccalaureate degree in the
field. A&T encourages studentsto apply for graduate training, and:to prepare,them for the rigors of
graduate school, offer's the students econometrics, quantitative antlysisoond operations resSarch
electives in addition to required courses in caldulus, matrix algebra, statistics, intermediate micro
and macro theorY", and a research methodg seminar. Sttidents from the program hap gone on to
complete Ph.D. course requriements at Harvard, M.I.Ti, U. of Ilinoie,S. oif Kentuckyand other
graduate schoolp'in'economics. Students passathe challenge of giaduate ti-litSing in económicifrom 4

one collegiate generatiob to the next, and successful doctoral program completions give evidence of
satisfactory undergraduate prefiaration. it

28
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NO a group of widergraduates trained by their junior and senior years in economic 'theory and
quantitative methods, faculty of the .dipartmenE have been able to involve students as paid
research aSsistantrOn funded Orojects. Students soon learn the relevance of econ 't theory when
preparing ciSsVbenefit analysis for the Environmental Protection Agencyd or uating the
economic impact of-transportation projetts for the Urban Mass Trtinsportation Adipimstration.,
Theory and practical relevance blend in a learning..experience whit pushes the students to the
limits ofitheir academic growth. Undergraduates need closer supervision than graduate assistants,
hut the payoff in denionstrated skill deVelopment istprofound: Students with a track record in fund-
ed research can more easily obtain subsequent employment with the government, with consulting
firms, or with management firms. Faculty are 'given released time with which to conduct the
research projects, and students may receive independent study credits for their research work.
Alcultyistudent workshops presenting research results enhance the reputation of the departnient.

These programS can, and are, being implemented on many minority &mpuses today, and it is
hoped this presentation will convince other schools of the feasibility of expanded programs in lip-
plied .economics.

II
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MODEENIZING. INSTRUCTIONAL CAPABILITIES IN
GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY AT

TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
Helen R. Barrett, 'Tennessee State University

, When the MISIP grant opportunity came to the attention' of Tennessee State University in
1971, all of the science departmand were briefed on the guidelines. It was clear that tliis was an im-.
portant opportunity for General-Experimental Piychology at Tennessee State. Althbugh the

. department courses' listed in the catalogue 'were' representative of the various disciplines in
psychology, including among them a yearlof Experimental Psychology and Physiological
Psychology, lack of facilities .made it virtually impossible to carry out experiments and clemornnistnrga:
tions which Were typical of the various basic and applied experimental areas' such as 1
physiological perception, and human performance. For these reasons, we felt.that our primary focus .

stould be to strengthen our present program in General;Experimental Psytiology, rather than to
head in the direction of highly innovative approaches. Two basic criteria served to guide our plann-

'ing and eventual implementation of the program suppvted by MISIP: first, a significant ugmber of
students Would )3e benefited, annbcond, the improveNents should be thought otas_permanent in
nature'. A more specific content-related goal was the aspiration that the new programs would great-
ly enhance our ability to train sttidents in,.both the technical and conceptual skills required to
employ the methods of science to, questions 'cif Psychology. Thus, we spent considerable time selec-
ting content areas which we felt would have high intrinsic interest, and would appeal to a broad
cross-section of students.

The program was designed to provide ayariety of representative "hands on'" experiences to sup-
-A plement our standard "letture-book" approach with exposure to contemporary behavioral research

methods. tSpecifically, funds'were usedto sncipert the various activities.

I. Personnel
at Faculty. The planning of laboratory facilities and the reorganization of courses Was

facilitated by a Ph.D. level experimental-physiological psYchologist, hired initially with
Foundation funds: Presently, an M:A. level labor*tory manager, hired with University
funds, is, responsible for* preparations and s demonstrations, and students use of the
laboratory.
Students. Student laboratory assistants, initially hired with NSF funds(tand presently
by the University), have worked in the laboratory since its inception.

II. gesearch and Training Laboratories and Accessories

)

b.

r,

a. Experimental Psychology (Learning). A full-scale laboratory, was establish: to acc
pany the Learning courset It is equipped for experiments, demonstrations and studen
projects in animal and huthan learning. Major equipment "'mewed include animal hous-
ing ficilities, operant conditioning chambers, ,and devices for human le ning, such as
bi?feedback equipment and memory drums. A parrof this coutte was an quipment con-
struction program in which students built laboratory apparatuiused to run xperiments.

b. Experimefital Psychology (Perception and Human Performance). A laboratory to.accom-
pany this course, was equipped/kr demonstrations and experiments in this area, in-.
cluding for example, reaction-time, audiometry, and the measurement of vieual illusions.

c.. Physiological Psychology. The laboratory for this 'course is designed for training in
neuroanatomy, small-animal stereotaxic surgical techniques, and behavioral testing of
physiological

d. A- V Aids. Films, s es and tapes were acquired to correspond tt:e above content areas
to supplement classroom lectures.

30
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e. Gr4ral Psycizology and Senior.Project. Equipment for the above courpes a drawn upon
foridemonstrations to General'Psychology studenta; and for indivi'dual-re

t
earch projects

eq
.

by students enrolled in the ruired Senior Project reaearch course.. ..

III. Colloquium Series * , , -

a. The Psychology Colloquium Series was. established to compliment tirmal AlimIlse work,
with outside speakers in various reseaich areas. PrograIns were'publicized throughout

e the University, as well as in the Nashville psychology community.
Results 'and Evaluation. It is a .credit to the design of our program and the co-operation of the

administration that the impr vements are long-term in nature, affect a large number of students,
and are used extensively. Nothfltis sitting unused in closets. Further, our equipment and A-V aids
tend to be standard, modern. device , not so highly specialized as.to appeal to the, interests of a
limited number of students and faculty members. Thelaboratory exercises and demstrations are
representative of what can b'e done with resources. We are now in a position to th.aw upon oUr
holdings to devise other student exercisea, emonstrations:and individual projects as our courses
evolve from yeanto-year. The range of our facilities permits uS to encourage inavidual student
research projects in a variety of aieaS. Since 1973, each semester we nave had Seiliór Projects and
theses run in our laboratory in the areas of Jearning, chemical brain stimulation, bait-shyness,
biofeedback, end short-term memory.

All of the above-mentioned programs were found workable with the exCeption of tile equipment
construction pro'gram. The large investnient in faculty time for the neceatary supervision and
guidance (for 30-40 students) was not justified by the educational impact. The Psychology Collo-
quium Series existed for three years of Foundation support. While nt:) funds are currently available
for this kind of regular activity, vie have established a mechanism and precedent for such a series,
which can be continued on an occasional basis if funds permit.

Several observationS are:indicative of the impact and success of the program: 1) A rating-sce
type questionnaire to evaluate the remised course in Learning indicated clearly that students felt
that laboratory exercises facilitated their grasp of textbook concepts and made the course more.in-
teresting. 2) As the first full-scale Undergraduate laboratory among the Na'shville universities, it is
a source of pride among studefts, mild has been the basis for contacts with other departments in the
city. 3) The number of majors deciding to attend graduate school in experimental psychology re-
mains small, however, we have effected the ekposure of all majors in the department (about 70% of
wnom go to graduate school in some branch of psychology). as well as some non-majors to scientific
approaches to behavior. 4) The program has promoted interdisciplinary exchanges on our campus
since we hive attracted non-majors to some courses, supervised interdiNplinary theses, and in-
creased contact with faculty in other science areas. 5) The program has been the basis f9 two subse-
quent research and training.grant applications, both of which, built upon the facilitiei and courses
supported by MISI P. 6) The careful selection of equipment resulted in ap,aratus whicp'has proven
to 1)e versatile, (e.g. the modiilar programmable biofeedback device which is used in every facet of
the program). 7) The program has been continuously active since 1973. When NSF funds were ex-
hausted in 1977, the University assumed certain financial responsibilities (laboratory managerand
supplies) to permit prograth operation, and has continued to provide and increase laboratory sPaCe.

I
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PLANNING THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES LAB ATORY
*AT TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY

Edward C. RALIK Texas Southern University

THE. SYSTEMIC CONTEXT
' The Behavioral Sciences Laboratory is conceptualized Within a systems perspective. This

Perspective provides a meaningful framework for interrelating student,'programmatic and societal
needs and provides a, system for selecting solutions to complex problems.

Texas SoLithern University, after careful study of the environments within which it exists and
mei-Vim:Nought and obtained a new mandate from the State of Texas: serve the urban envirqnment
through effective programming. The nature of the emerOpg environment seems to demand n Dew
specifkation of basic education. We have conceptualizedicTur version of the new basic education in.
three interrelated parts: process, thematic specialistlion, and integration. ,

, The process skills include, big are not limited to, the ability to conceptualize the essentialslimen-
sions, of ill defined situations and to. construct meaningful Models. Integration skills ihclude the
ability to apply theoretico-empirical knowledge to improve the human condition. Thematic
specialization skills represent one's abilities. to follow signs to .problem solution no matter what

4

traditional departmental lines they. cros..
Our present tifinldng is that the implbmentation of this model would increase the life chances of

our graduates and at the sanie time more effectively serve the general societal interest by providing
new professionalS, with skills appropriate in dealing witiNnique complex problems.

Our iissessmen`, of ehe state of the environment and informal assessments of transition4pro-
battilities to new st ea reflecting an increased fit between graduates' si011s and societal rieeds in-
dicates that:

t. The inerti of organizational structures and traditional curricular models are so strong
that new t as may hot only be rejected but also taken as proof that the initiators are
outside the ainiatream and,'therefore, need not be seriously.considered. .

2. The society wt iteither give less than due consideration to science oriented ideas nor
fund traditional nes without expecting major reorientations to fit new needs.

3. The funds to sup rt the type of cur*ulum design kiggested are unlikely do be
available in the requt ed amounts to do the renovations demanded with the speed the
developing situation stlgests.

THE LABORATORY

The laboratory supports the general ni del discussed above and the traditional prommmatic
environment. The objectives of the laborato are:

1. To provide an academic supportfa it'y where undergraduate students Might use A-V
materials on individual. -and small , oup bases in economics, psychology, and

. sociology, and
2. To provide a data analysis laboratory to prove quantitative and analytical skills

among ocio-behavioral sciences students.

In order to it the laboratory, into olif over-all mode design, the following criteHa were
established: ; . I

1. The laboratory must be both a. physical space ciesi to support the objectiveA and a
,

::-,process of knowirwand doing not limited by sp ce co siderationg.
2. -. The principle of flexibility must dominate all other co sideratiAs sO thai, respon-

,,,/ siveness to new conditions will be facilitated.'
0

.

1

a.
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1.. .In the A-V component, study carrels may be arranged into several de depen g bn
o
space

and instructional strategy, or moved to new facilities/we'project in 1?81. The soft are js relevant
for at' leastatiree disciplines. .- 0 p

In the.data analysis coMponent we had the choice of short, termOtantages.or long term poten-.
dal. One het of minicomputers had one high lettel language, very, definite limits on 'simultaneous

.

hands-on use ind few growth options. Another set had multiple, high level languages, the potential
to expand the number of users, cange operating systems and Stlect options Which facilitate
growth. We chose from the latter group. The basic hardware is a DEC 1)134 computer: R -IJ. is the

:h', ,

operating system. The high level languages are FORTRAN and BASIC. -

. The students being served are largely in the lower division of the pocio-behavioral scjefices. The
upper division students serVed are primarily in statistical or other quantitative courses. The

P average number being served will increase,from tche pilresent 350 per term as additional hardWare
and a 1;ider range of application programs befome atilable. ,

PROJECT EVALUATION

he Behavidral Sciences Laboratory is operating within the limits' and at the pote-nlial expected
of the planned, first-stage development. While no formal evaluation research has keen completed,
the demand for longer hours of services, for moie terminals, for ether wipherals and for the mini-
library donated bY faculty and students indicates positive evaluation.Mdditional hardware would.
allow us to support more students and to interface experimental psycliologSr and the computer.
CONCLUSION AND REC MME DA'NONS

The systems perspective is éffçIive in both planning and implementation of projects. We did
not, have tile funds to do what we Inow needS to be done. However, the developMent of an over-all
model facilitated our understanding of what might be done with modest funds to achieve over-all
goals. It, is' recommended that:

1. more of us utilize the systems approacla-r) prograrnmatic development,
2.. the short-terin, dead-end, development advantages be traded-off 'in favor of modular

growth potential, and'
3. NSF continue this program and develop otliers which support high rislr alterriathre

approaches to ways of learning.

'c

S.

S.
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III. C:94PUTEIt.ASSISTEb INSTRUCTION
I Using Ole Computer in the Teaching of Science. ,

James D. Beck .

s ,

Increasing Success in and Undertaking of Science among Urban Minority
Students (Project ISUS).

,.Cail Polqwcz* , .

Computer-4ssiated 'Instruction in clenerpisChemietry.
. 'Alex Bonilla and Manuel GoMez-Rodriguez

Scientific Academic Computet-Planning Process.
Ilohn Garner ..r.1 I c ;

I ,

Innovatiye Instrtictional Uses of CompUters,at Jackson-State University.
Jesse C. Lewis . . .°.

, Interat4ve Computer-Assistecl Drills and Exercises in Science Courses at
Hosit,Community Cbllege., " .

k I.Amador C Muriel .

..
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USINb THE COMPUTER IN THE T1ACHINIi OF SPIENC, ,

James D. Beck Virginia *State College

Students entllea In.our twq-Semester iequerice in general chemistry at Virginia StateCollege
tepresent diversetackgroundOnterests, afid abilities. They ate drawn fronio number of different
majors, including agricultute, biology, chemistry, gaOlogy, :home ",econoMics, mjjiu9maeics, :
micrebiologY, and physics:- A significant fraction of the enrolleee are-interested Medicine and
other.health-related careers. The students in theseChemistiy courses also vary-widelSr in their seien-

, tilicanci tnatbeinatical ifackgrounds and .abilitiesr pine ten- to. fifteen 'percent Of them had no.
chemistry in high school! ahd the finality of the high sChool courses taken by the others is ,cilueS!

..':;!..tionable. When wa adminiStared t%e ACg-NSTA- stanclarcilied.oxartination in ihigh sOhool
9 ' 16:students entering the general chemistry -Sequence, the highest-score teobrded was 'at-,!:'. -;

. .e.!: '' the fiftN:Vercentile level while the mealt-and median scores were just above the ten percpntile 'level,.,
!' Facet' With:this very:diverse groqp.opfattidents, many/of whom are not adequately p epared for a

*ie.4'..-coul::ie;..our. basic! .01:040:1 has biJen tin piovide students wit rietY okilter-c.
.natiy 6.:144k.r taint *Sd:es and: extrwcipfttli.tOies to master the coutse Material. We have made. th6 f
computerah

. .

ifriorta°0 Part of thisiOitifivtiand hope to enlarge its role in future refinements. Out:., .

...:.axperienee...1ACcites dist the complite*:,..4.0;-play a..useful role in instruction in chemistry and un-
.:)4Pabt,pdly.in'..othat,science areeti as WellWitthlthe teductiOn.in cost of computer capability and the
'f'..14ere4sint PreVa1#064if microComputarsi,COMputers should be Playing an increasing part in our in-

6.'' '; . -.-Atrucaenatqdeliverysystants .

0.; , -

Ourgoil*Kthisgenern4eMiStry prograin IS to make available to our students a widespectrum.,,, . . ..
4tAffererit whyla toier4rh avo. .1. atry in the hope that soMe of tiese will 'fleet the needs of all of our,.. .,. ,

stuAents. The varlet,Nr,'-of miOrials 'and methods also allows studeritewho are poorly preparOd to. . . ,
- enjOge in.extra. activities. toluilp tham master thematerial.

. .
;I S IVO haye elected to retairi.,0u; traditional components of our 'general chemistry course-text-

boek,..lectlit'es, reci,tation*SessionS. The labOratory crtiniues to operate as a separate course And will.-
. not b'e included in..th. is discussion.7o the traditionalcOurse items, we have added a study guide that-4 -
,.. ig. -,

published:as a Companion to;:the textbook, sets of performance objectives,:slide/tape. and
film:strip/UP? ProgreMs, indiyidnalized cornPuter-generated problem sets, voluntary practice sea-
ft io4; a kd coMputer prcigriiMa. -Students ate requi0d to tisesorrie of these, but they may 'select the

..''' T'.,. onO, that they. wish *tO:iitiliim ancrmay engage in Mnre tharithe required minimum number of ac:
Livities.-1,hey mity also make use of:the traditionarcontse Components, of churse.

. ,

# .

7 0.,.. The euliwuteris usedio getierateothe individualited.problem sets for student use. Most of these.
.:-..are.nov being done:i4 batch motile, with the computer Simply selecting questions at random for in-

Clusion on the studenes set The sets are then distributed in classes, thrtudents nifty answer the.-,

itions,imd Wilt them in for grading,. Next year We Would like to generate the questions and
-

:-a FiWers iti:A. different motifiet'and to use the Co'inputer4or grailing the stupent responses.' We alsd- . . .

'....6iwarit to Mike m4ri .usa ofthese::ProbleM sets for diagnostic Purposes.
-..4-, ' . 4 "

. .

: The sa me yoinptitei.pi:ogram :that generates the-individual. Problem sets will also 'produce in-
dividualized quizZas. A-Oin, "we are planni6g to alter our operation next year so that the quizzes' can
be generated by the contputet Funtif odd !xi coinplete4, at 'a Computer te\mhial. This Will .make
,repoatable testtiog OFTilile. -',.. ,,.. 4 .'; j": ...: :

4-.:. W a halie also been usigthe Comptiter in;an interictive mode for computer-assisted instruction
,,ICAti. Currently wt t. have-about gfortyprograMs that,we use throughout- the course. Most of these
ate 'gle concept an0 u*.lipajorik,y are of the drill-and-Tractice tyPe. A few are tutorial,. simula-
tie 'dr just ptOblerri generators. For tbe rook:part' they:ate nOt, of keophistleasted nature but do
*vide addikiomil praCtice 'and, t6 some exf,ant, ttitoring Oh basic Capaipts. These are-all written4n
tlif.BA8IC languageWith the 4sception.ofa eA! prpgram Oiibalancing redox equations by the ion-

'
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. 9lectron method whidh is written in eimrsewriter. We plan to expand our collection of progranis in ,

Ittio:,category now that 'additional softWare-of this type is being mhrketed. -

We ha:te not done ,a definitive stud'y to dicertain whether or not stikients are really learning
Mórelpetter, messier under our altynatives program than they do in traditional lecture-recitation.
courses. We have surveyed:the degree oflise of the varidus course compbnents and the sloudents' at-. . .

titudes tbward them. Those results indicate that students & make use of many of the alternative ac- 4

tivities dnd that thel, do cohsider most of them to be worthwhile. The textbook remains the most
-frequently..used course component, but the individualized problem sets rank a close second. All of
the other actiVities were quite heavily used:. In terms of usefulness, the students rated the leXures,

:problem sets, and practice sessions of higheat value. The cdmputerytograms and textbook were
also ranked high. Slide/topes programs, recitation sessions, setsof ogjectives arid the 'study guide

We are platIning to 'involve the computer more in this program,"espec ally in diagnostiAnd
( were ranked lower but all were considered of someause in learning the cour matorial. 4

management teles. Eventually we would' like to have the computer Assess each student's progress,
to diagnosetspecific areae of difficulty, and to prescribe courses of actiotfor remediation.,This will"
require computer generation of questions, computer grading of answers, record keeping by the com-
puter, and possibly the rise,of the computer to do actual testing and grading. We would continue to
use oueconiputer programs for instruction', but these would be just one component of the larger set
df activities which could be prescribed for'student u , riltentire process would be managed andr

' controlled-hi/ the computer with 'Jninimal instruct participation. The traditional course com-
. tponents would still be retained, however.°

..
Ti With the increased altitiilability of hardware and software/or computer utilization in 8eiencein-

4
struction, there is good ireason for including the cOmputer as part of our science teaching package.
Oiir experience indicates that-the computer has an important role to play, both now and in the
WWII% . z .

,
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INCREASING SUCCESS IN AND UNDERTAKING OF SCIENCE
AMONG URBAN MINORITY STUDENTg (PROJECT ISUS)

Carl Polowczyk, Bronx Community College
-Project ISUS is an integrated program of televised instruction, computer-assisted instruction

(CAI), computer testing, and computer mana6ment of a system approach to instruction. The pro-
ject does not_replace instruction but is an organized stucbt ay testing Program that takes place
outAide the classroom.

The college has a Learning Center associated with its library, and a portion of it has been set
aside for Projecb IS0 US, where ten terminals andote, videocassette players have been joined into a
coniimter-assisted televised system catrel. .

1 The class still has twolecture hours'or large group sections, one recitation hour or small group
session, and three laboratory hours. Project ISUS impacrts on all four components of the course; as
viewed from the instructor's standpoint. These are as follows:

1. A Study' Lluide Impact. The study guide has clearly defined units. Each uhit explains
what is to be studied, why it is to be studied, a list .of behavioral outcomes, and a .set of
learning activities that the staff has identified as being necessary to achieve the
behavioral outcomes. There is- no question of the details of bhe course.# Lect-ure Impact. The project has an impact on the lecture gertion since students can 6-,
Lain computer-assisted instructjon ono,lecture content. The lecturer is aware .of the em-
phasis present in the CAI and has confidence inthe students' pace. Hp can SPend time
on those objectives that they recognize are difficult without feeling that every tdpic.has
to be covered in minute detail. Lecturpes know that jn many cases, AN presentations will
cover details. .

li.twitationimpact. The instructor knows that students have attempted a practice quii
prior to class, and come to class with-content questions and homework problems. More
intensive effort e problems giving students difficulties focusei instruction. Testing
which normally took place in this session has been eliminated, giving 'tore instructienal

"

3

time.
4. Laboratory Impact. The laboratory instructor knows -that the student has viewed a TV

tape, covering the details of the experiment, the calculations involved, use of standard
- forms, and.instructions roduced for the experiment by the Prdject:

Fromthe students' per4pecti e there are the following impacts;
.

1. The study guide cle rly states what is to be done and why. The need .for reading,
homework, and clas at ndance is clearly stressed.

2. If the student&follow this ystem, the lecture has more meaninband the lecture content
is reinforced by cpmputer- ssisted and A-V materials. A variety Of instructional tools is
Used.

3. Students know w,here their problems are and can take advanitrge of the small group ses4
sion to get more instruction in areas where they are alvand less instruction in areas
they have mastered. , .

4. The preview, of the latrobstory TV tapes, including calculation, has shortelfed-laboratory
.a time and rested in greater individualized instruction. Ilboratory sessions becolne more\problem oriented.

Oh
6. Testing is 'removed fro a classroom setting. students are tested when they want'to be

-tested, after having co leted all of the learning activitie;in the classroom, at the Om=
puter, on TV, and by other..AV methods. Students take a practice quiz on the computer.
Unless they get better than se'V Out of ten, they cannot Prdteed to the real qdiz. When

, /.
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they have' icientified thefr problems end solved them, the real quiz is thbn taken under
relaxed conditions with lit* test anxiety. They keep theii test and knowitnactly wIlffire
they are.,

s

The Project has thu's far resu1d in lowering teat anxiety and has produced a ten point
increase in performance of a at group on a mid-term exam produced by non-project
facu4y, and on a final exam p duced by t departmental-committee.

The Project vas manafeed in suchil w y that faculty writing AI material and questions did not
need to acquire any progranimirig knowledge. One studedt .put t e cokiputer-aasisted Instructional
material into opr. PDP 11/40 using DKAL, an author language. One student put the practice
quizzes into the machine using LAD, a system'cleveloped on campus. Two members of the faculty
supervised the students and created the Student Management System which directs students' ac-

/ tivities 'and records their respons6. Faculty add student apprehensions 'about CAI havii been
. minimized. The Project covers the 'first semester of general chemistry, a semester of qualitative

analsis, and a sernester of quantitative analysts, The Project Director invites requests to exchange,
TV tapes, computer tapes, and study guidea. , ,

4 4
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'COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION IN
GENERAL PHEMISTRY

Alex Bonilla and Manuel Gomez-Rodriguez,
University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras CampUs

General Chemistry (Cl4ern. 101) is taught at the University of Puerto Rico (ltioTiedras Campus)
following two different.tes of educational formats. One is the Personalized Systernof Instruction
( PSi) anci the other is the standard lecture-discussion format. Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI)
materials were created specially for our PSI program covering all the fundamental topics of General
Chemistm.

Computer programs (programmed in BASIC for Hewlett .P/ackard 2000 Access System) were
written for every. PSJ unit. The programs use Spanish as the communicating language, since most
of our students are native Pherto Ricans and Spanish is their native language. An attempt was
made to use CAI material from available sources. In doing so, We encountered difficulties such as
no available CAI programs in Spanish, problems of integration of CAI intoour PSI program, and a
mismatch between available materials and our operational objectives. Thus, it beduie obvious t&it
in order to be successful in our CJI project we had to develop our Own materials.

We will outline the basic format followed in our CAI modules. For every operational objective
that can be adapted to CAI, a typical exercise or problem is programmed. Usually we program a
skeleton type problem where the computer randomly fills the blanks with data selected from a com-
puter file. Students can answer problems with a numerical or alphabetical response. Problems can
also be ,preieneed using multiple choice aretrue-false forinats. Since the computer can actively in-
teract with a user, the preci'se help can be given to the student at the right moment; creating a
dialogue between student and "teachen." This enhances the learning process. Messages indicating
wayti to approach a p'roblem, hints on how to Nalyze data, outllnes of fundamental topics, and a
step by step interactiv.e solution to a problem are some'of the ways our CAI programs help students
when incorrect ahswers are given to the computer. As etudents cover allthe operational objectives
of a PSI unit using CAI, they can develop, prOblem solving skills and at tile same time master the
chemical concepts under consideration..

Log-in is very simple and students identify themselves with the computer by their own student
number. The machine will acfinowledge the student with his or her name, and then the student
selects the program or module to be performed. It is recomntended that the student read the
material from the textbook and from theiltudy guide before working a CAI module. As the student
works his way through a CAI program, iAormation regardingkerformancli is stored. in,a computer
file. The ptofessor in charge of the course can have access to this data that consiets of the number of
modules worked by the student, the number of exerdses attempted in each module, performance on..
each exercise, time spent working on each module, total number of visits to theSomputer Center,
and course performance.

DuPing the first semester of the 1978-79 Academic Yoal't tire Chemistry Department enrolled'
903 students in General Uhazi1y. 'Of that population, 454 students (50%) were enrolled in the
CAI program and the rest pf tfie students were utilized as a control group in the CAI mOdule
evaluation procedure. At the 'end of the semesdr the CAI students received a two-pitge,questioh-

..paire. In their opinion the CAI media were stimulating; they hiedyrecommended the`Usiof-CAI to
other students, and indicated CALpresentation vitts clear and of reasenable length and difficulty. A
large number of students found that "learning cab be,fun." They found the computer tO be "almost
human" and highly Intoractive.,By monitoring the number of visits to the computer center(5,211
for the entire semester, or 420/week) and the students' progress on a weekly bapis, it was observed
that the itudents were using the computer mainly as a study aid. About 80% of the students polled a
described the CAI modules to be imaginative, clear, and logical in Presentation of solutions to Pro. I
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Oklems. They found;CAI material stimulated thent to do extra work and keep up with the course:
Data obtained from student performance on CAI modules, Chemistry course grades, and Col-

lege Entrance Examination scores were used in the evaluation of the CAI modules' effectiveness.
The resUlts were compared with the control group th t did not use the CALmaterials. Comptitzei
programs were written to make corrdfation tables betwç College Board Math score's with number
of completed CAI modules, course grades with completedJ modules, College Board scores with
course krades, and.correlation tables between grades with, number of visits and tinie spent at the
Computer Center.

The coielation between completed modules and course grades showed the following trend: low
usage as measured by the number of completed modules tends tO correlate with either a failure in
the course or a deficient pass (a D grade). In order to complete a modUle, a student must achieve all
the operational objectives that Were programmed. The majority of students attempted all the
modules, but in many cases they abandoned the itioduie before completion. This was due to the fact '
that manz students only completed those operational,objectives within a module in which they felt
deficient. For this reason, it was found that the number of attempted modules correlated poorly
with suceess in thkeourse. On the other hand, the number of 'completed modules, in excess of lour,
correlated well. Over this number of completed modules, retanable grades (a or over) were obtain-
ed by the students. We found a large pdpulation of studentsigth A's or B's that completed only one
module. We considered the possibility of dealing with two different 'types' of student population.
Two immediate possibilities came to mindRirakthese students only completed the operational ob-
jectives in which they had difficulty, and second, those-with sufficient skills and a good academic
'preparation found the additional computer aid unnecessaiy. To test these two .possibilities, we
prApared correlation tables comparing t e number of visits versus course grades and College Board

6
Scores.

An analysis of the correlation between the number of completed modules and College Board
scores indicate the following trend: students *hat completed only one module are divided basically

S into two populations - one with College Board scores under 650 (on a local exam) and another over
720. Experience has s wn that scores under 650 identify students with low probability of success
in the natural sciences These correlations provide additional support for the previo4 statement
that stUdents with a g d background feel that they do pot have to complete a, given module, and
work only those operational objectives in wfiich they have difficulty. A correlation table between
visits and'cours-d'grades reveals a positive correlation between axe two variables, thus explaining-
the number of low completed modules for sonie students .with grades of A oi B. .

As a check of CAI effectiveness, we prepared correlation tables between College Board grades
and General Cfiemistry course grades for the CAI users and the control group. In the control group
we foUn4 that students with a low College Entrance Board tend to fail Freshmen Chemistry.
Student& with less than600 in the Math section of College BpardiExam correldtdd well with failure.
On the other hand, the Htudent population under 600 using CAI did very well. We found fox...this
group that only, 21% below 6Q0 failed the course while the rest passed. It was observed that a C
grade proved to be the most cOmmon grade for this population. This indicates that CAI is effective
in' helping students that are prone to fail the cdurse.

bettral Cheinistry 'unit exams and hour exams test students on abilities to 'solve problems,
quantitative skills that go.with the course, arid processes of abstraction and application. Thus, the
fact that, CAI has aiisisted students topans General Chimistry indicates its potential in remoying
some of the most basic educational deficiences that Afflict our student/3.
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SCIENTIFIC ACADEMIC .COMPUTER PLANNING PROCESS
.16hn (;arner, Togo too College

Tougaloo College is purchasing an academic computer. Today, I plan to share with you qome of .

what we have learned.
First, involve the facility and administration in the planning process. We did this by inviting all

possibly interested people to all the planning meetings and to use whomever tame aa the decision-
making group. The more they'are involved in the planning of-the machine the more probable that
the machine will be the correct one for you that is, the one that the faculty arid students will use
most easily andmidely. Openness includes the administratimi It is important that they,not think
you are trying to mislead them. The More open you are with them the more Open they will be with

iyou and the quicker and easier will be the-justification and ordering process.
WIF

. Second plan the computer usage. Wedid this by asking each academic department to list their
wishes. In our case 'we discoyttred there were four basic areas:. 1) Teach computer programming,
2) Solve problems in other classes, 3) GAnerate tests, and 4) CAI (Con-iputer-Assisted Instruction).

Third, through the planning process learn from the experiences of others in similar situations,
,use consultants. a4 visit nearby computer installations.

A fourth planning consideration is the relationship between academic and adniihistrative corn-,
puting. An outside consultant may be of particular help here because he brings an off-campus objec-

' tivity. Consider your past experience. If joint academic-administrative use is planned,'establish a
procedure to resolve any anticipated conflicts prior to computer purchase and to resolve .unan-
ticipated future ones. There will be no conflicts if the machine is large enough, but that is frequently
financially impractical.

. .
: Fifth, consider software. Design the system so that you have a mechanism for easily receiving

. software from other users..AVoid re-inventingthe wheel, so topealt. Part ate in the rottpers
of the manufacturer of your company. Find out what other academic users e, doing. 1 wiy giVe

.,

you ideas..
.

.

Sixth, consider your, repair maintenance needs. The central components of the cornputer,the .
central processing unit, 'disks, tape, command console, and perhaps the printerneed proippt ser-
vice, and plan for it. input/Output 'WO) devices of which you hav%several, for example terminals,
may mit need as quick repair bec t use lasing one of them does.not have a serious impact upon'the
computer's operation. Consider oing your own routine maintenance of terminals, returning them
to the factory for repair, or having a spare parts kit. If you have an interested and qualified facultyD member or bk., they may want to build a terminal or two from kits which are available, in order to

,learn more about' routine maintenance.
.

Seventh, on Olt basis of your expected uses, select the central coniponents of the computerthe
central processing unit and storage devicesdisks and magnetic tape. Plan 'ahead 8% that the
.sy'stem will service expected needs for five years and it will be readily expandable beyond Chen. Plan
so that w,hen txpansion is needed it will require the smallest ,possible additional moneyi Consider
softWare availability, hardware flexibility, expandlibility,:service available, and maintenance co46.
Buy all the centrals'adinponents and the maintenance contract from a Single. vendor. .

An eighth consideration is I/O devices. Again, select-them based upon youranticipated needs.
Magnetic tape i the Most common way of transferring softWare from one user to knother. It, com-
bined with more-expensive but faster disks., is plso needed for stbring data and softwace. Cards
should be considered. They are incretisingly ornitted in academic systems but if the expected users .

hay9 data or software on cards, or are more comfortableosing them th.an other I/0 devides, one will
waik to consider if they should he included. Comtnon acadeinic I/O devices are terminals. There are
some which print the results on paper and there are others whieh display the-results on a TV screen.
There are variout levels of sophistication and one needs to ask what level is the (most desirable. One

,
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of opt consultqts convinded nie thet the best ie the simplest terminal which will serve the needs of
the students. Ae simpler it ie, the `easier it is/for the studentl/te use it and ovArcome any fear of
computers. At 4 same time it is very helpful/to be able to exeand`the capabilities Etta future dite,
for example,,to Fonvert a terminal to graphics as desired. Yisit plces where the toe of terminal

. you are considering is being used in a fashionlsimilar to, what you exict. If pobsible, buy terminals
on approval. ;. -

I .
\ A

..

Ninth, the procurement procedure is iMportant. Use a bidding pacess eVen if the proposal
ipetified a Particular manufacturer and mpdel. Describe the nee,ds in general terms in the bid re-
quest qnd send it to all possible interested/parties. Placelegaliiotices in 'newspapers. Advertise in
computer magazines. You will (get the beet Price and learn a lot about computers in the process.

1'enth,4select the computer location direfully. For the central computer cboose a place that ie
centrally located so that it is convenient to all users. Locate it where it will be available for student
access as many hours per week as posaiblie. Locate' it where everyone feels that it is partly theirs and
where no single group has an advantage over others.if,some groups feel excluded, they will not use
it as much and the students will suffer,/ For us, the besi place was the library. 2

The ideation o khe I/0 devices is equally important. Printers, card readers, and ter als need
to be easily acces Role to the studentilso they.usually should be p ,; ced outside the maclu e room
where the centrl processing unit, disks, ind tape driVe are loca d. Plan to have ithem open to
studentg as much as possible. This means avoiding locations that a frequ ly,lockt d or are used
primarily by ont department or indiVidual. You may want to locat : ,,-.. mint& at several places
throughout campus. That is gkod if it makes them more accessib e tif students and faculty.
However, start withiill the termMals in a central terminal room and gradually disperse them, based
upon theluse record. For example, i a department wants terminals moved nearer their offices or

'fexclassroom, hmine their terminal-tie history or justification.
* . ,

Y

Eleventh, make timely final decisions neither too early nors, too late. Consider' all items carefully
when you Write the proposal. When the grant is received, review all the decisibns in light of the ex-
perience you have gained since the proposal was written. When there is a good retalih, make
changes. Make decisions early enough to be sure beyond reasonable doubt to have the services
available when they are needfltd. However, do not make them too early. The more you 'investigate

' and plan the more likelithe de'cision will be theright one. It is best not to choose the whole-system
, at once, particularly the terminals. Start with a few of several diffeijntiypes. See which ones tire

used the most. Huy more of that 'kind as you expand. You may want to take advantage of the
shorter delivery time for terminalg to decide the initial terminal purchase after you have decided
about the central computer, thereby having time to get more information. .. .

Twelfth, remember to train the staff. Without trained, excited faculty and computer center staff
thco-best machine will sit idle, providing no benefit to the students. Remember to request adequate
funds. Consider academic-year replacement time'and summer training. Have a single individual
with final authority over the-cdmputer. Provide him with enough time toassist.faculty in course im-
provement. Do not waste his time witb routine operation of the computer. Hiresomeone else to do
that. 'Use student help when prdctical because they learn that way. When you are to pay a faculty
member to develop software,- be cleer what you expect to have koomplisped and makeits satisfac-'
tory completion a condition for pakment. ,

.
. . 4 r

Throughout it all, remember that t e basic goal is to provide a better education for thetudents
and to do so with the least amount money. Ttis is the overriding consideration.

at
k.
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INNOVATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL USES QF COMPIJ ER
AT JACKSON 'STATE. UNIVER$ITY

1

Jesse C. Lewis, Jackson State University'

The uses of the word "innovative" in the title of thia paper do not iMply that Jackson State
University devised or discove id asome new way to use the computer in its instructionprogram. If
the word is appropriate at all, i applies to the way we are using 'the computer or to the fact that for
the first time the students at a minority kistitution ii; Mississippi had access to interactive com-
puting.

It seems so right for the motivational effect ad other advantages of the instructional uses of
the CompUter to be applied °where needed most. The culturally and economically advantaged.
studeta will be successful in college and life with or without access to computer-based instruction.
HoweWr, this may not be true for students whose educational, economic, and cultural background
is the produce of a separate and unequaltducational effort. There is a great need to motivate and
provide individualizedeinstruction for spudents who have not been expose'd to many of the advan-,tages of our society. ,

.. ,

Support for an echicational computing project directed at the culturally and ecoriomically disad-
vantaged student was sought by contacting andior sending proposals to several corporations and
foundations before COSIP-D/MISIP was announced. But for some, reason, it seems that founda-
tions, corporations, and facieral agencies spend most of their funds to serve those whose need is
least.

During the early 1970's an NSF COSIP:D grant was awarded to Jackson State University in
which $30,000 was.earmarked forlomputer terminals and the required data sets, cables, and corn-

. munication devices. A short Urmi later, six keyboard/printer terminals were connected, to the
.Universit0 IBM 360/40 computing system, and interactive comikuting was established at J kson
State: Eighteen months later, the IBM 300140 was-replaced with an IBM 370/145 and the iiimber

-of terminals on campus increased frdm six ati sixteen.
Why should a student be familiar with the use of a terminal or the potential of a convuter? The

answer is that today, .we sre ir the midst of an information explosion. Our base of knowledge is
doubling every ten years. We in echucation have to determine ways to accelerate the retest which in-
formation is fed to our students. computer is a large part of the solution.

The computer allows us to compre s a vast amount of information and store it efficiently. Via a
teletypewriter connectionli.e. the ter inal), a stucient in quickly call up great storehouses of data
and instruct the computer to carry ofiL laborious ialculations. Since less time 18 taken up in thcoex-.

ecution of problems, the student has more time to analyze the results. ThNemphasis shifts ,from
repetitious mathematical tasks to problem-solving and decision-making. The instructor curs more
time to stimulate the student's imagination, creativiV, and critical thinking.

As the student interacts with the computer by means of the telminal, he becomes directly in-
volved in the instruction process. He sets his own pace and has a tendency to work harder than if he
were just reading a textbook. The immediate feedback from the terminal prolongs hisconcentration
and motivates him to study still further.

'Sing, calculation time is shortened, the instructor is able to use more realistic examples in his
classes. In life, all answers do not come out even, as they have always seemed to on the answer Rage
in the back of our textbooks,

I1 'So the interaWve terminal provides two sigrircant benefits. It increases thOstu ent's motiva-
tion and accelerates his learning rate.

establish contact with the computer, wstudeilt /Skits up the telephone receiver on 6. terminal
and dials d specific number. The computer rearnds With a request for an identification niunber and
a- pasaward. As soon as, the student enters those two items, the computer indicates GO. At this

t
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point, the student can use covversational and English-language-oriented commands to ask the com-
puter for a;canned" program (a pre-written package), or if the student has some background in one
of 'the computer langpages (BASIC., PIJI, FORTRAN, or dOBOL), he can enter a new progr
himself or re-write an old, one.

All programs are controlled under MUSIC jMcill University System for Interactive C m-
putingli, a timesharing language, so thati4onle time back to the terminal is never more thatrive
Seconds. MUSIC is east to use, allowing students with little knowledge.9f computer operations or
programming to use seieral applications. )

In the benning, the comiauter was primarily used for such mathematics-oriented subjects as
business. coMputer science,, econontics, statistics, and Mathematics. For example, let 'us assume
'that a teacher at Jackson State. has reached the point in an elementary or remedial mathematics
class where he wishes to intorduce logarithms. He 'gives the class the, following definition: ,The
logarithm of a number N to the base b is the exponent or the power to which b must be raised in
order to'obtain N.

Ninety percent of the class will admit that they don't understand (ninety-nine percent will not).
The teacher may then ask t,le students to go to oxie of the computer terminals and find the follo*g

power
of 10:

.

10**.30
10**.301
10**.3010
10**.301013

They will get the following results:

fr

10**,3 = 1.995262
10**.30 = 1.995262
10V.301 = 1.999862
10**.3010 = 1.999862'
10**.30103 = 2

The teacher then says let us define .30103 ap the logarithm Of.2 to the base 10. Repeating the
above general definition at this point could lead many of the students in the class, to complete
unlierstanding. The students may then be encouraged- to demonstrate for themselves (on the ter-,,.
minals) that logarithms can be used to multiplyi' divide, raise to a cower, and extract roots. .1

Our efforts now include Compater-Assisted InstruCtion (CAI)j For reasons which may be Ob-
vious. most of the current CM efforts are in the English Depaçtihent. The courseware being used -'

was purchased from Notre Dame. The computer-assisted tutoria s in Ertlish consist of 46 modules
-coverink phonology, morphology,'synt4x, and mechanics. T e lessons range from 8 to 25 questions
each, and are independent of any particular textbook. The easons are designed fox sequential or

, 'randoth access, The progralps are written in VS-BASId.'Coursewere in History and Economics is
also 'available, .however, the major effort and emphasis remain-in Mathematics and. English.

. ,
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IN ACTIVE COMPUTER-ASSISTED DRILL$
IANRCISES, IN KIENCE COURSES AAHOSTOS

COIVINIUNITY COLLEGE
Amuclor C Murie4 Burlington County Community College

In 1976, Hostos mmunity College of the City UniversitY of New York, with the assistance of
the NSF MISIP Pr rn, started a small project on Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) in the
sciences. In this 'report, I will describe its ,successes and failures, then submit recommendations
which could make CAI useful to colleges whiCh intend to use it.

The College is located in the South Bronx. Eighty percent of the students are Hispanic. Around60% of thiOdents are enrolled in remedial courses in mathematics or English, with English as a
second language. 4

The hardware used was, a PDP 11/40 running on a RSTS/E system. The core size was 96K, and a
total of eight terminal's were eventually available 'for development and student use. the mini-,
computer itself was inherited from a defunct administrative c.omputer center. There was absolutely
no educational computing available when the project started. Computer expertise was nil in the
beginning.

Three faculty members in physics, chemistry, and biology, were involved and the strategy
developed wasisimple. Small programs, each 8K in-size, were developed for topics of interest, Chain-
ing of programs was used where necessary. Toward the end of the project, two years later, the in-
volved faculty members were well-versed enough to use files, and therefore the battery of questions
was expanded without the 8K limitation.

Our result is fairly simple. In an intense iemediation setting, as well as in the proliferatiOn of
stretched-out courses, ihere was no success at all with highly interactive, individualized programs.
Instead, studentt preferred a timed, drill-mode of instruction in all of the subjects tried (radiologic
physics, astronomy, and chemistry).

Let me illustrate what we mean by highly interactive, individualized programs. One of our pro-
grams asked the 'student how many vectors he/she liltes to Add. The program &en gives as many
randomized vectors as he/she requested. 'The vitors tire drawn on the terminal. The student then
adds till vectors outside the terminal and keys it his/her answer: The program tells the student
wlaetWthe answer is right or wrong, hs well as provides the correct answer. The program could
really be quite sophisticated.

I deliberately picked this example as a prototpe of a program that demands good programming
knowledge, but is nevertheless educationally faulty. In a remediation atmosphere, pr6grams of this
sort are, wasteful. The student monopolizes the terminal, and if. the programs are timed,, the com-

,puter becomes an oppressive machine.
Contrast this rather sophietKlated program with others that simply drill students in true or

false, multiple-choice, or even spelling programs. The student gets instant response, and there is
really no need to put time limits. the-students set the time limitation themselves. The problem then
becomes setting up question banks, which do not demand too much programming expertise. To
repeat, I suggest here that in atemediation settiog, it is much better to use CAI with drill modes,
not with highly textual, or analytical instruction.

.

Let me now discuss other aspects of CAI as it relates to administrative; developmental, and im-
plementation strategies. Thepse of compute/ is initilally expensive. This objeCtion, however, will'
be solved by forecasted dectease of hardware costs. Software 'development is expensive, on the
other hand. Only big, privately -operated, rftware detteloPers could design courseware ina cost-

., effective. way. If we 5dsume that hardware costs go down, and courseware cost becomes
manageable, CAI will still not find 'general acceptance until it is integrated into couraes which
reduce the cost of teaching, The only acceptable way of reducing the cost of teaching is not to cut I,
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faculty Input, but to increase the cost-effeetivene of faculty. This means using faculty menibe
course managers of larger sections which are eatly helped by computers, such as the bype

iscussed here. Unfortunately, in time of faculty negotiations, these matters are' swept under the
rug and most colleges will not be able te use CAI in an effective way for a long time to come. This is
no longer a computingprobleni but a 'human management problem.

There are other problern4=we met in our project. Instead of discussing them iiidkvidually, I would
like ta propose Some do's and &mils while you are planning similv projects,

Let'A 4ssume that you want to introduce CAI in your school. Here are some suggestions:

. 1. Get administrative support for peripherals and maintenance4contracts.
2. Negotiate CAI into faculty contracts so that classaize and contact time do notimpede

. CAI implementation..Thie otep could . be avoided as long as external funding is .

available, but when soft money runs out, CAI should:he made a part of an reran soh'-
. /tion kz, redkicing the teaching Cost. 0

3, Hire experienceckv,and if necessary, expensive programmers. Faculty members should
not keep re-inventing the wheel.

,4. Document! Document!
5. agarate e'ducational computing from adtpinistlative computing. .,

1. Iden ify computer enthusiasts-11nd) support them. ticcess will be imitated.
I hope that ii using thelie pointers, mOst of you will beable to avoid our mistakes and errors in

k ,i plementation. ) ,
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TECHNICAL SYSTEMS FOR, ACADEMI9 COMPUTING'.
Nellouise Watkins, Bennett.college

dticators have become acutely concerned Viththe drop in tfie level of scholastic achievernent of
enteking college stuktiti3. According to the report presented at the 1978 meeting of the National
AsSociation of Secondary School Prtncipals, the national aierages of the 'verbal and mathematic's

' SAT declined noticeably since 1963. The w'irbal SAT decreased 49 points to 429. The mathematicd,
SAT decreaSed 32 poin4 to 470. These 'alarming statistics cut across boundaries of socio-econernie
baekground, race and sex. The general opinion is that colleges are faced with a generation of youth
'that has stared at a 'television screen since.birth deriving_questionable mental growth for the ho4
devoted. The thousands of hour's that the child spent watching teleyisicr during the important for-
mative yearS of development have created a pattern of padsiveness that iè cotntexactive to motive- \
tion and the development of dthirst for knowledge.

The sAt statistics reflect significantly (in minorfty institutions since the aver:age SAXinge f(').r.
the students these institution's serve has been, and continufs to be, lower than the national norm:
We, as educators in these minority institutions, have nei.thw the luxury of tim'e not- finances Ito.

,. philosophize about the causeS. Our task is clearlY to take the stnclehte where we find them'and
move them forward, as expeditiously as humdily possible.

The sessionti have attended for the past hour hopefully has stimulated your thinking about
the impact the computer might make as one approach to the problem. Evidence indicates that
Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) teaches , . that students reSpond faVorably to CAI, that
there is a saving in time to learn, that the computer can be used to accomplish heretofore impossible
versatility in branching atid individualizing instruction, that natural and instructional dialogue is
possible, and. thiaa the computer will virtually perform miracles in 'processing performance data.

Given that the computer can, in fact assist, w,here do we go from here? I would submit that the
first.decision should be, "Where, specifically, do you tir. h to go?" Once this decision is made by the
institution, the type of computer t6,select, the person el required, and the budget for computing
should be put in one to one correspondence with the ac demie goals and objectives of thikinstitqr
tion. Possible goals to be, considered dee:

.1, Is your goal to train students for jobs in he computer, industry"?
2. Is your goal to prepare students to use he computer in their chosen Profeasion?

,

3. Is yoin goal to use the computer to itnprove the quality and quantity of the students
you graduate (i.e.4competent in the basic skills)?

4. As your goal a combination of the three former goals? .
i repeat, the selection of the computer configuration, the required personnel, and the budgeted,

computing dollars differ significantly depending upon which question describes your goal.
' Before conside'ring the differences based on goals, let iis firt loOk iiirt the coMmonalities for suc-.

cessful academic computing:
I. As), computer seleetedshould have EtgOcid track record of reliability, rapid and depen-

dable service, predietable years beforeNobsolescence and a price tag within yourin-
---4atittit ion's budget.

2. The.academic conbuting facility should have at *least one or two; advantages for ad:
ministrative usage in order to: raise its priority status in the.eollege budget.

3. Comprng dollars sloOld be stretched by overall, tong term planning with considera-;
tion given to, all interested. parties .on campus, ,i,e. administration, faculty, stpdents,
and staff. . ,

. .
. .

4: Computer technology represents a -marked change in the educational process. College-
wide preparation for arid acceptance dthe cliange should be sanctioned and promoted

t by top leviil administration. ' ,
t .

°Si
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5: The comvuter, when properly, utilized, cuts asross many facets 'of the college campus.
A systeolS05erator may have -prima responsibility for its functioning blit priority
decisiona, plans for faculty, staff, and student usage, apil analyses op future prrojec-

..tions are often best handled by a non-biased element, such as a computing committee.
Now`, let'us take a look at the speoifics of the goals.

Is the-goal of your institution thetraining of students forMs in the computing industry? At the
. undergraduate level, two major directidns are generally considered: 1) training to program the com-

puter and 21 training to maintain the'computer. When the former is the direction,, provision for a
variety of langaages, as Assembier;;RPG, FORTRAN, COBOL, PL/1, and BASIC, enhance.tlie stu-
dent's.chances in tha job market. The emphasis should be provisions for batch prOcessing on a main.

. fratiie computer. The latter directióni training to maintain the compnter, should be very effectively
served by working with rnicroproeesaars. The'assenribling of the unit can help the student learn how.

17

. the computer works.- s,

IsNe goal. to prepare the s.tudQiits to use-the:cOMputer in'their cllosen professions? In this &fee
.

Non, research and scientific aPplicatio-naare of PriMs interest. The student may be served by
"smart".iterniinals or personal compnters with floppy disks of- pr prograrnmed statistical
packages\..In this eategory'alsor teleprocessing to a nearby network-via 4athode ray tube (CRT) or
a hard eopy' terminal MO/ be highly effective because of the availabilit of a large library of. pro- .1

. .grams.

, Is the goal teuse the computer to improve the quality and quantity of th" stvlents you
graduate? This goal is perhaps the one many of you give high priority. For clari1fic ion, we shanid

,delineate four terms-uSeit in the Context of this gbal: .
.

1.. Computer-Assist,ed Instuction. ,The systeinafk use .of instuetional hiaterials in-

regularly scheduled intervals 'for teaching, :tutcaing, drilling, testing and'simula-....

vogt'

ion,

2.. Computer-Mapagednstruction The tr9cking of CAI to provide AvaluatiOn,
prescription, motivation,And instantane/us feedback.

3.4-- A CAI Program. Courses., offered An a systematic, teacher directed, lec-
tiire/laboratoxy combioedprocess where the teacher and technology share in enhan-
1cing the leatning process aridln.evaluating results.

4 ACA.I Resourcey The elective usa of courseviiarel-.0a -terminals in the sanie manner
as the library facility on the camp% is utj.ized

If the goals of the institution involve any of these categories, and if large numbers of' students
must he provided interactive coMputing caPabilities over an extended period of time; the selection
of a Minicomputer with hardwired QRTsor hard cOpy terminala would he the preferred configure,
tibn. Terminals with teleprocessing to.a. network would again be a satisfactory arrangement...The
extensive library qf netwbek programs is highly'effective whe-n the goal is a CAI rebource. .

Once.your goals and objectives are deterMined and you, are going to make a decision, arrange for
interview,s with a ninnber of computer sales tlepresentatNes. The following checklist may be helPful
in makingtehe final decision on the beet techndlogy (or your' institution. -

. INTERVIEW CHECK LIST'
1. How does this unit compare in. size to other unit#

IM S70 (large main frame'cornpUter)
IBM 32 (medium computer) '1

DEC PDP 11, series (minicomputers but vyide range of sizes)
HP 2000, 3000 series (minicomputers)
Radio Shack Microprocessor (personal computer)

O. V
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. How many students can benserued adeqqately accordk to my institution's godls?. , . .
Terms: Main storage, (CPU), main memory, 30-60k (For academic computing usual-
ly under 1,000 students), 35,126k (For academic, and limited administrative cora.'
.puting usually 1,000-6,000 \etudenia), 128-266k (For acadanic and admin-.,"
istrative computing...a network aize)

3. Row much additional memory i osstble?
Terms: risks, Megabytes,..Flop y isks
Number of megabytes per disk.

. .
Total number of disks that can be supporied. t

Floppy disk capacity.

4. What kind of terminal support?
Terms: Cathode Ray Tube (CRT), Teletype (TTY), hard copY, graphic
Number of terminals supported in base configuration.
Support of terminals of a different brand.

0Turn-around time.
Batch processing at the-same time, .

5. What languages'are supported? ;
I/ Ters: BASIC, FOI1TRAN, COBOL, RPG, APL, PASCAL, ALGOL

. Which- are simulated?

Whiecame with system?
Additional languages purchasable or leased?

.6. AdMinistrative softwaFe optiftble and/or supported?,
Terms: Accounting, Billing, Scheduling, Grades, Patch Filed,: Management,

On-Lino Registration
With system?

.

For purchase?..For lease?
Documentation?
User-contacts?

7. ". How man; programs are available in Jibrary?
'Magnitude? Variety?
Supported? Do'cumented?
Available.with system? Lease? Purchase?

8. Does the system have "author" capability and tapacity?
How !IWO programming knowledgels required?
How much JC1,?,
Simplicity of prdeesS?

, TransPortable?

9. What other units ean be supported?-
Printer (100±1/m)?
Mag tape?
Card :reader/punch?
Paper tape?
Plotter?

53 t-
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10. 'What ts the projected obsolescence date?

When was 4, 'rst sys9em issued?
What is the ewest system on the malket.. what's the difference?
is it possibleto upgrade the system?

Wti have referred briefly to main frame computers, minicomputers, personal computers or
microprocessors, '1'sniart" terminals, and teleprocessing toinetwork. Panel members will enhance
your knowledge further along these lines.

a
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V. itEINFORCEMENT 'OF ACADEN1IC SK.ILLS
The Development of an Academie Stipport Facility, for the Sciences.

Richard O. Ross, Ernest J.. Baca and Robert I. Lonard
The Gtilded Initiative Abademic Advancement Reinforcement Systems Approach -

A Viable Alternative to Traditional Science Education.
J. Heniy Sayles

DeveloRment of Basics in Mat emetics and the Sciences:
"Lticture-Laboratory Format".
Darius.Movasseghi and Mahendra Kawatra

Student'Motivation and Achievement at Our Lady of the Lake University.
Michael E; Campbell

eow,'Reinforcement of Btist Skills in Chemistry I Course.
Mary Abkemeier

- Reinforcement of Computational Skills at Norfolk State College.
Phillip McNeil

Eliminating "Mathematical Illiteracy'at the Freshman Level:
.A Modularized Mathematics Program:
Argelia Velez-Rodriguez

Development of Supportive MaCerials in Mathematics and Science
in a Lecture-Laboratory Format.

.Mahendra Kawatra and Darius Moyasseghi
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACADEMIC SUPPORT FACILITY
FOR THE SCIENCES

Ric:Surd Q. Ross, Ernest J. Baca and Abert 1. isOnard
,

.t-
.1

Pan American University .,
,

,. Although the MIS1P Program at i'an American University involved several components, the
Biology Department projects and their evolution provided the basis of this investigaiion. Audio-
tutorial cotirses in Environmental Biology and Plant Tixonomy were each offered twice during the

. l97-78 academic year. these courses were completely individualized with students receiving their
instructions through slide-tape programs at study carrels equipped with Caramate players. Study
guides with specific instructional objectives and sample test items were prepared to accompany

. midi program. Approximately 130 students enrolled in these' courses and formally and informally
.

evalnated the method utilized. Based On'an extensive analysis ,okystudent reaction, the audio-
taotial method was discontinued as the primary teaching technique, atudentSexpressed a need for.
more group instruction Id interaction with the instructor. ,,.' , ', .1 . .......

, ..
The materials developed have recently been used to suppfelhent tratiltienalegioup instruction.

In addition to the students in the courses Mentioned above, theSe'rnai,:erials.httve been adapted and
suVemented for use in the General Biology course which seiyes'aOroXimately 800 students. To
accomodate such large student numbers, a'' Science Learning 'igeiiter 'Was :established in the
centrallylocated Learning Resource Center, The Center, staffed by tenlier-tuiore, can accomodate
50 students at any time,

, .,
I

This study was designed to determine the effectiveness of the supplemental materials in enhanc-
ing the success of students in a General Biology'class. The class was dichotomized into two groups.
One group, designated high-use, utilized the,materials a minimum of five hours per semester.. The
other group, designated low-Use, spent from 0-6 hours utilizing the individualized materials.
Members of the high-use group were matched with members of the low-use group on the basis of
their ACT.NaturalScience scores. From these matched pairs, 30 were randomly selected for this in-
vestigation.

.

..
.The following null hypothesis was tested at the 0,06 level Of confidence: There id no significank

difference in Vi e mean final score between the high-use and low-use groups.

Subjects both groups were selected from -those students enrolled in the lirst semester biologya
course at Pan,American University. This course (Biology. 1401) serves as anIntroduction for both
Biology majo0 and non-majors. Biological Science by William T. -Keeton is the assigned text and
Laboratory Kiperiences by Ross and Ross serves 'as the laboratory manual. Twelve slide-tape prq- '
grams and a Study Guide for General Biology by Lonard andRoss were providecras supplemental
materials in the Science Learning Center. The section of tle courSe was taught by one,of the in-,
vestigators and was selected because of its high enrollment...1118). .

Pan American University, located in *Edinburg, Texas, has an enrollment of approximately
8,600 iitudents of whom 80% are of Mexican-Ainerican descent. Over 90% are commuting students
living at home in some of the communities of the Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas. The majority
of the students are emPoyed either ou a fulkime or part-time basis.

The following steps were followed in the develmment and completion of the study:
.

1. ACT Natural Science Scores were obtained for all students enrolled in thesclass.
2. The time spent using the slide-tape ptograms was recerded by Science Learning

Center staff.

A

3. All rtudents who spent over five hours usinf the programs were selected-As the
, high-use group.

57
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Based on ACT Natural Science scores, each Member of the high-use group, was
matched with a student'who spentless than 6 hours using the materials.

I,
From se pairs, 30 were randtomly selected to serve as comparison groups,
'Final merical grades were obtained for all giotip membek .
Data were, itnalyed usiing ."Student t" to determine if a. significant difference in
the mean final grade existed betweexiPthe groups.

Of the 11* students enrolled in the course, 104 completed all .requirements. A total of 41
students utilivd the supplemental mate'rials oyer five hours ddring the fall semetster of 1978. The
30 selected for this 4udy spent an average of 9.`7 hours using the materials: The 30 matched low,use
students spent an average of 0.7 hours with the supplemental materials. The mean final grade fare
the high-use group was 76.9, while the mean final score of the low-use group was 69.8..

The null hypothesis stating no difference in mean final exams scores was rejected on the basis of
the calculated tvaiqe (=2.4 significant at the 0.06 level). Those students making high upe of the
slide-tape materials perfermed significantly better than those who made little or no use of these-
supplemenlal materials.

The results of this study indicate tat students using the provided materials are more successful ,

than thotie who do 'not. Although the girups were equivalent., based on knowledge of natural
science,,,there could be other,differences between the groups which could paqially account for these
ipsults. The. 'degree of motivation as expressed by their willingness to take advantage of the
facilities may indicate that these students are more strongly motivated ahd are spending more time
studying for the .course. The students from the low-use group, however, did make use of other
academic assistance on campus to the same degree as 'the high-use group so this difference can be
largely discounted.

Based on this study, the following two recommendAtions are made:
( I) Additiopal investigations with more controlS should be made with additiOnt4.41

courses aud larger numbers of students, and
(2) Sl1de-tape programs should be developed in other science diSciplines.

Further studies are underwayland Chemistry and Physics programs are either completed or in
progress.

-4
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tHE GUIDEDINITIATIVE ACALEMIC ADVANCEMENT
REINFOaCEMENT SYSTEM APPRpACii -1A VIABLE

ALTERNAPIVE TO TAADITIONAL SCIENCE IltDUCATION
ti

HMI &vies, Bennett College
4.,

wHennett Collesa has initiated an iAmovative experimental ri'rogram in teaching technology to
permit students the opportunily to integrate theory and practice in mathematics and in the
biological and physical schwas in a professional setting based on a need of hierarchy assessment.
The primary goal of tIlis program is to promote the intellectual and emotional development of
students by_ exposing them to an entirely new entironment which differs from that usually
associated with the traditional meana ofAaking courses at the undergradttate level. In reality, the
students now have a 'viable alternative to the traditional way of taking cOurs . This experimental
program is entitled the ".Guided-Initiative System's Dessigni Approach." The qademic Reinforce-

,
ment Center at the college, Made possible by a MISIP grant, is being used to implement this pro-
gram. This Guided-Initiative Systems Design Approach focuses on open-end4 problems and on
establishing a need for the materials the student is expected to learn. It requires e student to take
the initiative in learning, using the library resources (textbooks, monographs, re ence books and
scientific journals) as well as laboratory experimentation.

The objectives of this prdject component are:
1. to promote the intellectual development of students by exposing them to an environ-

ment which diffete from that usually associated with thb-traditional means Of taking
science and mathematics courses at the undergraduate level, and

2. to reinforce the classroom coverage of those scientific principles which stifients often
find difficult understanding withaupiamaptary-illustrations, applications, examples
of problem-solving techniques, and to expose the students tolnstructional materials
more advanced than that covered 'in the regular classes.

The philosophy of the AcadeiVc RAnforcement Program at Bennett College is to provide
academic experiences designed to hccelligte the scholarly developme4of students wbo enter col-
lege with unrealized scholarship potential in science and mathematics: The emphasis is on open-
ended problems and on establishing a need for the materials the student is expected to learn. A
variety of audio-tutorial devices are used. The course modules are developed by the professors for
the students enrolled in the variounclence and matliematics courses.

In using these automatic tutors, students are able to assimilate concepts and p oblemi at their
own pace until a clear understanding of each unit is achieved. The student reads, ob erves,.vorites,
and listens.

1

The course modules are open-ended. Each module presents materials more advance an possi-
ble to he explored in a traditional classroom setting and each module is designed to create th eed
for more knowledge about various_sciendfic,principles and problem-solving techniques.

The student population being served consists primarily of black women majoring in biology,
chemistr-y, mathematics, and engineering (dual degro), and young men enrolled at four nearby in-
stitutions, but taking courses in science and mathematics at Bennett tollege in p cross-campus,
cooperative program. /

4
Based on the .results to date, there is no escape from corrcluding that the Guided-Initiative

System4 Approach has resulted in a significant increase in the percentage of students earning
above average grades in compariSon with the 1976-76 control group. Only students earnink'grackes
of " or above are included in this evaluation. 1
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DEVELOPMENT OF BASICS IN
MATHEMATICS AND THE SCIENCES:
"LECTURE,LABQRAORY FCIRMAT"

Darius Movasseghi and Mahandra Kawatra ..
Medgar Evers College ,

4 I In pursuit and 'promise of college level study fqr everyone who desires it, many institutions
.... . acrOss the nation, especially the City Univetsity of'New York, have opened their doors more and

more to the high school graduate population. This era of so called "open admiisions" has been quitre
rewarding for educators, faculty and especially students, and at the same time has made educaters
and faculty look a littledeePer into ways of modifying the method of instruction..In addition, dur-

, ing this period there has been a rapid decline of the competencies of entering college students in
basic skills, particularly in mathematics and natural sciences, nationwide and especially from an ur-

4
ban setting. Recognizing the vital importance of the mastery of these skills for the,eventuatsuccess

1

of the students in any academic currictilum of higher education, it is essential for all in MA:imp to
address themselves to this problem. Therefore, it is quite apparent that the.goal of pro *ng educa-
tion for all must be modified in some ways ill order to give attention to providing educatipn for
each. Such mbdification is infinitely more complex andOemanding than the initial goal. In this
endeavor, almost all institutions have developed appropriate courses, and have attempted to im-
prove upon° both the content and instruction of these courses. In additio4 it has heen recognized

.
that the eventual success of students in these courses, in general, is not possible without an ap-
ropriate supportive system as an adjunct to regular classroom instruction.

We; having examined various modes of instruCtion, have come to the Conclusion. that unless the.
suPportive system in these courses is an integral part of the total instructional process, en effective

: use of the materials .and facilities will not be achieVed. Therefore, we have adopted a well defined
method of instruction in which the mode can best be descped as Semi-Individualized
Professionally-Determined Pace (SIPP). The basic features of this mode of instruction is the in-

t
tegrilion of lectures with activities in the laboratory creating.a lseture-workshop situation.. The in-
struclional process in this fotmat includes the modularization for the course content, which is self-
pacing with a well defined time frame for achieving the objectives for each module. Tha instruc-
tional process takes place in a large room (center)divided into two parts clearlY identifying it lecture
area and the 'laboratory. The lecture Orea has a seating capacity for aboUt 25 students and the
laboratory isequipped with ten study carrels each of which is furnished with a videotape-player and
a color monitor. In addition there are seVeral audio tape recorders available for use.; ,

The classes taught by tlui SIPP mode of instruction meet in the center three times a week. The
'rat meeting of each week is a formal lecture where the instructor covers, for most part, all the
material assigned for that week. During this period the presentation is centered around the develop-
ment of concepts and the major skillaneeded for the alkorithM. The other perio4ls are designated as/ workshop sessions during which time students work individually or in groups using one of the
following aids:

,

.

I 1. Videotape equipment with appropiate materials
i 2. Audio tape cassettes with appropriate materials

3. Reading maelals . t
, 1i .

The main objectives of these workshop sessions are to ensure that the diudeuts have mastered '
the basic concepts and that they can utilize the skills necessary in problem solving. The Major task
of the instructor (with assistance from the laboratory coordinator and tutors) is to assist students
in overcoming the difficulties whether in topics already coitered or in new topics..Students are e
pected to finish a module generally in two weeks (the material covered in a semester is divided Ant
module!) and the time span chosen accordingly) and a unit examination is given at the end of thi

(
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period. However, the students are allowed, and encouraged, to take this examination,as soon as I

they are prepared. A student who passes a unit test with a predetermined score (generally about
or higher) 'Prior to the end of the module-period, moves on the the next module. During the

module-period, the students are, allowed to take such a test, at most, three times and the highest
score is recorded as the student's performance level for that module. A comprehensive examination
is given at the etid to ensure proper retention of the course material. This encourages ,the student to
have a broad understanding of the subject matter.

In sUmmary, SI PP, a very active interaction between the instructor, the laboratory coordinator,
,and tutors on till one hand, and a student on the other, in a well organized educational setting, pro-
videsa natural motivation, on the part of the student. The cognitive learning if) provided for the
students through the lectUre, while in the workshop' setting the use of ancillary materials with clear-
ly specified behavioral objectives enables a student to attain the goai.of the course successfully.
Finally, mulOple opportunity in uplifting one's scores in each test within a well-determined period
of time and having to utilize the A-V mitterials individually, -without any external prodding,
enhances the student's intrinsic motivation and helps -bim to plirticiikte meaningfuily in other
,learning situations.

It is noteworthy to point out that this mode of instruction was Used at our college for the
"teaching of the basic mathematics codrse for a year and the analysis of the reaults with respect to
both student attitude toward themode and to his achieveinent was very encouraging. Por exaz/nple,
the mean difference between the post test and a pretest scores was 10.0 with a standard deviation of
± 5.3 for the group using the SIPP mode while the corresponding numbeKs were ±8.1 and ±5.4,
respectively for the grout.) -using a standard lecture With unlimited tutoring.
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STUDENT MOTIVATION AND ACHIEEMENT AT
OUR LADY OF THE LAtE UNIVERSITY

. Michael E. Campbell, Our Lady idthe Lake University
. 0

It is almost axiomatic to say that the motivated student is a professor's dream. ch a student
is like! a loaded weapon in the hands of 'a, marksman, simply waiting to be ai,med'arId fired at the
target. This _analogy "is apt, to be sure, for virtually all students. Problems arise when after

.

strenuous years in kraduate school, the marksirian (or professor) expects the sights, to be perfectly
aligned and the student to hit the mark with the fiist shot: 14.is the rare stlident ,'. capable of such a
feat, that *e readily term "motivated". HoWever, i submit that all students. are motivated to
achieve from . the instant we find them in our hands. Motivatioh is eine of:the.. biological and
psychological "givens"lof existence. Certainly the calibeti of some'students is not approplate for
some targets, nevertheless, they are motivated and it ill our job as educators to assure that the
sights on the weapons that we certify as baccalaureate material have been adjusted before they are
sent*ont on the big huntjob hunt, that is. .

.
The majority of students at Our Lady of the Lake University are Mexican-Americans from the

.. Barrio section Of to'wn. One of the first things you notice about many of them is the slight accent in
speech. A clonr listen. reveals gxammatical improprieties such as a misused-pronoun or verb tense
and uncertainty :about' the meanings of some words. As children, many grew up hearing.only

. Spanish at Ante but' when they went to school they were compelled to use English. They have lived
their lives according to one set of rules, lealang what was 'expected and how to,respond to.get rein-
forcement,- and then'suddenly, without warning; the rules were changed. WIliSt, was worse, many of
their' classmates and almost all of their teachers had never lived tinder anY other rules and were
miles ahead,of them in use of the English language. This is undoubtedly a frustrating experience of
major proportions. Humans have a set of fairly typical reactions to frustration. Since nobody wants
to be wrongand feel badly about himself, one of the first things they do is try.to correct whatever is
wrong.so that they can continue receiving rewards as before. The bright ones and those with some
previous experience with English and Anglo social moyes succeed. The ones that fail begin to learn
that they cannot control' things at school. They begirito believe that they canilInt succeed because.
school operates under some mysterious principles that- only teachers, Angko children- and a very,
few; vyry bright.Chicanos can underStand. This lesson is learned well over the next.twelve years of.
public education.

. I
Let tis ekamine the elements of this feeling of academic helplessness. It began in childhood with

the unpredictable intrusion of a foreign institution intd the life of the student. This intrusion is a,
significant thread in the fabric of the student's life because the degree of his success in the. predorrii-,' .

nant social . tructure is highly correlated with Vs success in school and even more so with his ability
to use the nglish language.appropriately. Our students alSo learned that they had little control
over the rewards available, through the spitem. These three :things, unpredictability, life
'significance and uncontrollability are the elements of what Dr.-Martin Seligman of the University
of Pennsylvania has termed "learned helplessness". Helplessnees Causes the -subject to appear
apathetic. disinterested, and depressed. The helpless individual does not even attempt- to control
the events in question because he has learned to expect failure. This is the kind of student we are
used to calling unmotivated. , . %

.

I suggest that, helpless students are not, necessarily .unmotiVated: Their:sights are just badly
aligned so that upon aitnipg, thex consistently miss the target. To this point, the problem now Is
how' to realign the sights to produce a more efficient tool. . ...

The chief sympton of helplessness is inactivity, The victim doesn't try because he knows he Can-
not succeed, or/if he does try, the effort is merely token. The situation is likethe married couple bent
On divorce w o enter marriage counseling "just so they can say they tried everything," The pro-

.
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, hlem then is failure in academic skills, the chief symptom beitig inactivity. The reniedy is to deviseii
Methods to force the student to 'be aqiVe, andio forcethe student to contra the academic von-
tingenCies"with w,hi9h 'he is faced.

.,:,. la very Otactical termsl this involves a number of .direct steps. First of all, the concerned
educator must maintain, high actdemic standards. Grade inflation is a problem throughout' educe-
Gm in this country. The minority college student who has consistently experienced failure in public
school then Suddenly, unpredictibIy and uncontrollably finds himself succeeding in college through
the good graces of instriictors who are sympathetic with his background is more convinced than

1 ...ever of the ehigma of education.
Finally, an educator' can do one thing that almost obviates the previous two considerations.

That is to find ways to include the student as an active p icipant in the learning process. Almost
anything a professor can do to inckease the physical activi -of students in his or her classes will in-
crease the control the individual student thas over a given subject matter. Although homework

.,

tensive intellectual participation y students and provide excellent feedback for the professor

assignments are virtually outmoded i universities and colleges across the country, they require ex-

regarding student progress and understanding...For two successive years 4, have alternate4
semesters in Introductory Psychology requiring either weekly quizzes and term paper in addition
to midterm and final exams or requiring only the midterm and final exams. During tlie s'emestOrs
requiring more activity, I had A greater percentage of B's and C's on the' final exam and. fewerr's
than during the less demanding semesters. Lectures and fi lir exam questions were the ..saiT in
both cases. rOore activity resulted in higher grades and fe. r failures. ,

If a wearton shoots left, iris a waste of time to aim ri t. The marksman must adjust the ghts ,

or the weation will conilnue to be inaccurate. Likewise, sc. ve adjustments are requisite for oduc-
ing quality students. These adjustments require more effo t from the faculty; a discussio or lec-
ture is easier than grading a homework assignment or written exercise. But, you get what ou pay.

,

for, and the reduced effort causes a loss in stuilent leaiin
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REINFORCEMENT OF BASIC SKILLS IN"'

CHEM,ISTitY I COURSE

ltlary Lee Abkemei LaGuardia CommUn.ily Col gq

LaGuardia Community College is. a unit of th University oJ New ork.filid a such accepts
students under an "open admissions" policy. A high sc oddiploma or an &uivalencys the only re-
quirement for admission. Many students entering college under an "open admissions" policrare
under-prepared in baste skills: Entrir level programi for upgrading basic skills are frequently only'.
partially'successful in that students do not learn how to apply. the skills in all content 'areas, dr that
students to not necessarily transfer the skills to study. in a eiontent area, even when application hes
been learned.

0 . .

Examining a course and building into it a basic skills reinforcernent substruct4 is a difficult
task. While educators around the country say it should be done, to our knowledge no one has done
.it. In an effort to address the vital, bastemskills issue, the Integrated Skills Reinforcement (ISR) pro-
ject, has been i itiated at Lagtiardia Com unity College. The project is being carried (Alt in three
phases. .Initi ly, a task force of taculty sp ialists in the basic skills areas of reading, writing and
speech an yzed and outlined the step-wise developMent of these skills. The team also noted the ex-
pecte44kill levels of students upon exiting from each course in the remediation program at
'LaGuardia. .

-

During the Fall (1978). quarter, selected faculty from each department in the school.worked with
a member of the basic skills team to analyze a course each. would be: teachingln 'the winter quarter
to determine instructional areas in which reinforcement of the skills could take lace in a structured°
manner without detracting from the course coritent,

In the Present winter quarter tlie individtial skills reinforcement "pacitages are being used and
evaluated. ,

_ .

' "rile specific strategies upon which facility fpcused in the preparatory quer r were grouped as
follows:

1.. Identifying students' reLding, writing, speaking; and listening coMpetencies,
2. Preparing students to read difficult material,

.3. Helping' students write successfully for specific coupe goals,
4. Hei ling students develop a formal oral presentation to meet specli c course goals,
5. ..../ elping students clarify what they have learned 'Trim readings, wr ing asi signments, .

.
1

'and lectu'res through devsloping critical discussion skills. . h . . .

.-- The first group of. strategies, as applied to the Fundamentals of Chemistry I course indicated
that many students, though haying completed necessary remedial reading.dourees, may not be .

reading at the college level, the level, at which the textbook is written. The exit criteria for the

* reading program are sliiihtly .below college level. A questionnaire was prepared in Order to deter-
mine what basic.eskills courses each student had completed as well as to give an indication of the
stfudent's writing abilities so that the instructor might set realigtic expectations of student perfor-
mance. . .

As a preparation for using the textbook efficiently, a preview exercise was designed to acquaint
the student with the important features of the book. These included such items as the lizair of ,

s4mple problems and problems distribUted thrqughout the chapters typically assigned for student
Work, distinction between figure and ttibles, lobation of the glossarg, the appendices, and a section
of color plates in the text.

. ,

.. .

The performanee objectives, which have long been a part of the course, were introduced as guide
questions- to aid. in reading the texttiook material. Additionally, cue words (i.e. identify, explain,

z

r dist,inguish between, *ermine) u'sed in the objectives were explained to the class with appropriate

rJ 0
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eXamples of each in order to clarify precisely what kind of information oriperformance is sought
with each objective.

piboratory reports were chosen.as the vehicle through which w,ritthg skills could be reinforces.
While an appropriate format, presentation of data, calculations, and interpretation of results had.
alwaye been stressed, minimal emphasis had been 'placed On the iAanner in whichthe discuesion
and/or evaluation of the experiment had been expressed. Thus the discussion seation of laboratory
reports was singleut as the area for emphasis on woriting.. A logical way,to organize the discus-
sion together with a '1st of writing errors, that would b e not& on reports was prepared as an aid to
the students. Since oral presentationi are tot required in the course syllabus, the corresponding set
of strategies was not utilized.

The last et of strivgies was embodied in brainstorn)ing techni es and specific lines of ques-
t'. . ich were ustd in the classroom to lead students to organiz their thinking proc sses as

ell as the information and techniques presented in the class. These te niques were fuyther uti-
li I aration of minicourses and audiotapes placed in the'scien learning cen r to sup-

,plement classroom instruction.
k

At the writing of this paper, tl(e effectilreness of the ISV. maierials remainto be seen. Theke,-
..

has, however, already been a marked improvement in th quillityjef the discussion section .ot
laboratory reports. This is attributable to the:clarification of the speciEc writing aseign.rnent as well
as t he grammatical criteria by which it is judged. It i hoped that the additional awarenees of the in-
struclor of the actual skill levels of the students in the course, combined with the effort to tailor in-
structional materials to the appropriate student level without allOwing coiitent of the course to suf-

JO, will decrease attrition from the course and enable students to experience the success that will
motivate them to continue in science or science-related careers.

...
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IREINFOliCEMENT OF COMPUTATIONAL. SKILLS, AT
NORFOLK STATE COLLEOE

Philtip McNeilNorfolk State College
.

-.I
The, Mathematics Departrnent of Norfolk State College is cenductin a program of compute-

o al skills, improvement begun in 1974 under the college's MtsIP gran The objectives of the pro-
,

1 -ii.are:4,' ,,
1

tá help.bridge the gaps in basic mathematicarskilrs which accompany so many of the col-

.
leges entering freshmen, and

. ,
.

.
/ .

____....
1_ _ t nhance the college's efforts to,providestudents with needed literacy and'expertise in

kcomputer scienee. ., c ,
. .

ogran serves'.* majtility of the college s 1500 entering freshmen. It featuree a 'learning
Nirtes center for basic mathematics skills, and a computational center for Vic computer a.

, . IIence skills. .

1. Basic Mathematics Skills
.' The mathernatics Skills portion of he program is centered around the Nathematics Reinfprce-

Ment Center; a two-room laboratory containing study carrels, sound-slide equipment, a small Paper-
back library, and a testing station. The Center is manned by etficient tutors and laltratory
assietants, and its overall operation -is directed by a member of the mathematics 'faculty.

. .
' Students who enroll in .the general education Mathematics course, Math .101, are required to
demonstrate- a prescribed proficiency on selected, basic mathematic§ skills ranging from simple
arithmetic.to elementary algebra. The skills are subdividedinto 16 learning packages out.of which
each stddent is expected to test as ote of the requirements for passing the course., Each package is
Cornprised of a pre-test, "a body of skill-related material, and a sample post-test. (The design.for the
learning,. packages was developed bY faculty members during summer workshops provided for

., .undet4Ite M ISI P., grant..)

Affer, the students' skill deficiencies are determined, by means of an initial diagnostic stest, the
students are ext;ected to use the facilities in, the'Reinforcement Centelto aid them4ln completing
the paeitages which covekhe skills in which they wer shoWn ta be deficient..The learning paekage
component of the 'Math 101 course is self-paced in th sense that students' take and retake package

. post-tests whenever they feel prepared.
ne 'Mather) . , Department, is monitoring and evaluating the. results of thelearning.package

program in tWo s01) prte6-st, post-test improvement, and (2) collective failure rate for the Math
101 course. Data 411lectR1; thus far .indicate that entering freshmen whO enroll in Mat 101'
demonstrate proficiencyj on the average, in orilitwo to. three of the 16 packages at theilminning of
the semesier, which..represents the succes4ful completion of an ,av.erage ,of15% of thiliagnoitic
test items. At semester's end and after exposure, to the 'package program, these sanie studentsi spre an average of 65% 'on those portions .of their codunon 'final. exatnization that relate to the
.pavkage skills. Since very little clalisrboni-tiine is devoted te paccsage ,41cills, the improvement in
tes,t scores mUst be largely attributable to thepacliage program hi the Mathematicsiteinforcernent
Center.. . # .. .

A second evaluative index for the package prokram is the rateifailure in Math 401. During the
five years prior to the advent of the M ISIP Program, 'a stable average-of 25cirof the first semester
stpdents enrolled in lite course received feting grades. The failure rate' dropped dramatiearlY to

,

13"e in the.memester in which the package program became operational, and it tuts 'not risen above
17% hi any subsequent semester...The fiVe-year .aveyage failure,rate beginningwidith the MISIP
years is approximately 14.5%. .

Aware of the pitfalie inherent in drawing valid inferences from such data, especially the difficulty

0
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In isolating the variables responsible for the data, the- Mathematics Department\ la assuming a
. cautious, but optiniistic, attitude about the *ogram. However, the. MISIR.based program has

identified Ole twO tatget 'areas denribed above, imd a vehicle - the learning package program in the
Reinforcement Ceriter - by which progress in mathematical skill building at the,norlegocan be con,
cretely measured. w * If

.. ,
**-Cornpu-ter Sutence Skill;

,.

l'rt(er to the-receipt of the MISIPGrant, opPortunities for students in the computer science area
at Norfblk State were slirri. The Mathematics Department offered three basi courses in cothPuter
sqience: one literacy course -for non-science majors and two elementary prokmming courses for
Science Division students; These were supplemented by a sprinkling ofielem tary courses in other
divisiota of the college. -The opportunity for studen0 to acquire hands-on experiences with corn-

,

puter equipment was severely restricted, since the college's IBM 1130 Computtr System was Used
almost exculsively for the business and the administration of the college.

With MISIp 'fluids, tht tlepaAnierit was able to; (1) provide advanced training in computer
science for tWo of its, Members, (2) provide release time for-faculty to plan and design new computer
science, courses and programs,. (a) purchase a small selkontained minicomputer system, anct (4) set
up a computational center which houses the minicomputer system, and which is used exclusively
for compUter science instruction, . ,.

, The rekilts for these efforts over a thre ea period are; (li enrollment in the computer literacy,
courSe has quadrupled; computer science enro lmene generally within the department has almost.

e
t.tipled, (2) the comPutational center serves approximately 150 students pe,r day, who are Writing
programs, or running programs on the computer system, or researching computer sciente topics in6
the small library contained in the center, (3) the department's computer science offerings. have in,'

. -

creased to 24 'hours of courses which cover the major programining languages, topics i achine
'language, hardware and software systems, computer organizatioli and design, and aba-based
management systems, (4) the Science Division has notea a substantial increase,in the usage of the ,
computer i'n its upper leveltscience and mathematics courses, (5f the departinent has created a new
degree program-B.S. in Mathematics, Computer Science Emphasis, with a plannotexpansion to a,
B.S. in Computer Science. . -. . .

,
The successes outlined in this paper are clearly preliminary. They are, nevertheless, substantial

. . enough that the Department is committed to greater improvement in the mathematics skills area,
and continued expansion in the computer skills area. Since the termination of the MISIP grant ih
1976, thb skilla programs have suffered shortages of space, equipment, and personnel, but the pro-
graMs continue largely through the voluntary efforts of a few dedicated faculty and a sympathetic
administration. These difficulteies, not*ithstanding,- the MISJOabased skills program at Norfolk

-0

State College in broad terms i3tarides a good argument that a mass approach to computatiOnal skill
enhancenient is feasible at a large, minority institution:,

e.

.1
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ELIMINATING "MATligMATICAL ILLITERACY" AT THE
'FRESHMAN LEVEL:

A DULARIOD MATHEMATICS PROGRAM
0,

Argelia Velez-Rodriguez, Bishop College

Bishop 'College's- Modularized Mathematics Program (WIMP) is one of the majOi.com-
s of the NSF-MIMI Project. The two -principal soncerns that led the members of the

hematical Sciences Department to begin their search for alternativelito the traditional method
of teaching freshman mathematics were: (1) the linguistic and computational deficiencies of the Ma-

, jority of Bishop College's entering students, and (2) the increasing number of potential students
who wished to pursue careers in' science, mathematics and technology and who were inadequatelyx
prepard to enter into,the respective progillms. ,

- 7

Assa math, instructor at Bishop College for moie.than" ten years, the author was convinced t.iat
, the traditional classroom-lecture" method would never improve the students' matheMatical, c m-

putational and problem-solving skillag/Having been involved with individualized instruction; 'self-
. paced learning 4proacheS, and programmed learning approaches to remediation as Director and

Coordinator of NSF In-Service Programs for Secondary Mathoiatics Teachers in the Dallas area,
tip author strongly felt similar learning modes Nuld work at Bishop College..

. Careful consideratibn was given to every facet of the college'sprografri, and after long hours of
critical and comprehensive study,. a modularized mathematics program wag Proposed as a major
component of the MISIP project. The objectiyes were as f4lows:

1. The develOpment of mathenlatical cdicepts,
2. The reinforcement of mathematical and problem-solving skills,

ifp. The assistance of less-capable students by making available concrete and manipulative
materials arid devices to'improve motivation,

4. e imprOvement of the students.' ability to -formulate problems and apply quanti-
tat e methods, ,..

5. The provision of more opportunities and incentiYes for independent study, and .

6. The improving of the student'siself-confidenc'e, and the increasing of his/her chances of ,

success .hy- exposing himlher to the usage of electrdnic devices comhitinly 'used in
'graduate school and thework world/ ./

In order to accomplish these objectives,jt was stated that at least threeicomponenes worild be
necessary. ThtCy included: (It) a faculty training program, (2) a period of two semesters of field
testingind revision'of the materials developed by the faculty, and (3) the'total implementation and
eyaluation of the program: ,

. .

The in-service I:raining consisted of a four-week summer workshop designed for the mathematics
staff. The folloWing topics were included: ..I

.0 4

. I
i

1. Philosophy of Modularized Course Structure, ,

2:. Ikarning to Formulate and Write Instructional Objectives, ,
3. , Idedifying Skills and. Concepts,', I - : .

.e .

4. 'Developing Materials (Eriabling Activities),'
§, Developing Pre- and Post-tests, arid

:. 6.. Reviaing Diagnostic Instrument (Placeinent). .t .
The workshoPrWis conducted by!,4ohn 1". Creswell, Profesior of Curriculum and Instruction,

(Mathematica FAlucation),. College of.F4chicatidni:Uhiversity of Houston, Houston, Texas, assisted
by the_ author.

The Fall SemestetY, 1976, was a trial runof allmodules developed during the summer. The iraial
impleMentation of the program ,was,restricted due to inadeCitiate physictif facilities and linilted in-

-
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structional media. In spite of the difficulties encountered:an assessment of the effectiveness of theself-paced learning in Math 1300 (Basic Math) was, coiicted. Pre- arid post-tests of achievementand attitude were administered to all students who earollpd in the cOurae. The pretests %ere ad-ministered .early in September (about two weeke after elasses began) %nd pest-tests were ad-ministered in the first week of December. During that semester, 215 8tudente1were enrolled in Math.,1300; 75% Wit the Pre-Attitude Survey and 71% took the Pre-Achievement Test. At the end of thesemester, 462g took the Post-Attitude Survey .and 63% took the PostAchievement Teat. Therewere no Fontroi or experimental groups for comparison. The-only comparison possible wits made inthe overall changes 'of the pbpulation who took all four assessment instruments (52% of theoriginalpopulation).
. .The MMP coniists of *me coursesMath 1300, Math 1311, and Math 1312. fil instrAction is

/

programmed and self-paced. The first course, Math 1300, cohsists of 33 modules (7 units). Itreviews and reinforces basic ithinetic principles and computations. The second course, Math 1311(Quatitative and Analytical hinking I), consists of eight unita and a total of 17 modules. It in-cludes denominate numbers, metric system, elementary algebra, logic and introduction to coMputerprdgramming (BASIC). The third course Math 1312 (QuanOtative and Analytical Thinking II), con-sists of six units comprised of 20 modules. It covers topics in intermediate algebra. Each of thethree courses carries threecredit hours. Credits for Math 1300 4re not tra4nsferable and do not counttowards tbe institutional mathematics requirements.
., tr

Programmed materials, tapes, workbooks, and drill exercises developed by the staff providealternatives to the basic texti)ookeThe MMP is offeied exclusively in the Mathematical SciencesLearning Laboratory .J occupies a large area which conveys a sense of openness and freedom. Theprogram could be called informal in the sense that no lecture exists, but it is structured in such away that it demands much of its students, forces them to develop self-discipline aati organize studyskills, and more importantly., it makes them realize that the responsiliiility of learning relies on thelearner.

Students spend five hours per week in the Learning Laboratory. Each student, with a textbook.itind Modular outline, studies the content and independently tackles each assignment, seeking helpM-Irn the instructor whenever needed. There are two instructors on duty at every scheduled class,and generally a peer tutor is also available. The tutor does not necessarily need to be a mathematicsmajor, but can be any aophomorajunior, or seniOr efho possesseaa strong interest and ability in thesubject and is a sensitive, reliable person.
When a student believes that the material in a pagicular module or unit has been mastered,he/she goes to the testing area and takes the appropriate test. The tests are graded by the inètruNtor or a student tutor and are returned the next day. A student who failed a test may take anothertest that is different but theoretically equal in content and. diffieulty. There is no limit to thenumber of tests takenon a given module or unib. However, a passing irade must be attained before .the student is credited with completion of therrunit. The course grade depends primarily on thenumber of units completed, sUpplemented by the score on the final exam,

:10lost of the students Who do not complete the course units in one semester persist into a secondsemester and eventually 70% finish and go on to the neat course. In order to avoid the potential pro--bleritof student not knowing how well he/she is progressing, theptaff post on t)he wall of the Lejining Lab mimeographed echedules for every week of the semester indicating where a student should---f be if he/she plans' to complete the course work in a semester. These scliedul a and charts are design- .ed by Barbara Ann Bardwell, Instructor end Coordinator of the MMP. T e statistics indtcte thatthe Bishop College stodents are, in fact, learning more tbanjust "some math atics."
,Bishop's MMP is now in its third year. It has undergone interim evaluaU4, and based on the°responses from questionnaires and group aiscussions, the students approve the pcogram and ,benefit 'from it. Of course, there are problems in the MMP, some acknowledged, others less ap-

69
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parent.,Mgre funds a needed to hpport a strong system of peer tutoring as dviOnced br the

ittudents often giving Xp4n frustration while waiting for help during the class period. The limitapon

on the usage of the computer terminals and other materials are a real problem. gorne students feel

that the course would be more ifiteresting if these facilities.were available.

In spite of the problems encountered, the department staff believes in, and supports the pro.

gram. The. Hpirit remains vital and innova)ive and new ideas and possibilities are constantly
discussed for improvement of the program.

*
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DEVELOPMENT OF SUPPORTIVE MATERIALS
IN MATtIEMATICS AND SCIENCE IN A

LECTURE-LABORATORY FORMAT
Mahendra Kawatra and Darius Movasseghi

Medgar .Euers,College
Semi:lnailiidualized Professionally-Determined Pa15IPP) mode of instruction has been ex-

plained in a'previous paper. The basic features of this mode are: (1) modularization of the course
content. (2) self-paced learning with a set time limit for achieving the objectives, (3) instruction of a
course in a lecture-workshop setting, thereby giving.students the benefits of both the grougas well
as individual instruction, and (4).provision of a supportive system for an effective instructional pro-ceas in the form of an A-V laboratoryi

The modularization of the course and availability of, this material in videotapes and/or audio-
tapes and the other ancillary material's is Vital for instruction in the SIPP mode. For the most part,
in the area of natural sciences and mathematics, these materials are not systematically available or
are not of the desired quality and formit needed to develop-sUch materials in-house. In order to
develop and organize the materials in ag appropriate format and t a -desirable' level, the following. .steps need to be taken:

1. Identify the philosophy a the goals of the -course within the framework of the
discipline and departme LP instructional program.

2. Outline the detailed content to be covered in attaining the goals.
a. Identify the leai-ning deficiencies of the 'students related to the course.
4. Divide the contents into 8-12 self-sufficient modules. ..

5. Sub-divide each module into units such that the topics in each unit are closely linked
together. (Generally, the total number of units in a one-semester course should not, ex-.
ceed 35.)

Identify and enlist the.a.viriftale resources, since a meaningful:coordination of the
struction and the utilitition of*the reseurcês is vittal to the present mode.

7. Formulate diagnostic tests to determine stadetts" attainment of the specified
behavioral objectives. -

It is important to note that writing a module, frir the most part, is comprised of developing .and
Organizing the materials for ouch unit. Therefore, it is essential to point ,out the necessdry ingre-
dients'of. such a task: ..

1. The behavioral objectives of each unit should be clearly delineated. That is, several
short and precise`statements of the desired measurable accomphshments and the
mastery of .concepts muat be made. ' ,

2. The exit criteria Mr the accomplishment of the objectives should.be clearly indicated
(e.g., with'80% score on the test).

3'. The prerequisite skills and cognitive information for the unit, if any, stduld be
specified inoimplelanggage, and reference made to the appropriate modules and units.

4.. Several forms of nre- and post-tests should be developed for the purposes of
establishing whether' a student needs to study the unit and also to identify his
strengths or weaknesSes relating to the kinit.

0. Description of the ,material for the unit should be done inlh understandable linguage;
introduction of 'no* concepts should be. highlighted, and the materials developed
should involve studeht participation ,at all phases of developMent. It is important that
examinations of comprehension bo made,pillodically and frequently, throughout the
unit. This would ensure continuous particiRation of the student.

a.
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The length of a unit should roughly conform to 20-25 minutes of straight lecture. This
length wOuld ensure continuous attention of the student.

i

7. Post-test should specifically address itself to examining the achievement of the stated
behavior objectives. . ..

Ohm the develop ent of units in a moddle is achie\ed, they should be put together ip a package
which should also inc ude (1) a general statement about the desired objectives of the module, (2) pre-
twts and post-tests for the module, and (3) a prescription for the placement of a student in a cer-
tain unit or units depending upon 14tperformance on the pre-test or post-test. The activities of a
student in a module cas be best illustrhted in a flow chart. It is very important to note that the
most vital decision in writing a module lies in the selection of appropriate instructimpl ma?rials
and the flow of activities in a mannersyttable, to the student's needs and abilities.

It is further ilesirable to mention hre that there are differences of opinion as to whether, the
behavioral objectives be placed prior to the instructiont4l materials (to provide the orienting
stimulus) or at the end 'of the matecials (to provide reinforc ment). Our experience has shown that,
at least in the areas oi.mathematits and natural science, the objectives should be placed at the
beginning-since the sfudents, in generals already have some familiarity with the terminology used.
Fu her re, in the SIPP format it is essential to have all the aforementioned material in a lecture
form udio-tapes as well as on the videotapes wikh appropriate ancillary materials with emphasis
on problem solving. *,.

.
y.,

The central problem of the present educational system has been its inability, to preserve the
trinsic interest of the students in the learning process prior Lb tOirentry into a college. eel,
although difficult, it is ottitmost importance that the mode of instruction in the delivery of 'material
at a cotlege be such that it'attempts not only to alleviate the above problem but also it provides con-
stant encouragement. It seems that we, through S1PP, have touched on such an approach.

I.
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VI. INTERDISCIPLIWY COURSES AN/
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

On-The-Job I;Faining of Students in Computer
Ronald G. Selsby and Manuel Gomez-Rodrigu z

An Interdisciplinary Seminar in the Behavioral, Natural and Social Sciences.
Clemmii E. Webber

Urban-Environmental Studies: An .Interdisciplinary Approach.
Kalryn Brisbane

A Capstone Interdisciplinary. Course in Values and the Sciences for the General
Education Curriculum.
Sister Isabel Ball

Deveiopment of an Aquaculture Training Programin Alaska for Minority Students.
Mel Seifert

Internships: Achieving Linkages Between Scientific Disciplines. #
Elmer L. Washington

Career Opportunities in Scierf
gatt Yae Y. Nam I ,

The Challenge of Interdisciplinary Studies.
William J. Nelson
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ON-THE-JOB TRAINING OFSTUDENTS IN
CON1PUTER SCIENCE

Rona 111 0. Selsby and *Oust Gomez-Rodriguez 3University of PuertO Rico, Rio Piedras
.. .

The Natural Science Academic Computer Center (NSACC), at the Rio Piedras Campus'of the
.iiniversitY of Puerto Rico, Was established in Qrder to: :(1) develop, 'manage, and administer
computer-assisted instruction (CAI), (2) process computer programs for students of the 'college, (3)
prvid la computer facility for professors, scientists, and grquate students tOimplement tesearch
proj ts, and (4) train students in the operation and nianagefflent of a coniputer center as well as tO
introduc'e them to systems-programMing, computer technology and its applicationa. We here report
on the method.utilized to attain the fourths objective and the results obtained. The key to the
method is the on-the-job training of a studedt staff responsible far the management and operation
of the entire facility. Five aspects of the training program are discussed: (1) motivation of students,
(2) selection and training procedures, (3) the composition of the student staff, (4) identification of
the problem areas, anc115) 'evaluation of the traininglprocess. .

Motivation. All stud nts in the College of Natural Sciences are required to take one semesterof
Pl./1 Programming. In ddition, students taking the basic courses.in chemistry, phYsics;biology,
and mathematics are ongly encouraged to use CAI modules which are available through the use
of interactive CRT t minals at the NSACC. Bythe sophomore y ar, all atudents haNie had a chance :
to observe and interact withilthe facilities at the NSACC, includi g the HP-2000 ./k(eeSS System cur-

,

rentiy supporting 22-CRT termials and an IBM Remote-Job- ntry unit (RJE) connected to the
u9iversity-s central IBrd 370/14rThe fact that tip highly visible, sophisticated physical plant is
managed and operated entirely by a student staff is the main source of motivation for ktudents to
enter and participate. in the program. The motivation is sustained by hands-dn experience with the
extensive computer hardware and by participation in a variety of softwate application projects. The
students are reMunerated for work at the NSACC. Interest throughout the training program is sus-
tained by the "esprit de corps" of the student staff. .

. .
,

Selection and Training of the Stu ent Staff. The essential feature Of the process is that selection
is based on student performan 0 in which self-motivation is the iritical factor. Fully qualified
members of the gstudent -staff are denoted as Operator-Programmer, Senior Grade. The steps
leading to this senior status beginewith the Programmer Triiinees, who, as students having com-
pleted one semester of Pl./1, are asked to learn BASIC by self-study. They are assigned a program-
ming application project by one of the student managers, usually in CAI or in management of the .

IIP or IBM system. Trainees become Programmer !JuhiOr Grade when th4. have demonstrated
mastery of both PL/1 gind BAVIC,..including the ability to make disc file irianipulationt of the HP
and IBM systems ricl tape It manipulations on 04 HP. At this point, if they have sustained tt
least a 2:75 overall academituverage, they are invited to work in the IqSACC.i Some choose to wofk
for the undrAgraduate research projects, utilizing the computer skills. ThoSe electing to work.for
the NSACC become Operator-Programmer Trainees. They receive on-the-job training as All as a
comPensation from the center for 5 to 10 hours of work per week..For the trainee to become an
Operator-Programmer, Junior Grade, he must pass an eamination given by one of the stUilent
managerti which irlcludes loading the HP operating system fromdisc 'and magneticjtape, signing on
and off the IBM-114 facility, knowledge of the Operatirig commands foeboth syste s, and the ad-.
justment of the peripherals. .1 ..,

. .
The final phase of he training, leading to the *aka of Operator-Programmer, Senior Grade,

consists of a formal ex ination which has come to b'e called "getting wingsAt is administered
once a semester by the fu I senior grAde staff. Passing requires unanimous approval of the student

The exam cOver all IBMiend 1-lyP procedures esaen ectial for' operation and rovery of Che, t
N

A
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.sytipms.,.The student iS put under pressure simulating actual operating conditions such as a power
failure. or syStem software crash. The student is tested on thtObility to maintain a cool head under
.pressure, protect the system hardware and preserve the syitetn software. A tradition 'has been
established by whith students passing this exam receive a "winger pin.

Student Stuff Composition. Probably the most important role' for the professor who directs a
student operated facility, such as the one described,here, is to keep a low profile as he acts as an ad-
visor, guiding the students into slots, which suit their personalities, talents, and professional objec-
tives, while at the same time assuring a minimum of internal friction between them. Lack of this
type of guidance can easily undermine the effective operation of the center. Thus, some staff are en-
couraged into managerial positions, where interaction with people is the principal ingredient, while
others are encouraged to become "systems analysts", concentrating on technicalmatters. A Senior
Grade Operator-Programmer" concentrates on either management, systenisdanalysis, or application
.Programming.

Currently the NSACC has ,10 Programmer Trainees (mostly freshmen), 12 Operator-Program-
mers. Junior Grade (sophomores and juniors), and 9 Operator,Programmers, Senior Grade, most of
whom graduate this coming June.

Identifieqion.ofProblem Areas. In two years of oper on we have,been able to identifykprobleln
areas which, if left unresolved, Will undermine the pro am. (1) The student staff tends to adopt a
superior attitude towards the student users. The staff needs to be reminded that they are there, to
provide service. If the staff is encouraged to help the students, this problem tends to be minimized:
(2) Thp ssnior staff is' subject to a high leVel of internal competition leading to diSruptiyg personali-
ty clashes. This may be minimized by removing as much vertical structure in the chain of command
astossible. (3) Friction is observed to develop between professors and the senior grade staff. Here
the director must act as a mediator, insisting that the student show the proper respect due a pro-
fessor. while asking the latter to recognize the special status of the student staff. (4) It is absolutely
hec(ssary that the student staff not abuse their priVileges. It must be remembered that they have
the technical ability to obtain and alter privileged information. Ultinhately, the director clf the facili-

,

ty is responsible for the hontsty and fairness of, each member of the staff. (5) Finally, we have
observed the motivation of the senior grade staff V) peak before they graduate. We have compen-
sated for thi.s by continually challengingthem with individuid projects. One such successful project
is the Introduction. to Computers Workshop" in which a staff member will invite a high school
class Co come to the center and will direct these students, each at a CRT terminal, through the
workshop program.

EvaluAion of Ow Training Program. Assessment after two years reveals that the student staff.

attains a strong background in (1) organizing and operating a computer center with interactive and
-batch processing modes, (2) a ihastery of programming in 2 or 3 higher level languages and one
Assembler. (3) job-control language,- and 1.4) the development of coniputer application programs

CA I.such as
,

, The -student s has been found to be self-perpetuating, as neWer members continually 'receive
.lori-the-job trainin Nun the more experienced meinbers. The student-run computer center operates
in a tontinous and efficient manner ona relatively low cost budget. At the same time, we observe'

. t hat the experience allows theFfe minority students to develop self-confidence and a sense of accom-
kplistiment, as is evidenced by their pride in the- cNter and their ability to entergraduate school m

computer science or to obtain computer-related jobs in industry and gove nment. ,
i
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AN INTERDISCIpLINA4Y SEMINAR IN THE
.....,

BEHAVlOyAL, NATURAL AND SOCIAL SCIgNCES
. Clemmie E. Webber, Sou, th Carolina.State C)Ilege,

. Contemporary concern .for excellence requirei thai institutions of higher learning plan and
,. ,

structure their education programs to provide Unity, continuity, balance, and harmony. An Ibjec-
tive review of curricular biferings at South Carolina State College, the Department of Natural
Sciences in particular, indicated excessive fragmentation. As a matter of fact, investigation reVeal-
ed few, if any, opportunities for integrated:educational'experiences, especially where open dialogue
was a component. These findings stimulated Much concern which led to an effort to relieve this
situation. Thus, as one segment of a MISIP proposal funded/by the National Science Foundation
and later aPproved by the College as a regular course offering, this relevant interdisciplinary
seminar has become a viable vehicle through which.chrrent, highly significant, science and society
concerns and issues are objectively addressed.

The seininar, a one creditAour course, which meet's once per week, is a free elective open to in-
terested juniors and seniors who are majors in the departments of the behavioral, natural, and
social sciences. It is offered during alternate semesters and accommodates a maximum of twenty-
six students, a numberiarge enough to include significant representation from the several areas in-
cluded in each of the paiticipating departments. Experience has proven that a larger group of
speakers is less effective. , 4 ,

A flexible format utilizing a .yariety of pro em solving techniques and strate es in
mosphere of informal discovery categorizes eac class session. Major course expecte include

.. individual particiPation based:on .extensive rea ng, experimentation,,personal researeh-Tindtrat----. ...
tual experienes whkh ilan.'be'docu'itepted. All topics are selected and presented on the basis of. .,. -

their current significanee fts444;:,413,thek.knterdisciplinary implications. .
(..:- .:`,,.-.".: s, .., ,.

Faculty leadership is given the sakinaikby a team of three professors, "Oach represting a dif-
ferent department and chosen on the baSiti;of interest and a quality of expertise which ould help
foster enriched self-regulating learliing eXpetiences. Outstanding educators and .Isnowledgeable
faculty at south Carolina State College, the'cOmmunity, and from neatby educational institutions
ire invited as consultants or resource perSons. These invited guests are frequently available for in-
dividual and small group conferences and, laboratory direction. AU who attend our seminar sessions
are invited to respond to a written evaluation' cheek-list.

..
Research problems cut across departmental barriers and involve consislAnt direction and facul-

, tylnput. The 'seminar coordinator must be constantly on the alert for repoits of interdisciplinary
faculty and student research at this and other Sooth Catolina colleges with tKe idea of inviting
these researchers to share their.findings. When research pursued by State or other government
agencies proves germane to oureghphasis, effort is Made to have coMpatible phases presented as
enrichment.

4
A major strength of the seminvar continues tO be consultant oriented. We have been most for-

tunatein securing the serVices Of outstimding personalities reptesenting a wide range of academic
capability athirexcellent balance with respect to the disciplines identified for this cOutse. In addition
to the academif astuteness.of our consultants, they have been particularly ef tive in their ability
to relate to, and Stimulate; student speakers. The dynamics and appropriate ess of presentations
made by severeléonsultants have been of Sucoli magnitude that they have been iivited as guests of a
department or. school within our college system. ' '

"Bridging the Gap BebAreen the Behavioral, Natural and Social Sciences: An Efleciic View of
t,he Quality of Contemporary Life" has proven to htr'a challenging and effective umbl-ella for an ar-
ray of current multidisciplinary issues. This has been the awe of the course since its inception.

77
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'Enthusiasm fott the seminar is broadly expreseed. To quote from several student evaluation
forms, the following comments are noted: "This seminar has been one of' the most rewarding
courses I have ever had the opportunity to be a part of." "Each day added a new dimension to my
thoughts and helped me to understand myself better." "I developed an open-mindedness that I did
not realize was possible." "I realize that I gained more from this -courge than I contributed,
although my verbal'responses were few, this course aroused a new sense'of awareness in me."
"Most stimulating." "I never dreamed a course during my final college semester could make me
'spend so much time in the library and wish for additional hourp." ''What emir done to make this
kindief course available to larger nuia-ets of students?" Almost without wiception student' com-
ments have been positive and in many cases challenging in. terms of recommendations for college- ,
wide benefits. . .

Much thought was given to the 'selection of pcpvocative and popular topics 'for the current sesi
sion. We will cvntinde to use several unconventional approaches to learning as we attempt to help
41udents make the transition from a single academic discipline approach to a more comprehensive
interdisciplinary viewing of their world.

.te
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URBAN-ENVIRONMANTAL STUDIES:
AN UITERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH

Kathryn Brisbane, Spelrnan College

Interdisciplinary .0ourses were introduced into the Spelman Colhge curriculum in ,the
mid-1970'S when a structural 'change occurred; that is, the college was diVided into five divisions:
Education, Fine. Arts, Humanities, Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences, The structural/ change
created an envi mment receptive to the new interdisciplinary thrust. This throat was supported by
the Social Scie ces Divisi and in 1975 the Division submitted a proposal to the National Science
Foundation for art Urba nvironnrental Studies Program which was funded. The purpose of these .

studies was to strengthh and broaden the curriculum.
A good interdisciplinary program calle'TI for the involvement of all the Social Sciences.Depart-

mei& in:planning the new sequence of courses, Involved In the Departments of Economics,
History: Political Science, Psychology, Sociology, and the 'littoral Science Division, The Depart-
ment of 'History was not a recipient.of the NSF grantobut, as a part of the Social Science Depart-
ment at Spelman, was involved and ,m1de an important contribution to the pretram's development.
The intent of interdisciplinary studies was to break through the barrier among disciplines.

Since most interdisciplinary studies are built around sircific themes or ideas which seem to lend
themSelves best to the problem solving,mathod in its broadest Sense, the sikial sciences faculty
focused on the urban Center and its attendant problems and issues, both ecological and environmen-
tal. The solving of these problems required the knowledge and skills of all of the social sciences and
the subject was compatible with a liberal arts curriCulum. Most important is the fact that black
students add particularly black wormin:have been at a disadvantage in their experience anctlimited
knowledge of the structures and functions of urban goVernment and urban environmental needs.
Therefore, this wail an appropriate theme.

Thus, the social science faculty.attempted to integrate the coOributions that the" various
, disciplines made in 'solving a problem for understanding, an issue brexpgndingon tfl.heme. It t
meant, ". , . bringing interdependent;parts aknOwledge into harmonious relationships. It inyolved
relating part to part, part to whole; and whole to part.V

.

,Teams of tit faculty membera worked togiher to structure the se9uence, organize content for
eight new courses, and improve ileveyal c)f the traditioneal course' s kri the various disciplines included
'in the sequence of coOrses:Efforts were made to integrate into the traditiondcourses information
pertimilAt tolenv>rmiental issues which heretofore were the,beneficiaries of the new knowledge.

NO/ cousises introducted were History an Ecology of the City, Environmental and Ecological
Issues, Community Mental Heelth, (a problem of gl.eat signisficauce to blacks), Levels of Govern: ".

.ment and Legal. Institutions, Administration Of the Urban Center, Urban Fiscal 'Policy and ,

Public Finance, Urban Culture: anyt Urban Regional Planning..Ekamples of courses that were revis-
ed are Urban Economics, Urban GovernMent and Politics, The courses were organized sothat a stu-
dent could begin the.concentration in the sophomore year. Each of the disciplines charted the cur-
riculum for its own department. The Core curricUlum and electives were to be Wowed 1:13, its
students through the three Years of concentration in the Urban-Enviromental Studies.

A number of innovations were intitoduced. For instance, the introductory course was designed
by a team of seven faculty members and organized as an Independent 1.,earning System/type model.
,The syllabus included content divided into modules, topics for diseussioni studyquestions, and unit,
tests. The course had six units, and students Inotved through the units at their own pace. This in-
novation has had success, and students found it easier to learn. This course' Was taught by pro-, fessors in t,he Sociology Department. lit additionto the lecture/discussion method, guest lecturers,,

1Meeth, I, Richard, Qmility I.:duration for Less Money, San Francisco, Cafif.: Jossey-Ilass Inc., 1974.
. ##e
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'simgdatien, and audio-visual media introduced a variety of teaching methodologies into courses
taught within the Psychology, 'Political Science, and EcOnomioshaPepartments:

As a result of the grant, a major development has been the 'Urban Culture Center (UCC) which./
, has provided impetus for studept/teacher research in the social sciences. The faculty is kept abreast
of what Is hippeni'ng io cultural studies and techniques for identifying potential areas and themes
for-cuYtural research in Atlanta. The UCC serves as a classroom/workroom,, a small library of urb*
ethnographic books and journals, a. depository of commercial tapes and films, student.research
films, tapes, tran-scripts and papers field equipment such as tape recorders, video system com-
ponents, cameres, projectors, and so forth; in addition to the Tiles on topics related to Urban
Studies.

Irhe UCC opened in 'April, 1976 with a workshop designed to pubaize the Center and for the
purpose of discussing hniqueeof data collection and analysis of urban cultural thernes. Outstan-
ding consultan4s were Red to the workshop. The objectives of the Center have been for students

14. )

to learn .how td do ch ori communities and cultures in Atlanta using all of the equipment
.

available to theV s through the UCC that students in the Axial sciences will be ablato'work
on a variety of eo uch as sex roles, juvenile gangs, business a d labor groups, political struc:
ture, religious behavior, values, language end public behavior in b S. The students Yoi also study
topics related to oral history and urban fplkloreMuch history is locked in the memories of older
residents. What cornMuni,ty thinks May' belkund in its Jokes, riddles, properbs, poetry, and word
game.

A s immer worlhhop in the application,of computer technology in the classroomwas held for the
faculty. he Center for Multidisciplinary Educational Exercises (comEx) at the University of

, Southern California iri Los Angeles provided tyi faculty memberr with a Ueer's Training Couise.
ghis was a first step in the plans for a faculty development program for thesoCial sciences. Curaent7
ly, members of the Econornics,.Political. Science, and Sociology Departments Are improving their
'skifIs in the use of the computer. A SociorogyDepertment faculty member heti guided one student
through. a senior thesis on an urban problem-with research computations using the computer. We .

recognize that not all students can master the skills necessary for thislind of research, but those
.who are agle will be getter prePareti for graduate and professional schools. ..

Three hundred and twenty-eighe studentsliave taken the course. Of this number, 20 have in-
dicated a preference for the,concentration and 12 have graAueted withecertificates. Efforts will be

,made* to,have the concentration declared.a major. Collaboration by colleges in the Center should
provide the strength needed for a full and viable major.These colleges include Clark, Morehouse,
Morris Brown,,, and ,-Spelrhan 'Collegee, AtlAta University, and the Interdenominationa
Theological Seminary.

.
.., .

. . .

The program has had-an'imPact on the institution by creating an acceptance On the part of the,
'social science faculty of Interdisciplinary Programs. Th4 faculty has been helpful in assistIn other .
diviMons in developing courses. The'cross-fertilization of ideas'has been significant.1;acul y a&I

.

students have a .greater awareness of the possibilities of computer technology in social cience
research. New teaching methodologies have enriched andlacilitated learning in the courses. In the.

, future, the DiAaion expects to involve the rest of the faculty in a faculty development program
' which will upgrade their skills for improved teaching effectiveness.

I I ,t -
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A' PAPSTONE INTERMSCIPLINARY OU.RSE I/4 VAUES
AND THE ,SCIENC S .

FOR TifV, GHNERAL EDUCATI Cli ULUM. ,

,
Sister Isabel Ball, bur Lady of the Lake Uni ity

(

. .

Our Iiady of the Lake. University (OLLU) has an undergraduate enrollment veitging 1;250
students, Over 65% of these are ethnic minorities (60% Mexican-American; 8% lack, and 1%

say, American according to fall 1978 dat'a). A large mdjority ot these att intere ted in service-
orlented careers involving a variety of disciplines.

.,/The' moreor less segregated disciplines studied as genend eglidelltion ottenleave the student with4E.a sense of fruitlessness. Even if fully appreciating a given course, the eitravagance of such an ex-
perience leaves in the student nuances.of snbconticious guilt expressed negatiwely tom** d the
course when regarding the service function for Zilch he/she is preparing. The integration o cience
arid social arid cultural ,values by means of a capstone course in which the humanistic and
philosophical questionS about the role of science, both now and in the future, was proposedts a
means of overminfelthe seeminglyor perhaps not so seemingly--Fdisjointed curriculum, lend
assisting the student in relatiAg the areas of knowledge to himself/herself and histher asPilionsin0

,a meaningful manner.
,+- . . ,

, Further, this course fit Well into the cogipetency'based, degree plan which OLLU espouses. In-
deed, the cómpetencies 'were 4P7144:1 in t,he rationale given above and are expressions of the
desired outcomes to be found in each qi,Lu graduate.

,,
. .

.
. ,Howver, the course, as.does an course, goes beyond the reqnired competencies.' both in breadth

E1/4nd depth of coverage,, And .for t at reason I will concern myself with the course in its totality
it

rather than how the course fulfills the several comPetencies as OLLU states them' for 4,9 degree.
-The course was' produced No team of faculty duribg the summer of 1976 under the auspices of

MISIP. The team was compose*, of a social scientist, a natural scientist, anda philosopher. Because& course was to twka capstone course, the 'earn recognited early that therowould have to be prere-;
quisites to the course (otherwise, what would there be to intergraten though theselyoukl(lboii ited
and held to a minimutn. HOwever, prior to *determinink specific prerequisite& the objectives of t e
course were drafted. These turned out to be both cognitive and affective in kind and determinecithe

1 prerequisites to he at least six 'semester, hours each of natural science, social Science, -and
philosophy. The objectives are as follows:

Cogriktive
1. The student will be aware of the diverse approlcheakto Values as sought in the ititfous

disciplines and arrived-at bY Various clarification protessea such that he can identify
and discuss the difterent approaches.

2. The student should understand the interrelatibnship of science, technology, and man,
historically noting the extent and change-rate

, dimensioqs as they effect man's
dependence and vulnerability, his futnre, and reslionsThilities so that he can synthesize
a ebmplete pictta for u;e in making evaluations .Of scieritific and technological 04

,

-
winces.

. The studept should understarul the multidimensional aspect of technology on life in-
eluding Elie futuristic, global, institutional, and indivigual facets so that he can faikly
and consistently evaluate the technolOgical impact in writttfti and oral discuss' fi.

/The Student should ukdersta d ehe philosop'hical issues in scientific diScov es and'
tIhnological indbvation sucf that he cap relate them to the nature of man, the puri,
pose of human life, and the ttirp of good human lite and- good hyman behayior in a
consistent manper. .

A
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1...Tht stutiont Oduld want, to examine pdrsonal and soCietal , values. in ter
philosophical queseions, such as,. "What iti the purpose of life?' "What is the natu
.man?" and "What iS good hurhan life?" .. .. - ':- --

The student ihould gain an appreciation of science and technology..
The student shotild gain a desire to discuss. technology, to interact w
prOvided, and to form and express one's views on it.

)

of
of

4. 'The student should become concerned about the global and fu iffects,of.
# technological decisions, acknoWledging some responsibility for them. .., t

. 5. The'student should wait to know more about new technological developments.'
c

- .6. The student should fedi a sense of urgency about dealing with the probleruf o
. teghnology. .. -'. . 0 1., .

.
.

, Before launching an effort to write a.completely new'set of materials for -the course,
searched library holdings (including the 'Media Learning :Center), publisher's catalois:
own and colleagues' offices and brains for appropriate materials and ideas,. Media, whiCh b
mise, were ordered on ,approval and assessed for their.usefulness. Where.books, filni .kdes,.
were considerekl germane, they Were purchased with M ISIP funds, and inc9rporated inteihe course( -i
The major portfon of the team's time was spent:writing a. syllabuskeyed OA bibliography Of all the

. 6 . . . r.,materials which- were. found.. , No

New material which was needed.happened to be. mininial but...was key to the appri in which
.

.thr course Wasointended to take: Beca,use it Vas envidioried that.perhaps ate, team or .indiVidual
members might not Always be the instructors of the course, it was important that any, qualified in-
structor be .able to teach- it as designed...This was important because the syllabus alone could be
misleading. Simply Covering the syllabus material did not tech the student to evaluate something
on the basis of the diverse approaches of the disciplines, and a make and defend choices. With the in-
sight into, whlt it means to be hurnan in a time of ever increasink scientific and technological
d

'ng the.desire approach. Further,-teaching methods. were suggested since they seemed
tiscovery. '1.n introduction tindpveral charts were,eompos6d primarily for instruCtor usage as an

aid to insu it
influential' in achieving .the desired sttident lcuning.

-The' Winn suggested that considerable group- discussion be used to -achjeve the kind of
multidimensiOnarthinking required.. Some of this was to be doneina small group.before the class,
sometimes includimethe professor team, and. sowetimes cassette itecorded in the absence of tlass *or
... 4

professors. AdditionallY, discussiOn bY the individual in written and reCorded form was to be used.
The students would,',hopefully, develop other perSpectives by listening to those Who have

r backgrounds other than their own. This seemed appropriate methodology for assisting students to
think moreliroadlfand synoptically. Finally,the team wrote.some assessment items, an evahiation

.instrument, and .set criteria and standards for assessment,
,

The protocol folldfifed in putting the course .together was for individual team members to .work
..- on iosigned areas, then to asse'mble te assess, and,discuss their products. A team *Chairman cool.,

tiin.attd the work and the meetings. A.curriculum consultant, available on campus throughiFIPSE
(Fund for the ImPr(ivement of.Post Secondary Education), rendered as.sitianae.frorrrottne, to time,
especially in the beginning of our rproject. .

. . , . ."-/

Since the coarse halaen in the curriculum, it has been scheduled three times but offered only
twice. Enrollnients have been very small arid Coo costly to warrant, team (three,professors) teachig.
Consequently, variations* have b'een employed. In May 1978 it was taukht to four students by in-.
dependent study. All threeprofessors were preirent for specifietildiscussions.and all three evaluakd
taped discOssimi among the four.as well d's individual papers awl examinations. Thiipresent, Spring

. 1979, version has eleven audents and 145 being taught primarily by one professor With the others
4
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peating perSon and as an'interecting.team via videotepe.cassette.'Only 50%...Of aU
'Irtudent swork, ineludingtialnSAndetnajor proreetsi.arekbeing tOarwevaluated.

At this:time it is im'poSsible.to evaluate the effeetiveness,of the course. The four stUdents Who
have completed the ceurse .considered it eitremely Worthwhile though terribly time consuming:
'1,)hey did not find the team approach helpful but, of course, it was not functioning as designed: We,,
whe wrote the course and the administratiOn who conunissioned it, consider it a valUable addition
to tilt; curriculum and. feel. "the team ipproach is the bs4 way to, teach it.. AlthoUgh soinewhat
hindered in our .otiginal plan, the team believes it has (managed to present a beneficial and signifi-,,cent learning exPerience for. thoo 306. have enrolled.

,
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DEVFLOPMENT OF AN AQUA:CULTURE TRAINING
PROGRAM IN ALASKA FOR MINORITY STUDENTS

Mel Seifert, Sheldon Jackson College

Sheldon Jackson College(SJC) is Ithe oldest educational institution in Alaska. Located on a large
island in th (-remote wirderness of.Southeast Alaska, 900 miles north of Seattle, the institution
begaj,. industrial training school for Tlingit Indians in.1878 and served Alaska's Eskimos and
Indians almost exclusively untilthe last decade or two. Now, abouL.60 65% of the FTE (Full Time
Equivalent) students are Native Alaskans..The primary lifestyle backgrounda of these Native
studentsAre commercial 4d subsistence fishing. The Alaska Native Land Claims Settlement, Act
is providing them with necessary land and capital for salmon enhancement programs. Thus,
because of the trettlitional lifestyle and'new career opportunities in fisheries for Native Alaskans,
SJC initiated the first, and only, applied aquaculture program in Alaska'in 1975.

'I'he program was designed to promote Native Education by providing a careefJadder for In-
dians, Aleuts, and ENkimosenterested in learning a practical and meeningful ilocation as fisheries
teAnicians. To provide the necessary training, for this vocation, an appropriate curriculum was
developed and'a commercial salmon hatchery was established on camptis. A Wel of 44 students
completed all or part of the program Auring 1975-77. In 1978,40 Fttudents, of which 23 (57%)
Native Alaskans or Indians, enrolled in the program. I

0

The fisheries curriculum offers cotions of a one-year certificate in- salmon culture technology, a
twoyplr Mrtificate in fisheries science technology, an Associate of Science degree, or a transfer pro-.
gram to higher education. Lateral moveMent from certificate to transfer grogram or vice versa is.
also jiossihle.

.

commercial size salmon hatchery capable of producing 10-15.million fingerlings per year has
be n constructed,on the Pacific coastal shore of the campu.s..The succeSsful large return oradult
sal on in 1977 indicates that the financial goal of self support for the academic program may be
fees' le when returns 'are consistent. This htitchery and related freshwater-seaWiter facilities pro-.
vide On the job type training for thestudents from the time of egg,take in August to the period of
fry release in Mity. The College owns a 38-foot vessel and several skiffs which are used extensiyely
in fisheries ancr marine scieve activities. Utilization is made as much as possible of the malkral
resources of the area for field training, in streams, lakes, and ocean estuaries.

Sheldon ackson College has an-ig.hpiVoor", admission policy. Rris results in classess of
students with educational abilities ranging from those who need remedial help in math and corn-

.,

munication skills to those wtio already have a college degree. This diversity of aliilities could-be a
problein if approach:d in a typical classroom lecture atmospher.e..2he instructional methods used in
the SIIC program attempt to take advantage Of this diVertiity by stiessing cooperation rather than
competition. Group assignments is one method that fosters cooperation and allows students with
various types of expertise to help each other. This help is noVall one way, however. Students who.
may be deficient in some basic academic-skills eften have knowledge .of 'related vdcational skills
which can provide them with feelings of success -and accoMp .shment by virtue of becoming-the hi-

, structbrs.
.

'Concern about competiaon with fellow students is eliminated.by stressing competency-based in-
struction and grading by percentage. Final:grades can be determined on a cur1u1ativ4 point basis

\ from results of projects, reports, and exams...These various reqoirements can be repeated by the
student until property done-or correct. Those that are repeated are limital to a top grade of but
each becomes a learning tool and not tt threat. ne exams are oral arid in individual eession with
the. instructor. This reduces the bias in cultural- baclitground problems gi understanding the test
,questron words written/in English.
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The 'cultural background of N 'ye ,Alaskans never in the.past sUessed competitiveness or
indiVidual aggressiveness for self-at riment. T attitude has been greatly influenced.by associa-
tion in more recent years with the wh culture but is still present. Our iastrUdtors have to be sen-
sitive to those students who may feel embarrassed to* called upon individually,,especially during
their early period' on campus. This attitude usually decreases as the instructors 9nd studentr
become better acquainted, andfne of the best methods WO haVe,found is to involke everybody
together Arst thipg in a physical, non-academic project. Our students must arrive on campus 10
days earlier than all other SjC students in order to be there when tM salmon are returning. We all_

work together .taking eggs for the hatchery as part of their training. Thus, by the time formal :

classes begin, the fisheries students are well acquainted with etch other, the instructor?, and the
.sclmol without immediate potential or conceived pressures/of school wor . They develop an "esprit

, de corPs" among themselves and that, boupled with ujiefinitte vocatio l g al, helps carry them
through other:phases of their college program. /

To help guide the proam directions, a technicial advisory comitteet,compose of educators,
Native grouPs, students, and representatives of government and privatelishery-related agencies

griiim once each year. The pregram is firrther evaluated by studentA, feedbae from aduates about
their .preparedness forowork or higher education, and their aCcepiance by fi heries employers. To
date five Associate of Science degrees, 10 two-year certificates, and 20 one-year certificatesohave
been awarded among fo-Ir y-thur students who have completed all or a part f the program re-
quiremerito.

The prograr9 has accomplished its four year goals of establishing a vcicational urriculum em-
phasizing on the job training and establishment of returning.salmon runs to begin paying for itself.
Recruitment of Native Alaskans into a science based vocation is closely tied to motivation which in
turn is highly influencad by the lack of models within their particular cultures, This problem must
be constantly addressed. s)
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INTERNSHIPS.- ACIHEVING LINKiGES
- BETWErNSCIENTIFIC DISCIPIgINES

. .
. ,.

'Elmer. L. Washington, Chicag6 State University.
.

The specific areas of interdisciplinary courses end career dmibrtunities have been .of significant
.concern at Chicago State ,University since 1972. At that time, the university was beginning to
emerge from its Origin ag a teachers college, the chief supplier of teachers to the Chicago public
schools, to a multi-purpose urban university. Concurrently, the population of Blacks was be&ming
a majority in the student body. It was appareht that the science departments had to take definite
steps to achieVe the two general goals of making their science programs more attractive to minority
students, and of ensuring that the graduates could enter high-level, professional careers.

'l'he programs described in this report enabled e university to more rapidly achieve the above .
goals. Specifically, the MLSI P grant supported e following activities:

., ,,,

i1. The development of a computer science program utilizitig e iictensive nput from n-
ee

dustrial end academic consultants. ,

2. The development of a forensic science program based on cooperatiye efforts between
. the Chemistry department and' the Joliet Laboratory of the Illinois Bureau of Iden-

tification. , ,., ./. ,

.

-3. The enhancement of the pre-.health.professions program through course and:Internship

. .

development. . tri'
The.computervicience program was first initi4Oras an option in mathematics in 1975. During

the past three years thit program has grown so raclidly that' last month the Illinois Board oi Higher
Educationofficially approved it 4s a full degree progam. The program includes two optiens: (1)
General Computer ScieriCe, or (2).Creneral Data Pi\ocessing.

The first,. option is primarily oriented toward . tudents who are interested in graduate study, ,

while the second is directed towarg students seekin full-time employmentin industry. Each option
provides for-V,hoOrs of electives in which a suitabl interns 'p may be provided. Internships have
been arranged at Argonne Sretional-Laboratory, UK ois Bel elephone Company, ChicageBoard of
Eduiatcon (DepartMent of ;systems AnalysiS a d Data- Processing),- Board -of Governors
Cooperative Computer Centv. and Chicago State lJniversity (Hducation and Evaluation Office,
and the Office. of Admissions rind Itec'ords), ..

Notopnly do these internships make possible 'more xtensive use of available.resources, they also
provide the.'departinentywith a basisibx.relevunt chrse development which gives unique exposure
for student's in ar4s such as teleproNsing, data 'bit4 managetnent,\systems design and analysis,,
use of COBOL anci Asserniller Language. and direct pplications in research activities. Based on
the pubosure in courses end in internships, stude ts gain a better understanding of basic
niathi!matical concepts as well as learning- how these\ concepts 'relate to the data .processing in-
dustry. The greater the student's exposure to different scientific disciplines, the more competitive
he/she is as,a computer scientist. .

,.. , 0 .1;
,

.. . .
The forensic science program .also typifies the fdndsof internships that are the most beneficial

to`stridents. A single student was selected to spend eight weeks at the Joliet Laboratory of the 11-
linoiS Bureau of Identification..Leartling objectives and adtninistrattve details-of the progetrinwere
e4ablished it.1 consultetion with administrators and investig fors of the Bureau. The' inte6ship
carried seven hours ot ciedit:36-hows/week for 8-weeks. tudent was supervised by practicingDO:
forensic scientists and exposed to laboratory techniques fa- the ipvest,iglition of physicel evidence,
in criminpl and civil Cases.. .

u .
. .. ,

During the eight-week period, the sttident worked in six departments of the Bureau. They in-
cluded Serology: (seven ,daye), Chemistty (seven days), Instruments (seven' days), Photography

.1
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(seven (.. apt), Polygraph, (two days), .and Latent Fingerprinting (six dais).
In ea.h of the above areas, evaluation of the student was based on investigative skills mastered

or assignments completea. In the overall evaluation of the interrouality of work, quantity of work,.
priimptness, dependability, ability to follow instructions, ability to work With others,.and.avademic
preparedness were all taken into consideration..

It is noteworthy that our first.student ranke(I good to evellent in every category. Not only did
.

the student have to draw on knOwledge*.of different disciplines in each of the component parts of the
internship, he alse had to rapidly learn the basic operations in each unit. The program:was viewed
as a success by all participants. It is to be used as a prototype for a state-wide mod to utilize the
Jolti)t, Laboratory facilities in upgrading the training of fOrensic students.

Similar internship exposures have been developed between Chicago State Univ rsity and the
Ittsh .Universty. Medical Center for pre-health -professions students. In this program, CSU
students were inttrviewed and placed in suitable positions based on evaluations by selejted'CSU
faculty 'Members iu, biology lind Chemistry. The:Assistant Dean of Instruction at Rush University
also assisted in the placement procer, obtaining progress.reports, and in evaluations of student
achievement. During the period of tile MISIP grant, three students participated in this internship 0
program. SinCe then, four additional students have enrolled, All students who paitOvipated in the in-
ternship exhibited high enthusiasm and did excellent academic work, but thrUCceos of each.stu-, .

1. i. 14dent is signifiCantly dependent on the extent Of ilis/her mastery of the tradi 10111Jundergraduate
disciplines. .

1
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CARVER OPPORTUNITIES Vi SCIENCES
Tae Y. Narrt, University of Arkansas, Pine Bluff

The University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff is.located in Jefferson Comity, where43'.9% of the
total popikation of V2,015 is .61ack. The immediate city of Pine Bluff which is the state's fourth..
largest Oty hes a popuiation of 62,115, of *Ilia 39% are black.

,

Agriculture in Jefferson County is predominantly carried ori in thebelta area, east of the Arkan-
sas Etiver. Within the county-more numbers of minority families (51.4%) have a higher inCidence of'
poverty than the population as a whole (23°/p),

t is from this Jeffersson County-Pine Bluff area that the University draWs about 50%of its stn.
dewit body. Of the 2,999 students (1978), 87% are black, 1°70 are White, and 1% are of other races.
More than 90% of theskstudents receive solne form of financial assistance.

Service-learning internship has two basic goals: (1)."service" (to provide increased manpower for
short-term research and assistance and to cnate means of identifying highly-qualified student nd
attracting them to careers In government and public affairs, and (2) "learning" to develop ex rien-
tial education, i.e. to combine formal .educuticin with experiences in whiCh the student undertakes
practical, consequrntial aeitivities and -assumes. new responsibilities: In order to achieve the goals,
the political science prow", first ogieriatedin 1975, provides a curriculum, "Internshipin Political
Science" yielding three Creaits. Lil&wise, "Internship in Economics" and "Field Experience and
Seminar in Sociology" each provides three sernester hours credit to the advanced juniors or the
graduating seniors who htive demonstrated academic excellence by earning a gradepoint average of

g." B " or above. The main objectives of service-learning internships are: (1) to conduct a county-wide 1

internship feasibility study, (2) to hold Conferences with, outside consultants*, (3) to conduct public
.

administration seminars, and (4) to place seryice-learning-interns. ..-

Beginning the fall semester of 1975, an internship feasibility srudy was undertaken. First, 235..
.questionnaires (with self-addressed envelopes) were sent to all executive heads of public agencies
located in Jefferson County. Secondly, a follow-up survey (95), which was jointly sponsored with the
U A PB/ Industry Cluster Task Force on Proposal and Currieulum Development, was conducted to
determine curriculum preference of the employers. The first.questionnaire was directed essentially
to the public agencies while the .seconci one went to the private industries. Subsequent to these
surveys, a field survey was conducted by interviewing the prospective interhship hest agencies by a
team of student research assistants.

Consultants invited to the University for service-learning programs were Dr..Tobe Johnson,
Director of Urban Studifs at Morehouse College, Dr. Wylie Davis, Dean of the University of Arkan-
sas! LaW School, Ms. Vashti Varnado, Assistant Attorney General of Arkansas, and Dr. Charles
Harris. Chairman of the Political Science Department .at Howard University. .3

Nine public service internship seminars were held in the month of June, 1976 in cOnjekrictio*,
. with e'summer course on public administration offded by the Department of History and Pdlitical

Science. The Seminars were publicized to promote attendance by the public, students, faculty
menibers, and representatives of pub4c and private agencies in the'hOpe of promoting the idle of in,
ternships by the undeigraduate stdbents for the study of theories and practices of public ad-
ministration by the 'participa9ts and encouraging the minority stytlents to seek careers in. adr
ministratiVe strata,-

The participants (both studenta and the, public) in die seminars had Options of either auditing ,

the course -or receiving thr credi s. The lectures were- presented in various formats such as
seminar-type, forumdehate, or regulr lecture.

Since the foundation wotk for .the internship program was well, grounded in .the first. 'year's
operation of the grant, six students were enrolled in internships in the second year of operation._
Their service-learning averaged 12 hours per week, far which they received three academic CreditEl.'

88
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.As a 'result of these experiences, we have now developed standard iorms for Interiship Agree-ment and Intern Evauletion. lourthitr, a standard procedure Of evaluation to award academic creditsto interns has been developed. Two internship report papers, internship faculty Itclvisor!,s field in-

spection,' and the objective.wprk performance evaluation by the intern's work supervisr, have beep
forwulated hy, the three coordinators.of each iscipline,

heginning the fall semester of 1978, we have programmed 29 full-time internships per year in
political science and agriculture disciplines. 4

1. Political Science Area '.

Of the ten intern students projecte4 for the 1978-79 year, eight students will Jae placed for the
current sprtn 'semester, with the remeining two students for 'the summer and fall periods.

With re d to the "learning" aspects on the part of the students, our locus is on two basic
areas: publif adMinistratiQn and legal training. This is reflected in our selection of participtiting-.
agencies liki the City Attorney's office, th -two County Circuit Judges; and a Juvenile Judge, thgt

.Sheriff's Office, the State Correction Depa tment,;the Congressman's.,office,, tiro Mayor's offices,
---N And the Superintendent's office of aschool district. i

2. Agriciature,Area
IOf the ten students to hi assigned in the agricuiture area, six will go into the program during the

spring semester with the remaining four students for the summer add fall of 1979. The thrust of the
agricultural sector A this prollict will be centered around -grading the income potential of,
specific small farmers via trainee-farmer -participation in: the Southeast Arkansas district,
specifically, those associated with Vegetable Market Incorporated, located at Pine Bluff,Arkanses.

All six intern students..for the current semester will be assigned to the Cooperative Extension
Lleadquarls, Jefferstzi. County. These -students ere expected to' affect abOut 50-60 inrdividual,farmers in t e Count!, . I

aria
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THE CHALLENGE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STVDIES
William J. Nelson, Paine College,.

, The f011owing is a description of a program/presentation given to soci ecienCe students at
paine College in AugUsta, Georgia in the fall academic quarter of 1978. Thi rogram/presentation ., .

consisted of lectures to selected gEoupd of Students and depicted a sodial problem'from the vantage
point of several disciplines. '1' idea for this originated when I nOticed that most cultural an-.
thropology books deal with m y social problems in a fashion that, though not overly lengthy, ex-

_ .

hibits a succinct insight a I understanding of the described situation that many stric
socio;ogical works do not.

That Paine College students need to know some elemental principles of race relation eems to
he a reasonable enough assumption. It is tmill, predominantly Afro-American colle located in
the heart of the Deep South. Moreover, the small college setting provides a backdro in which the
interdisciplinary framewOrk can be optimally utilized: I) classes are small, 2)'ina students look
upon their professors .1iS "Jacks JA all trades", 3) students are encouraged to tak coutses out§ide
their own major, when 'possible, and 4) "departments" frequently c'onsists of, not separate
disciplines, like sociology or psychology, but clusters of disciplines (Paine h s,- for (*ample, a
department of Social Science Ban (usiness Administration). The combination of the need for an\It
understanding of U.S. race relatio and the small college setting at Paine led e to design a Stan-
(lard presentation given to several Social Science classes in the course of the arter. Following the

Ipresentation, I distributed follow-up questionnaires requesting reaction§ to e presented inforina-
tion. The presentation, "Race Relations- in the United States", seems to b a poPultir topic. Pierre
van Oen Berghe estimates that "for every ino published sacial attitude studies done in theUnited
States ve cotildifind..perhaps five toten in all the rest of the world". Most Afro-Anierican studtmts
pre well .aware of racial attitude information printed in most sociological periodicals and texts as
well as that which comes out in the popular media. This information usually highlights such things

.- .

-as 1) Afro-American deprivation, 2) white oppression, 3) existence of a' black world.wide culture, 4)
the assumption that things s&uld be changing and, concomitantly, that there are evil .whites
(many of them 'middle and lOWerc s) who want to stop all the progress, and 6) Afro-Aniericans .

4 should he cared for, by government a d other. gencies..
.

Most Paine students were found to . ilu e ignorant of ankixiomatic principles of race tele-.
tions. TheJollowing is a description (if a i terdisciplinary presentation de§igned to help Paine-

-, students look at U.S. race relations in a i e objective light using principled from the following
dsciplines: biology, ecorfinnics, statistics, : sychology.

. Biology would not seem to be an approp la e area in which to provide insights into U.S. race
relations until orie recognizes that the U.S. po. tion is divided into two co r castes, with virtual- ,.
ly he marginal group in between. Most other "n n-white"groups are neither tiumerous nor powerful
enough to iffect tke basic antagonistic relationships -between blacks and whites. Biology, indeed, ..

has an impact on maintaining the continuance of the U.S. system of race relations.' in the U,S.., any
person with any ttnown African sub-Saharan ancestry is classed as blacregardless of ethnic or,
cultural, Considerations (with- Hispanics as the onte exception). For example, a story is lold of a

. woman who lost classification as white beeause she was' l./32 black 0

With"this type of arrangement, the"two groups will exist at odd§ in perpetuit3;. More impirtant-K
,

ly, face will continue to he thAole method of continuing to differentiate the two castes. Racial in-
A, termarriage could provide some coming together, but African ancostt7.is fetreted out in the U.S.
i and this certainly does not promote interrnarriage nor does it iiromote any 'intimate social activity

(in schools, for example) of any kin& In- the- U.S., racial membership Seems to ge more Onportant
., eWan nationality;

/ Economics to many historians,.provides a valid interpretatio of UO. ce relations since the-

inception of colonization. Here again we litie relations between bl ks and w1

.

tes. The question one
I

,' , - -
I0
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would ask here is,,
.

"Why would discrimination of 10% of the.population by 85% or more.persist in a..
nation that hts, materiiily, more than enougir to go aroundr The Soutti Africans at least have an
excusethey'rr fighting for their livei3, The answer lo'the preceding 'question, to. many economic

;historians, has been simpleto co-opt poor whites. Racial discrimintiion serves to provide *That
meag 1r status there is for'many low and middle income whi63s. Uppert ass policy makers, anxious
that i )orer whites do not question the privileges of the upper class, seek to provide for a continua-
tion of this attitudW Jim Crow., was the result of such an effort. Other race lations specialists,
utilizing points of view influenced by economics, have made similar notat ns.of the present'ane

r 'past U.S. race relations paradigm.
Statistically, U.S. blacks 'are mdch more Worse off than U.S. whites, This does not even Yequire

, doeumentation since there is a cons,ensus 'among virtuallyell writers in this area. The questions we
pose:tor the statisticidupolve not: around the statistics Themselves, but the use to wOich. they are 0
pue. Anyone who aspirts to work 1.rith statistics,should have a keen awareness of the fact that,-
gatherin* data occupies only a minute part,of the eritirirstatistical process. How are the statistics
t(i..be used? Does the above set of statisties influence or,affectongoinK personal relations between,U.S. blacks and whites?Does a black college president in a rigidly segregated cit,--y begrudge a wh. e. .

garage mechanic? We are obviously-not talking Omit statistics as a. detailed science here, but e
ar e. talking about the degree 'to which stati'stics 1;ecOrne more than their numb s and star to

% become entities in tgeir own tight.
. ,,
. .

Psychology does not need an introduction. as having bearings on the sCidS. rac relat'ons.
The psychology of race relations can take many rmS, but for now;let us settle Mile sych:logy
that examines and takes into account Che f blacks haVe for each other as' an e nic gretip;---,

?ft. What are the' unifieis of blacks (in a 'persona nse) as opposed to other ethnic.group ? 1

"rhe information imm,ediately preceding, with slight, variatiOns, was presented to Paineatudents
in order to look at a common Social problem in a different light,but, more importantly, to encourage
them -to 1,6ok for and demand courses that deal with holistic and snot narrow interpretatio103 oi, . .

human &Laity. More than 90% pf the students akreed that interdisciplinarY courses should be of-
feted and over 85% expressed a restiltant curiosity,Of ot r disciplines. In implementing the MISIP
grant for the NSF, one of,our mandates was to restntT re the curriculum..To a large extent, this
has been done; the restructuring that has been dd ias had an implicit justification. It was the in-
tent of the Oroject just described to provide a justi ication for what I' believe to be-the last major
alteration of the sociology .curriculum that is neecle : the formation of an interdisciplinary cotirse.

,
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VJL GENERAL INSTItCTIONAL STRAUGIES
What Does Piaget Tell Us About Teac ng Science?

George Oleh Kolodiy (Presented by Mary Abkemeierl

Strategies in Science Instruction in a Junior College Setting.,
Bettaiya Rajanna

Instructional Strategies in the Nattural Sciences.
Ajeet S. Randhawa

Application of Techniqbes and Technology,to-Social Science Instructioni
Thomas Ray McAllister

Integration and Interfacing of Instructional TechnologiesThe ApPliCatiOn of the
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wHAT, poEs PIA9ET TELL US ABOUT TEACHINGSCIENCE
George Oleh Kolodiy, t&luardia Conflounity college .

. (Presented. by Mary Ableemeier)

As, a phys t, Piaget's theory of mental development appealed to mit because it was-directly
related to the jognitive proceres iiritolved in understanding physics concepts and solving
physicsproblems. Piaget's scheme for mental development is sumMarized in, the following
statements:

,

. .1. Cognitive growthl'proceeds in discrete stages..
,

2. These stages occu the same order for all individuals and are the result of both.'
maturation and t e interaction of the mind with the environment.

Each stage is characterized by the ability to performcertain mental functions and an inability to
ix'. form others. The fOur principarstages in the mental dveloPment of all individuals, as outliripd
by \Piaget, are divided as followthi'

(1) Period of Senaorimotor Intelligence (0-2 years),:

-,: (2) Perifod of Preoperational Thought (2-7 years),
(3) Period of Concrete Operations (7-IF yearsit and
(4) Period of Formal Operations (II-? years). ---....

Duringeach net/4 stage the individual becomes capable of behaVioral patterns which he was in- .
,

%

capable of in the previous stage.
As a college teacher,particularly as a physics, teacher; I, am cOncernti with the forrnaflevel of.

. thought hecause the un(Ierstanding of physics cOncepts and solutiZtn of rnanY physics problems are
geared toward this type of Plinking. What 's formal thinking and how does. it differ:Irma concre?)
thinking? SimplyAhe conotete operational rson can think logically, but can only apply his logic ''

tto concretOreal or observable) situations, hereas a formal thinking Person.can depl with hypo-,

thetical problenis. When confr nted by a problem, he visualizes all possibilitieS and tstematically ,

tests each one, isolating and co tr011ing variables as needed..Studi that atteMpt to determine the ',

. cognitive leVel of students usually consist of tasks Presented to student. Analysis consists of a
' One-to-one dialogue between the stUdent and the person per ormih . v )

Studies that the author was involved in at Rutprs and ot instieutions attenipted to ascertain
. the mental level.of collage students. Almost without exception, they all showed that less than.5()%

Of college freshmen'were at the formallevel.',In one par ticUlarly,intresting study, we attempted to
see whether differences existed among four levels of students: in science courSex, high school,
uniVersity freshmen, inner city community cojlege freshmen, ilnd 1,miveraitOoeniors. , .

., Ifie results showed no significant differen*s almong the first-thtee. A follow-up of the students
inthis sample indicated that the higher level af the seniers was ptobabby due to the attrition of non,

. formal'students. Interestingly, there were no.:differences among white (basically RutgerA) freshmen '
and minority (Essex County College) freshmen. HOWever, tihere was one kiiiference betWeen these

.tivo gr4upatechnical vocabularywhich was shown by,,thelisarly universal incorrect usage di'
. such words' as tension, torque, slope, sine, work, friction, etc. . ,

' ;We alao attempted to find out whetherthere was any Correlation between mental level and cok
legé,giades or SAT verbal and, math sores. As, expected, significant c6rrelations weredfound be,,
tween the Cognitive task scores and SAT',Oath scores. HoWevet, there was no correlation between
thO cognitive task scores an4011ege grades. Collega, grades were, h'owever, correlated to SAT ver-
bal scores. Grades are appare14 related to the abbity 'to. verbalize ansWers. This is tartictilaKly .

true if anon-formal student is confroflted with fornial subjecemattei *ere he must resort to mean-
ingless memorization of tonclusiona and prOblem-Solving methods. ,

How does the cognitive leVet of a' person change? In Piaget's pktute, 'when a etudent is
presented with a situation in Which hiapatterns of teasollingjead to expectations thigt are not Con-

.
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. firmed, the stable state of ming is uptt and he may reach a state of inenta) disequilihriUm that may
eventually lead to a higher level 'of thbught. The way to enhance situations that Might bebeneficial .

in proi.noting cOgnitive development consists .9f placing him lit these critical sitiiationS, -Peer in:.
teraction is extremely important because his peers are funetiohihg at levehi cl se to his. own.

. ,.
One of the pbssible implications Rf the above analysis is that culturally d prived students lag

behind culturally advantaged becaust of theohseuce of these Atuat4ons. Among othet things, the,.. :
classroom must serve as a laboratory4 where cognitive Conflict may be induced, Thedimplicatien is.

kb

that thetraditional, letture-recitation ineth6d is an ineffident learning techniquefer all except the
. . .very highest- level of students and4hat thinking might best preceed via a. more even halanee of -

thinking, talking, and listening. The realization that the typical college class coinsiSts 'of two
subiroups who employ different learning and problem7solving,strategies.may exMain thebinrdal
distribution of grades that thanitests.yleld, I

.

./

' .

For a few yedrs 1 ha6 been attempting to impletnetit, soihe 9f the above idt)asinto curriculum
....

development.. Generally, the approach has been twofold: -... . . .

. .l.. General classroom structure 'which utilizes physital experience and peer
.
interaCtion

and . 46 . .

'
. .

2. .Pres'entation of concepts in a 'manner accessible loo the concrete levelstudent. r. , 4,

Examples of (1), above, are inquiry-type activities whicippay, be done in the lab or sometimes in
.t h6i. lecture. For example, an activity I always use in my physical science class when introAeing the k

metric system consists of handing 2ut blank measuring tapes t9 groups of'students.and as ing each'.. .,groiip ta measurethe dimensions of some object. Different strategies are then compare and even-
tually the students themselves construct the metric system On the blank tapes. 8iMilar strategies
ke employed.regarding rrwasurethents of area and volume, .density and licceleration. In my lectures,

. 1.constantly node a coperete problem andiket studehts discuss vatioue'solUtions among theinselves.
When our college received a,MISIP granClast year, this gave me an opportunity to de lop

some of .the ideas .for (2) ; above, and incorporate theM"into. a General PhySics Course. Fir... , the
..( erieral Physics course sequence was incr6sed from the normal twe to three semesters. Second,

realizing tInkt non-formal students.w111 noC be able to learn as much a the material in my lectures;
simply becaNse the Node of presentation was na geared toWard their cognitiVe leVels, I have either
purchased or produc:q-1 a- complete .sMt. of audio' tutorial ldssons (cassettes and workbooks): which
serve to.provide remediationreiterate my lectures, and work oet further examples..These serve as ti

-complete out-q-class support system forethe course that may be utilized by the students thatneed
them. -4.---- J

, . ,' 1 ,,
)

.1 o, order to 'facilitate maximum usage, the General PhYsics 1 course (which is Mechanics) has
been:divided into seven modules.'At the beginning -of each Module the student is presented with a.

.
set of bOutvioral objectivhs, homework yroblems, and a list. Of Audio- tutorial resources.. PIO S
mochde is followed by a-test.. The course is nots'elf-paced itpthe usual -seUse, but steidenta may got
proceed tO the next Modular, test until they have pasSed tlie previoUs test. Tests can be made up 4

,
specifiA times outsideof dams. A chart showing everydne's Progress: is-postedin front..oWile classc
during the lab period. Hopefully, this eliminates some of the procrastinatiOn. If li student fails a-
test, he is aNsigned to either 'some of the remedial ()Tether audio-tueorial .material. Tw9 studelit
aides'are used ashelpers in grading tests and heipink studimis . with the laboratory". In addition to
the m'iidular tests, mid-term and end-terth extuns'aregiven,These'.may. he taken by all the students. ..., , ,.. ..,no Matter what module t,hey havereached. .. ..

_ ;.. '
. .E. 4 . . ! ..

Some of the advantages of the above method are that students are bermitteda different mode of
. learnirig withoitit i'!lirninating the lecture. The Nicture is still there for those students who benefit

from it*, and most importantly, students are not pertnitted tt dr.itt along throughout the' course. .
,- withnut learning anything,' as (1`f ten haPpens. Jf they ,do hot/learn a partieulai. topic; they are im-
. mediately stopped in their progress and are boxed eit4herlo learn. the-material Iv drop out -of the

fiollrSe.



STRATGIES Ill'SciENCRINSTRUCTION'
IN A JUNI9R,66141:EciE I§ETT!iV9

Bettaiya ficuunnai Selma Unit!ersity

Gagne' 4efinea1earnii aa a .change in humlin dispositionenr capabiOty which is, not simply
ascribable ti4 the .process 4.:groweh. ,Itulanti have a natural, inherent, instinct for learning. This

. -.. --4,..tpfesentatioo deals with C rtain basic PreCetSts of leafing and, some o theoinstructional strategies
that4c-Ould pOssi6ly ae.cen Uate th&studerit's.efforts'to learn bett nd trictre effectively: .

;Selma. University (S.U.) is a predominantly black private junior college located in the' central.
,-

part of Alabluna..The majority of our students'hail froth' socio-economically,poor households.7hey
bave a' inedjot.re'highikhool abience background. Some of these studenta haVe..an inherent capabili-
ty'fOr achievement, in natural sciences, 'but are reluctant to cltoose science because of the' strongly '..

natured notionft Science is hard,a not for me." motivation tO learn and dstronli urge to achieve.are ,
, .. -1-

tonspicuously lacking because they,-Suffer.from a peor self concept: .. i.. I .
s

S.. , . .. 4 ,

Our first 'task was to 'identify -.sditable'inat'itictional strategies.that'will bridge-up -the inade:-'
-,

. r
qiiiwies in theiChigli, school Science etperiences, lindto prepare these students to Cope with college .:

lev'el science instiliction. We emphasiZed tWo aspects of learning: a) the learner, and bktheenviron-
ment..,All instructional strategies at Selnia-University wereileyeloped to iiqhieve Bigge's2.leTning
pri nyiplew p"improvinginotivation',.b) increasing efticiency, and, cLimproVing retention.,Oue fitful-
ty is cognikent that effective learning ociciirs when learning is perceivea by the'stuilent4olthisIher
own purposes. lOrief descriptio'ns of some of th.einstructional Inethodathatare under trialat Selma,
Univefsity are detailed in the following paragraphs. '-', ;

.,.

Porsona4z0V InstpcOon ,_, . . .
, ,r:

.

,,,.-.,
;

, . .

As Pt of Personali;ed Systern of, Instruction (PSI), we .developed ong.,course,each in GenBral
Biniogy and Physical Science as PSI Courses. Biology was offered:to 100 .first,:semester freshmen

, A
t

(five sections of 20- studenta each taught' by three 'different. instrilaors) Efird pilysical science to 20. . .

(' ..first seruoster sophomores (One section). . ..... ,

To (Air observation, , PSI course's withteaclefsin 15aSsive rolesiwere not very effective'. This was
because PSI being a passive instrtiction tool, can only be as effactive as the usees capabilities, in-
terest, and urge to learn which was lacking in the majoriby of our students.
,,. Ho ever, tile learning reSp.-onse of the 'students was greatly improved whenTSJ cour;e1-were'

'.modifie ,.eraphasii.ing theactive role of insttuctors,. clab000m instruction (lectures), and super-I

vision of,,tht, stuclents' -learning. aaiVitiese Instructional materipls werefcarefully seleded. Well
ingtivated' and academt,cally conacious students had better,luck with conventional PSI.i ,, . ,, .iStthient-Sttuit,rit 1:utorials . . '... .., - .. .

Dr. Derek 'Ink', President of Harvard University.has remarked, that, ". -iudtnts Ieprn as Much, froin 'each other as Oil likilll from tlie:faCulty. frOm eXamination val. books. . . they willi have' a
richer -educational exPerience learningsfrom each other than tloy would 'OtherWise.".cholastically
high achieving'sophomore sttidents were selected 'as student'eukrs in !bath, ibiffitity, chemistry and

e:
_ the physical sciences. Students who had problems cogiprehenigIng,classreom le., ,ns were assigned'

*, t(i.these stucient tutors. Thewhoiet)rogram was Monitored by faculty gf therespective courSes. The
,

results' were'very encouraging. Qver,95io 'pf students ,Wir a4ended,thesetutoria did vOry well in
regular cOurse wOrks, However;:,it :takes constant..persuasiVe.effoits to make styden . eahze the,.
importan6 and neeessity ,Of tittAring to tiligrade their. transeripts. Providipg wages for the stu-..,.-<..
dent tutbrs may be a 14rolidern In some,instances. . "

. ... . ,' 'ot.0 .

'(i8'gne1 a,to. um). The rAthth,ris of Leattring Holt, Itirhartpand Winston, the. Now Y6rk.
2flike..M.1,, (1471).,1:14;ruinit Vseories fie ToOhers 2nd FM, ilarper:and Row,'New 'York,

'IThis is i6Uotutiort, from Dr. 1.),ersk,I)ok's Press Conferenee, Meet the Preds, Aniricas ProsirConterenee of the Air by.
Network volulne 2d, nuniber. 45, Slimily, Noveinlier 28, 1978. - ki
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Learning By Experience

Motivation in students could be achieved by adopting the activities gtUdents liked. There is an
.tinlimited scope (or this method in all areas of science. An alert teacher can easily command the at-
tention of skudents by designing innovative science laboratory activities. Laboratory experiences in
bitilogy were,included in thiacategory. Occasional use of audiovisuaJs added strength to laboratory
experiences: Students showed interest in listening., ageing and doing: Significant learning was ac-
quired through active participatiön in the learning process. This instructional method was very ef-
fective particularly with freshman students. All the laboratory lessons weie'rewritten to make the
students feel at ease.

Investigative. (Laburatory) Assignments
This program was offered during the Fall 1678 tapromising sophomore students. The program

Iprovided an opportunity for theotddents to design, carryout, and report on simple scientific in-
vestigations; Laboratory research problems, research term pipers (mostly literature suivey),
seminars, etc., were ,offered to selected students as special assignments. This was a student

c-centered activity. These aissignnients provided students with learning experience's such as working
on scientific problems oi their interest, learning how to use -scientific method, using library
materials, and also, presenting- their ,work to their peers in the _setting of a quasi-professional
meeting. ,Beginning January 1979, 'S.U.'s participation in NIH-MBS research progr4 will make
this instructional strategy more motivating toward creating an interest ih students to pbraue scien-
tific careers.
Creative Problem Solving

Creative problem's designed to-sharpen-up students' creative thinking and decision making abili-
ty will rejuvenate new creative ideas and prepare them to deal with a variety of conflicting situa-
.tions. During laboratory sessions inatructors defined problems and solicited students' views of the
ideal solutions. Everistlident's view di thoughtsohowever unrealistic or impoSsible they might be, -

were encouraged in the beginning. This was done in order to foster new ideas, sharpen-uptheir deci-
sion making ability, and develop confidence in them to deal.with cgnflicting situatiotis. ,All the
students were given a chance to express their ideas. To our amazenInt we found many'of the "quiet
.type"- students contributing brilliant ideas.

At Selma University, the faculty are constantly experimenting with various instructional ideas ,

and strategies to motivate, increase efficiency and retention of students in ihe s'ciences. Hpwevar,
we'believe that the rdle of the instructor as the central figure who inspires and encouragetstudents

,
is more itiiportant than the sti'ategies or learning materials, An instructor becoines an integral p art 4

of the learning environment. He is the one who programs the learner's envircgiment and a learning
strategy will be' only as gdod.as the programmer. In, brief, a poor teacher copplains, an average
teacher ekplains, a good teacher teaches, and a great teacher inspires.

f
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INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES IN THE NATURAINCIENcES
'1

k, Ajeet S. Randhawa, Voorhees College

Most of us'ar%familiar with the traditional method of,instruction. Whatever khe strategy, learn-
ins must be done by the learner. However:. there are ways to fa'oilitake the learning liroctas by in-Aving the student in the system that ha a degree of flexibility and adaptation to individual
needs. With a surge in educaiional communication-technology, the emphaais has been on in-,
dividualized instruction labelled under various titles, namely: Personalized System of Instruction
(Keller), Mastery LearninglBloom, Black), Audio-Tutorial Systerft (Postlethwait), etc.

Voorheea College has an "open door" a'crmission policy. Most of the student body co
low income rural families of disadvantaged and segregated background. The fres ss is a
very heterogeneous group on the basis of their interests, attitudes, reading a6i d comprehen-sion.

W.e.conducted a "Workshop on course Development" sturin
'ported by NSF.through MISIP. All the divisional faculty
we carefully searched for the" most effective ways
teaching style to create an atmosphere that w
learn. We decided to try the Personalized
were carefully 'developed involving
well organized laboratory experie
dividual tutorial sessions witho\ The Pilot course in Gener
paced. unit perfection; opt
Mediate feedback thua-pro

mmer of 1976. It was sup-
ed the needs of pur students. Then

ify the learning environment and the
enyince motivation and promoathe desire to

em of Instrnction (PSI). The behavioral objectives
st appropriat(;A-V materials for each Course, planning

, and allowing ample time for group discussions and in-
acrificing quality or quantity of the course content.

iology. was taught *strictly aCcording ta the "Keller Plan" i.e. self-
al lectures only for enrichment, use of proctors for teking and im-

oting personal-social aspect in the educational process. The progress ofthe students was recorded (M1 the clOs4 chart.
.

Grade distribution s discussed withthe class. Also, the questionnaire gave us some clues for
improvement in the mechanics of the course. The students indic9ted that they learned more with
greater understanding than with the conventional lecture method. However, slow learners and
those who are slow due to unwillingness to work found this system more demandinif, and required
more time to finish'. This system was later extended to senior level courses. Those students who
were in the pilot sedion- worked bitter in higher.coursesoffered under the PSI format. Their study
habits improved and they exhibited greater responsibility in completion of; assigned wprk. The
studentrtedcher relationship became more friendly.

WeJeconnmend the following:
1. Develop 15 study units for a semester. Students find it conVenient for steady progress:
2. Require attendapce at the scheduled class times in both lecture and laboratory

periods.

3. lit order to qualify for in " I",' students must,complete at least half of the number of
uriits (8-out of 15). Othets get a grade of "r.

4. Use enthusiastic senior students as tutors who will be free at, your lecture and lab
, dna
5. Set library 'hours for tutors where students can get extra help in the evening.
6. Keep "pushing" the students to read. If they don't ask questions, you ask them.

Check their leeture notes far units to monitor their progress.
7. Keep the stuily. uniend unit .teata up.to-date through a constant feedback from

students and tkor 1
8. Arrange the most appropriate and effective demonstrations, charts slides, models,

4.-°?` ,
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and carefully selected A-V 'Materials to reinforce .the learning process through
labOratory experience.

9, Keep up their motivation to learn. Praise their accomplishments.

With this instructichial strategy, students will dcivelop long tebn constructivo attitudes towards,
independent study, self-confidence, and positive thinking.
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'APPIACkpON OF TECHNIQUES AND,TECHNbLOQY
119 SQCIAL SCIENCF4NSTRVCTION

Thomas Ray McAllister, Jackson, State University
.The state of Mississippi has the lowest level of education per indivislual in the United States.

Yet, bit is' undergoing a process of urbanization which demands new knowledge and skills to
faCilitate the transition to a changing cultural and technological environment. The present syfitem' is faced With a serious credibility gap between natural.scionce and social science curricula, and the
present character of the society it is intended to serve. The prOblem of education in Mississippi
reyeals a nece;sity tO atidress several basic needs:

1. - The ceed to prepare young people to cope with scientific, technological, and cultural
environments charaCterized by rapid change,

2. The needto avOjd the threat of obeolescence by basing social sciince education upon
the kind of itformation which-Will facilitate the adaptation of knowledge to new
demands, and

S./ 3. . The need to develop the analytical, methodological,and technical skilla which can aid
in adapting to a growing technological environment.

In. essence, our mission is to develop scientifically literate persons with the necessary, intelleC-
tual resburces, values, ahd skills to meet t e challenges of a new era. In meeting these needs, our ob-
jettives are:

1. to provide skills in the use of iiferèntial and descriptive statisticsklor -the analysis of
social science research .problems,. ,

2.. . tO provide skills in the use of computer technology as an aid in processing and analyz-
ing (Lida related to social ecjence problem solving, and ,

3.- to incorporate the values of inquiry methodology and an interdisciplinary approach to
problem solving.

In order to meet these objectives, research classes, faculty re-tooling, and computer-absisted in-
struction is being conducted.on the Jackson State UnWersiti campus. Research classes, taught on
the undergraduate level and graduate level, teach skills in statistical anarysis, research design, and
computer technology. These skills are applied to research report writing, focusing upon some aspect
of the Mississimii CommUnity. Vacuity re-tooling workshops offer practical exercises in computer
applications to social science instruction and the use of statistical packages for soda' science
research. Computer-assisted instructiOnal actiVities involve computerizing evaluation ana.instruc-.
tion techniques wfliCh are offered tO social science faculty as an aid to claskoom instruction.

The attainment of these objectives will be evaluated by means of the. "Product Evaluation
.Method" by Daniel L. Stufflebean, This project,Idesigned to prepare Jackson State Univf6ity
frtudents for.careers in a highly_ technological society, will-he evaluated by a process aimed at ascer-
taining the imPlict of knowledge of quInftt.it e .skills and techniques upon thiacademic achieve-t\
Inent and career choices of our students.,Th factors considered in our evaluation Will include: (1)
grade poinb average and standardized test scores prior *to partichlation in project actiVities, (2)
grade point average and standardized test scores following project participation, (3) reports from
employees supervieote afid/or graduate and pfofessional school advisors,' (4) a'dvisory coMmittee
evaluation, 151 student evaluation, (6) consultant.eyaluation; and (7) project director evaluation. The
purpose of the evaluation process iv to determine the significance of academic achievement and tIle
impact oftsieh a program.= career choices and perfornonces. Preliminary indicators have shown
tntarked success in the attainment of.our objectives.

Data required in the evaluation Process will be collected by the project director from the follow-
ing gsources:, 11) participating students, (2) student records, (3) employers .and advisors, (4)

1
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evaluators; and (5) internally developed questionnaire administered to each group of individualS
listed. 0

Jackleion State University, a predominately black institution of over 7,000 stUdents, is faced
with the challenge of preparing young men and women of primarily rura' background, for an era
characterized by a' rapid influx of nidustry and technology7 Its changing political climate is
evidenced-by the fact that the state of Missis;ippi bas elected its first Republican senatorinnearly
.100. years. In order tO meet the needs which have ()Volved out *hese conditions, we are pursuing
objectives limed upon the students' knowledge and kills. This project proposes the developmant of
analytical, technical, andpethodological skills as tools to aidJackson State University studenti in
their incessant determination to survive and progress.
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, . INTgGRATION AND INTERFACING Or INSTRUdIoNAt
TECHNOLOGIESr-THE APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLES

OF LEARNING THEORY TO ITSTRKTIONAL DESIGN
Frederick Durnser, u(r., Community Colkge of Baltitnore

_

h

In our approach to the use of instructional teichnologies in science education at the Community
College of Baltimore,- we began from four premises: first, that technology cannot 'replace -the in-
teraction between two hurnan.mincls; second, that techology can, with.acaderhic and fiscal integri-
ty, be an effective extension of teachers; third, that each mode of instructionartechnology has its
unique advantages and disadvantages and must be embloyed accor:dingly; ana fourth, that evalda-
tions of the "succassful" or "Ainsuccessful" uae of technology in education are particularly/difficult
to accbmpliah.

. .

The Community College of Baltimore is a kwo-year, two carripus community college serving the
one million residentsof Baltimore. Our studentp at the Liberty* Carnimis are 77% black :and 66%
female. Our stu\dents evidence academic skills deficiencies such that the Science Depatirnent has ,
defined for itself a dual-responsibilityto provide the inforrnation and skilfs of the basic-sciences
while concUrrently nurtuting the academic and communicative skills necessary for their mastery:
Such a dial role necessitates the proviSion of extensive contact time for students with course con-
teut and faculty. This time is provided through an audio-tutorial (A-T).instructional program ad-
ministered through a Science Learning CNter. . .

The principles and Characteristics of the minicourse (A-T) program design and implementation
that we, have found to be of .particular value are as follows:

1, Timing and Context of Use. Each minicourse must 'be Carefully incoiporated.into a
carefullerganized and faculty managed course structure. Studepts must perceive the
intent of the minicourse, its requirements, and its relationships with other course corn-
ponents or other minicourees (Postlethvoit,

(V -
Ootivation.. Studfmta must be prdperly motivated to pursue the packageslinformation
and the proper attitudes toward the learning process must be communicat6d to the
student. Objectives thust b'e precise end clear (Mager, Perry, Rogers, Gage).

. .3. :Limited Self-Pacing. Experience on many campuses over :many years has
demonstrated that stunteelf-pacing all too frequently becomes student.sell-neglect.
Controlled self-pacing motivated by test and quiZ schedules, and whedules of
materials availabilityiseem to be a reasonable cOmpromise (Grobe: Cross, Burnett).

4. lAteraction. Our experience and that of Postlethwait, Hurst, and others has been that
stildent interaction with media programs is essential. Passive presentation% that
simply happen before the 'student's eyes and ears are not as productiVe as those in
which student participation is demanded (MeYer, Ebel).

5. Sabsuming krwledge. .We believe the concept of the advanced-organizer, in-the sense
that -this device is presented by lAusubela and otliers, is of value. Following thia ,

prenOse, information presented is related tO and progressively subsumed Under pre-
- existirig information within the mind of thi3 learner(Ausubel, Ruby; Rickards).

Information 71;.ansfer. Recegnizing the levels of efficiency of oral communicatiOn;virit-
ten stydy guides are provided for each Minicourie..Salient information,is provided 'as
well' # charts, graphs, key teyrns, etc. that can be used to generate the student-

S

program interaction referenced earlier (Gagne, Cameron, Berliner).
nelaied Materials'. We believe minic urge effectiveness wilipbe enhanced if alternativ4
programs are availaik bOth for enri?hient and tutorial purposes. It has often beeen
proven effective tb siirikyyary the m de of preseutation (Bruner., Postlethwait., Hill).

..
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Self-Eualuation.and Interim Self-Testing. Consistent with, Bloom's ideas with regard
to mastery learning, wp believe that the student must be provided with. a regular
means of sdlf-testing and evaluation as:he or she moves throtigh the various parts,of
minicourseft throughkpartibular sequence of mknicourses. Presently; we are utiliiing

4. ft A series of conloter.-assisted simulations AO tests for this purpose. Periodically
throUghoutla vickeotape, the student will be directed tda particular terminal in the

.
Center to aomIgilete a,particular simulatisr of 'the test question Set. Depending upon
performance, e computer will then direct the seudent to return to the videotape or to
take other action (Bloom, Block, Mor4ison, Keller).-
\Selection of ligrdare. Theitennological mode' of presentation for a particular
-mlnicOurselt.g. videotape,.4slide_tape, aUdiO tripe; etc.)'niust be determined by content

.,Ind fiscal' realities.
lg. RaCulty Acce'ss. We are committed. to instructional technologies as tools of and not

replacements for 'teachers. A cOntinull taalty prpsence is' maintained in the Center
throughout its hours of operation. Faculty offices are,linkedto the Center by intercom.

11. Assume Nothing.' There is, simply put, noAirectio'n too I iificant for inchision in .

4
the program and its guide. 8tudents must'be meticulously le from media to sbudy
gbide to testing to materials rind soKin.

12. 'Generate ,;Success.. The adage says that .nothing succeeds,like success,.and we believe.a 0

this to be true. Accordingly, early 0 each minicourse, an'activity is includeil which is
,

I, easily,accomplished. The intent is simply to crerhe an attitude that says "I can do it."
13. Staff 7nteracthn. ConSistent with our helitg that trinology extends theleacher, and. .

.., regognizing the benefits (both tangible and int le) that result from faculty-,
.7. . . student interaction, early mihicourses in a given -s ester are designed to forc,e.

student-faculty interaction hoping to facilitate corftinued interaction over. tile cOurse
of the semester. , I

. 14. Repetition and Pacing. The student must clearly-understand that he or she can control
4. g , the isa'ce and timing of thi minicaOrse. The program should be,designed so that the. ,

: studenrcan stop, start, aa. replay ahy or all segments is he or She chooses.

\\ .

, \ 16. Err*ironment. The learning environment is a critical variable in generating student ",
,

15. Modal, Conformance. There must be a positive between what is orikthe

, succ6ss. If the Center or other area of Minicourse Used is pWasant, attractive, and a

,screen.and
what' is being said. .

, , .
, I 4

.

..
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. generally desirable place to be, siudents will want to be there Many of the same
studies that describe theisypbologSt ofhfurnishing a hospital or an office apply.well to
learning environments and. should be considered. ,

17. *Cpnte Repetition: In a given series of minicourses, each successive minicourse
e s the salient points of ,pr'ioripinicourses in the series. (Dumser, Cronbach).

f
An Einalysis of our results and actiVities to date yields the. follotving information:

1. Minority urban stUdents, iiroperly motivated, wiff use a self-paced learning-center. In
the semesterj.ust ompleted, our forty etation cehter and laboratory was, used ..to

,

capacity for 66% of its operating hours and to 87% of its capacity for 83.% of its hours

4.

:more of their minicourses and 95% of these students report a strong correlation be-
tween repeated access to course materiels andmastery of objectives. otb

3. An analysis of test items on four major tests in anatomy and physiology taken by six
'sections of students showiid that those studenis whose test averages placAd them in
the upper 30% of their class performed:equally well on test iterns supported by tradi-

,

2. Students will repeat minicodrses. Eighty four percent of our students repealed 55% or

4
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tional,and minicouree'instruttion and students whose averages placsd thern,in the
' lower 70% of their -Class perfOmed better' on teat items supported by minicourse

materials than they did on items supported by traditional presentation. Moreover, the
success rates on questionssupported by minicourse histruction were better than the
success rates on the same questions used in the two prior yeare with similar groups of '
students.

4. Students who completed .minicOurses individually through the Learning Center (.1

better upon testing than stddents in group sessionereceivingninicourse instruction.
5. .;;tuderits who completed minicourees which included integrated self-testing performed

iligh,tly better upon testing than students wlio did not have self-testing..
Retention of factual items 'and ideas is increased 40% or morqy repetitionpf those .

facts in successive miMcourses.
7. . In a series of enumerated ideas, the first ideas,in the series tend tvo be retained more..

onsistently.
8. Ideas presented in the first 12 minutes of a program t(Ind.to b'e recalled more con-

sistently than ideas pripsented at any other time. ,

9. Visual iteins with their identifications presented on the screen in words had,more im-.
pact than ihe images alone.

.

10. Items labeled in a studY guide while being identified on the TV screen were recalled
more consisteptly than items that were presented and not labeled.

,11. Sixty four percent of students surveyed found the' presence of a'face" in the screen ,

unnecessary if it WO just a talking face, suggesting that an audio talk would suffice
for such presentations. A ieassu ng, confident and dynamic presenter; however; was - -
reported by 7.2 of surve students to , "ilend credibility, believability, and
significanee" to t e informa n presentNi

0
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USING A VIDEOCASSETTE;SYSTEM AS. A.. PART OF AN-
4

. EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL-STRATEGY.
,

.

Mr. Timothy Hunt,'Southwestern Christian College
\ ' .

As part of the activities of:a tr9-year MIScP project, the Division bf Natural Sciences and
3 atics Of Southwestern Christian College has been using a videocassette systemin various

.t!.: ing situktions. Southwestern Christian Cdlleke is a predominantly black, priiiate,
. junior colleg in Terrell, Texas, and is supported by the Churth of Chriet. The College hafta '

record enroll bf 389,4tudents in'the fall of,1.978. Dining the semester, approximately 174
students were involved ih-.SC. nce courses that: used the videocassette system. 3

From the beginning of the' ISIP project, Dr.. Mary ,,Wheeler,i Director of the Instruction-al,
'Teleision Studiolt tearby Ease-TextsState University, served a4,consultant. I-Ier help in selec-

g I

,, ting the right equipnient, setting UPiyarious instritgtional activiiiea, and evaluating the overall pro-
',red; waS inValuable. The eqiiipinent which was purchased under the MISIP grantincluded a color

3, .

r.,
television ca era, a videocassette ree9rdil four plaYback unite, fivesOleviiiion monitors, a lighting

, 9set, severcal comercially-prodticed OA assette presentations, and several blank videocassettes.
.

i .
.., .' - .. , ., 3, , - . 3.

, 'One of the m inuses of the videocassette s)4tem has been to produce short, instructional pro- .
, Oath's that troduce students t various laboratory Situation& This method has been particularly,
kelpfUl in 'biologY laboratorieh where clOse-up lenses are used on th television camera to show:
detailsin inOoductiOns to the various% types of dissection. StUdents several labs each week they

4. view' thiAtideikassette.' Thus, the- inStructor does not have to repeat, the same instructions oi
. °deinonstiation several times in a row. The use 9f the close-up lenses and color in the presentations '

:Takes the videOcassettes.much clearer jo the studentil than a "live" presentation by the in6tructeor ".

froth the front-of the laboratoiy. The(instqictorNand laboratory assistants,still have tithe to. give
,

personal attention -to individual students. The detnonstration of difficult laboratory techniques in .

. "Oethistry can 0So be shown in _this way.:
. 11 ,.

I '
Anot f)advantage of *sing the videocassette system is that students may review the presents-.

'gime- any time, and students who miss .ii laboratory can often miiice-up" ',the work on an in-
divi al basis with a ininimuili of difficulty. . v - ,

. ommercially-produted videocassetticpretientations, such Ss those from National Veographic ,

and Encyclopedia Britannira, can be usedeffectively in it classrooni Situation or.independently by
the students to bring experiences and demonstrations into the learning enirironment, which 'night
be difficult to do,otherwise.;Two advantages of esing videocassettes- rather than' motion Pitture
filth are that-videotape doeenot get "scratched" as film often does and vi,deocassette players may
be ea'sier iDr students to.Operate independently than motion.pictiire Projectors.

St. 1, .

. . , Some ''hve" broidCasts onIocal televisia stations can be reviewed by Classes at times. .
,

However, copyright laws prolibit the recording of many prSsentations. Sonie news conferences and
public television programs can be recorded wider certain circumstances.'

. . .t , Student-prCiduced videocassettepresentations provide opportunities for students to be creative
and to learn course material .at the Same tithe. Stud1etit.can wcirk in groups of four or five to plan,
rekairch, and then videotape a course-related proj t. Other side ben Is gained by the stUdents .

. from presentations are the exPerience in communication skills'and he ov all improvementin their i

"self-image" as they see theinselves "on television." '
9

I

c?

- ' The use of the videocassette system at the college'could be exparided to include the social.
sciences as -well as other academic areas., Media workshops conducted for die faculty by a consul-

.

tant and media courses are , helpfuil .for teachers who are involved With using the videogassette, , ,
. systep. , , .

/
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Each bf the methods Mentioned above has beenivsed id Southwestern Christian College during.
the past two years: On evaluation questIonnaires many students have stated that their generalln7

_ tet in science courses rid.their overall knowledge in science have been ldcreased through the use
. 4 thewideocasse.tieityttem. As flart of a balanced-teaching program Using various media meth9ds, ,lecttires,assigrunents,. and kboratory experiences, the videocaesette system has been a valuabletool in improving instructional strategies. ?

,. ,
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CULTURF SENSITIVE, QUALITY SCIENCE EDUCATION AT
NAVAJO COMMUNIT'V COLLEGE

CaN Hime, Navajo Community C011ege

Ina tninority higher education institution, as is the case in otherS as well, students are a good
source of information about your'progratn. Likewise, thw can make definite contributions to the :-

available curriculum materials, .The MISIP Project a(Naviijo Corninunity College, While fully
utilizing our expanded'faculty and improved facility ,and'equipment has also taken full' Advantage
of Student and community input. The project's three prong effort is aimed'at: 1) expanding course
Offerings in the efirth/physical sciences, 2) enhancing the laboratory activities, and 3). integrating
elements of the ' NaVajo' expefience into the;clevelopMent and intOductory natural science coursee.
As these activities have been completed oi are being completed, seyeralliatterns of oOservations
haw) devploped. .

Students o not drop out of courses that they find are releVant to progranis they are enrolled in
or when t courses use he experiences students bring to class. Fostexample, many Of.Our.students
'in the velopmental Classes plan to tie elementary sChool teadhers 'or are already working as
teac er aides. We4 therefore, include a good number of laboratory experiences that both illustrate
the idea or concept being taught inthe developmental science course, and are simple enough for the
student aide to use with his or her own students. This hal been esPecially succesSfulin the
developmental earth sciencb course. The second idea mentiorted above is' that ogusing the ex-
perience of students as a basis for_the curriculum content and strategy. A good example of this is
the use of tile Navajo'Calendar in teaching time concepts. The Navajo Calendar is basically a l9nar

)1 calendar, ait the suinmer months tend to,be amalgamated such that the Several months duridg the
sunfiner are not always discretely concepti6nalized. The winter months on the other hand, because
of the privation associated with winter are counted individually. I should add, however, that-some
students are not eware of this and other traditional experiences, and so the instructorvannot
assume anarogops transfer. Another example wjiich combines 'both tAie idea of using materials
useful to the st4dent 'arld drawing from his ex4eriens is the use of3 the-Coyote Stories; They ,
ate entertai g and instructive, .

Students research projeces and experiences can be used directly .for instrUction o other
students. Oi example of t'his was a reSearchpaper prepared by. a student who w,as a, roads techni-
cian. Be se o his job, he had a working knowledge of the location of various agFregates used,for
roa work. His re Search paper Was concer ed sith the.locations, (map's included) of a series of dikes

sociated with th Olselea Peaks a a. The paper has substquently been bused as part of, the . .

dikiission of yolcanis Many of the s udents drive by the Peaks at least once a Week, and relate to
tha,plass presentation.

StudentS who mak not have.strag reading skills but Lire developing them, May ha ve more than
Adequate learning styles. This relates back to the fact that Navajo is not, or at least until recently
was not, a written language-and is still;not widely read. This results in the,development of a Idarn4"..
ing style that is listening rather than reading Oriented. This means then, that until the instructor is .

04'1, II

assured that the stUdent's reading skills can Cope with-the reading materials, verbal/listening kinds,
of activities might be most useful for the most efficient inctruCtion. - ? '

Student linput and contributions to a course should be respected and indeed cultivated. Many,.
:, times, students may approach problems from a different perspective than .the inEttrtic k r, but the

corfclusions reached maY be just as useful. Likewise;the novel approach the stud'ent de lops May,
bp more easily uSed by other members of the class. Qne contrilpution the instructor can make is to 4

work with the students in develqping their ability toi analyze the problems a4d solutiöns to assure
that the students are consistent in their thinking. , L, . ,. -,

,

The course curriculum must rernain rigorys and,4ha1lenging to even 'the best students. For
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'I;

some science educatori, there seems to.be a dichotomy between ;the Use of thocultural exnerientes
of studentif in the. curricUltim 'and a rigorous scienPe.cOntent. COiltrary to this, mY experienCe has
been that *the use'of StUdents cbltural etPeriendes is a More efficient method of teaching the more4,
difficult and complex concepts of çien2e 1 think;we would probably lila agree that itudents will
learn the fads and voilbulary of sciOnce as they progress through a series of.scien4 courses. but

, often the concepts involved elude students until' they see some relatiOnship between the' concept
and a direct experience. Tbis aoes not, mean, hbWever, that the science cOntent of. the qourse is sub-.
jugated`.to the cultural world vieW -Of the student, blik it does mean that the comparatite and con-

. 'trasOng elements of the scienCe/culture dilemma are used to strenthen the students' 'learning aw
vironment. . ,;

In closing, it shciuld be pointed outtthat the approach We are using is producing increaSedenroli-. I V

ment lit classes, reduced drops, and more itudents enrolling beyoNI the developmental level
courseS:

,
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. THE USE OF PROGRAMMED UNITS AND
L'EARNING OBJECTIVES IN.AN EXPERIMENTAL

PSYCHOLOGY.UNDERGRADUATE CLASS

Lendoll W. Braud,71exas SOuther:n UniversitY

The psychology department of Texas Sotthern University (TSU) has been 'engaged in the
development and extensioh of several courses which will utilize our neW experimentaLlaboratory. In '
the last two years weJive been involved in restructuring the following courses: 1) Perception,. 2)
Learnix, 3) 1hysioL Psychology, and 4) Experimental Psychology. .

This paper is design o report ow our Experimental,Psycliology course at TSU.
.' The students in Experimental-Psychdlogy attend three hours of lecture ahd,thtee hours and 20
minutes of lab a week. We haVe adopted a policy of rimniwg the lecture and lab back to back so that
we can Spend more time lecturing for the first half of 'the course and more tiMe in laboratory ac-

t,
tivities during the last half of the course.

,
The lectur&sections follow a traditional app;Oach. In addition, programmed units and leanting

objectives are given to the studente to complete at,home. After teaching experimental Psychology
for three yOrs. a careful analysis was made to deterinine the specific Conceptf thatStudents fotind
most difficult to master and programtned units were developed tb cover these ppecilic concepts.

s ' Each proggammell unit contained approxiniiately 10-16 specific objectives to be mastered in ale
8 -15 page unit. The unit also contained anianswer sheet so that the arwer 'to each question or blank I

-* was included. This allowed the studentstdreceive immediate-feedback while coMpleting the pro. \
graMthed unit. The purposes of these units were twofola. First, the units provided a method 4or
easy maStery of the basic terms and definitiOni in Experimental Psychology'. ,(Since alLunits were
completed at home,' this saved class time.) Second, the programmed units were specifically designed .
to help thutudent go through the reasoning Processes that researchers must follow while design-

,
iris and implementing a research project from start to finish, The' iirtits-emphasized the thihking
and reasoning proCess in a step by step progression. ; :- -

.

The laboratory section includietWo different kinds of experimentarwodemonstrations and
, experiments. During the first .part of the- semesler, studenVi mirticipated in, and : observed,'

..
demonstration projects. Students participated in tasks designed to demonstrate specific principles

tfin memory, learning, problem solving, perception, physiologipal psychology, social psychology; and
clinical psychology. .,
.. -The experimental method is Tv...th

,

at can be applied to any content area and it is important for
Students to realize thaahe method can be used to investigate a variety. of problems. Therefore, our

'demonstrations included the investigation of traditional plinciplevand lab 'exercises in iniinal
learning such as bar pressing and maze running. Traditional problems in huniahlearning, memory
and problern. solving\ were also invest' i ted. However, we alsd demonstrated and investigated
techniques that were more novel and int insically interesting stich as biofeedback, end clinical Pro-

.'lems inclnding defensiveness, prejudice', expettliticy, and extrasensory perception. There were
, .

a,bout 10 different demonstrations provided which allowed the stttnt some introduction into the
'different content areas of psycholdgy;
.. I

The second part Of the laboratori experience included independent projects. The students were
en instructionin naturalistic obeervaPOn and the Coding of behavior, The student was given the

.,.

chOice of some.s&cific ,behavior and specific setting' such as a class, a day care center,, the zoO or
playgro9nd and began his or her naturalistic. observation' and 'coding of some specific behavior.
Stodents were also given some traOing id corielational,techniquee.

The last assignment Wah one that lasted *over iiiillf of the semester. Students formed small
groups add investigated kproblem in data They chose a project in the content area of their inT

t a ik
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. ,tered such as animal or human learning, memory, biofeedback, clinical psychology, social
psychology, extrasensory perception, conspiousne* etc. The studenti designed and ran the study,
They reviewed the literature, analyzed the results and completed a report on thlAr research.

It is ithportzent to expose the students to meanipgful demonstrations and iirojects tliat are mire
t attual research than demonstrations and experiments outlined intlab Thanuals. Some of

the stuff& completed an'd data obtained are worthy of journal publication if rewritten.
.44.xperiinental psychology is presently our only laboratory course. We have used the lab equip-

srne.nt for demonstrations in othe course such as introdiictor9psychology, perception, learning, and
pli34iology. The biofeedback e1piens of particular interest to students. We also intend to add a
lab to:our learning tourse.
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VIIL-RESOURCE CENTER FOR SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING

The Atlanta University Resource Centpr Science and Enginwinge
Thomas W. Cole, Jr.
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TIM ATLANTA UNIVERSIT Y RESOURCE CENTER_

FOR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
. ThOmas W. Cole, Jr., Project Director,IICSE 'Nik

I .arn delighted to hitve the-opportunity to participate in this NSF .sponsored Curricultim Ex- 1

change 'Conference, and I appreciate the.invitati9n froth Dr. Rejasekhara and the MISIP Program ~-
ptaff to share wiA you some of oiir plane for the Resource Cente; for Science and,Engineering
.(RCSE) at Atlanta tniVersity.

.
kit Reapurce Center concept represents new approaclrhy the National Science Foundation in

whie th'ecoinbined resources of the academic ad 10dd:communities and the region Willcollective-
ly address the problem oftinderrepresentation of minorities arid persons from low-income families
in science and engineering fields. Our approach at the Atlikka IJversity Center (AUC) is to attack

-ihe problem through three functional components.
The Community Outreach Component is designed to heighten the awareness of career optiens in'. I

4 sc ience Mi94ngineering fields of youth, parents, cminselprs, and public school teachers in the Atlan-
ta e Regional Institutions Compfilent will sponsor a series of activities aimed at enriching
instru n and research fp students mut facti10 at some 39 historically black institutions 'in the

( six s theastern stliteS. The AUC Component is &reigned to strengthen instructional programs and
.* impl-ove research capabilities in-science, mathelnatics,and. engineering within-the AUC. The AUC

1 is comprised of Atlanta University, Clark, m'orehouse, Morris Brown, and Spelman Colleges.
IC 'Hopefully, the ein'Phasis on graduate program expansion in thie component Will generate a mature

- graduate capability in the sciences and mathematics which will serve as an improved rrource for
the "constituents to be served by tlie Center. The total plan wile conCeived during the -Six-month
planning phase in the fall of 1977 wail .input from representatives from the regional institutions;
consultants., students, publib school offiéials and teachers. I now serve as the Project Director end
Coordinatot Of the AUC Component..Working with me is Dr. Paul Brown, Assistaint Director for
the Regional Institutions Component, and Lk. MerVin Webb, Assiiitant Director for the Communi-
ty butreach Compiment. Three others of the AUC faculty who were instrumental in developing the
proposal are Drs. Isabella Finkelstein, Louise Miller:Stevens, and Ronald Sheehy. Whatever acic-
ceases we have are due in large measure to the support of our coleagues in pfie AUCiand to the
Resource Center Support Staff consisting of Ms. Claudia Huff, Communicati ns Coordinator and
Ms. Gwendolyn Sapp, Administrative S,cretary1

Let us begin by describing soMe of the organizationalcomplexities.of the Re ource Center and
then move quickly tothe most exciting aspect of the Center,.a description of the plaimed activities
for the next three and one-half years. .

From the beginning we were quite concerned atiOut insuring adequate representation by all con-
. stituents to be served by the Center. Our organizational scheme reflects this philosophy. 4 council'
composed of representatives, from the regional science institutions serves in an advisory capacity to
Dr. Brown. *The council 'consists of: Dre, Jimmy Henderson -. (Biology - Tuskegee, Alabama),
Herbert Jones (Physics tAMU, Florida), William Moorehead - (Chemistry - Ft. Valley, Georgia),
Walter Patillo = (Biology - NC Central-, North Carolina), °J: Henry Sayles - (piemistry Behnetti
North Carolina), Ragbir gingh - (Biology -4 Benedict, South. 0-011ne), and James Perkins
(Chemistry Jackson Stete, Mieehisippi). .

.6r. Melvin Webb is advised by a committee composed Of reprentatives from the Atlanta PubliC
Schools, City of Atlanta, PTA Organizations, and representativei from the lay community.

In an advisory capacity to the Project Director for total program monitoring are three commit.
tees:

1. Atlanta University SCieliee Committee oloAcademic Programs (AuscAp) is compos-
ed of Seence Repreeentatives from each of the AUC Institutions and Department

4.



Chairs of Chemistry,. Biology, iksics athernatiopiand program .directors from the
..Dual Degree Program,

J
'N

AUSCAP in concerned with in-cen r relationships, prograM devekmment, and
evallaation, 6articularly at the graduate Lovell .

2. Institutional representatives to AUSCAP comprise a self-contained corpn4ttee, the
Executive Committee to RcSEAvhich serves in an advisory capacity to e pioject.
director for policy and program review lit the implementational level. . .

3: A third committee, the Liaison Committee for Overall PrOgram Review, consists of 6
. academic deans of AUC colleges, representatives from Georgia Institute of

Technology, The University of Georgia, Atlanta Public Schools, and Dr. Joseph
Gayles, President of TalladegaVollege, wilo represents the Regional Institutions. The
existende of so many cimuilittees mit), at first glance appear unweildy, but they aren

. necessary to insure continuous involvement of all constituents affected iy le
Resource Center.

. One of the most eiciting activities of the recently initiated community component of the
Resource Center is the Saturday Science Aademy. Presently, 103 itudenta from grades three
through eight,- three faculty members, and six student assistants from the AUC institutions are
meeting o urdays .at John F. Kennedy Mcddle Sctool and Community Center in Atlanta..Ther4ast'
progra consistikf tin instructionalcomponent from 9:00.A.M. 12:00 Noon devoted to discovery '

students are served lunch and-participate in organized recreational activities for tw Nounq in the
whe.),learning mathematics, halide-on laboratory' work in science, and creative we g i slcience.iTle

afternoon. We were most gratified when the opening .session on a cold and rainy -day in Atlanta
brought 103_ _of the 110 applicants selected and over .50 parents, ma y of whom remained
throughout the day to talk to Resource Center staff and faculty, and to ob rve the clissroom in-
structional program. Some of the special activilies planned for the participan include exposure to
computer graphics (Apple II System), field frips ttrFernbank Science Center, outdoor learning
cipter and a Boeing 747 airplanemade available to us free of charge.The initial response to 'the
Saturday. Science Academy has .heen overwhelmingly positive with such comments heard Over
lunch from the Atudents such as "that math !sachet is crazy," and "I enjoyed the science class bet-
ter," or I don't mind Missing cartoons todayI hope every SatUrdayvill be like this.". We hope,
too, that each Saturday will be so exciting. We plan to tape sessions of the Acaddmy as a pilot for a'
20-minute film production. Next year we hope to involve some 200-300 elementary school children
in a city4vide select:ion process. This year, we limited involvemment to students from the im-
mediate vicinity of the AUC, where a large number of students from low-income families are
located. We believe that :the age group of students in the Academy represents a critical stage in .
developing .attitudes toward science and scientific careers. SOme schools do not introduce science
subject4 until the 7th or 8th grade, and by Chen many children ate already turned off to science as a
career. We think the Saturday Scienee Academy will have la significant impact on theIttreer aspira-
tions and interests of these elementary school children. In addition to the Academy;okl< agtivities
are planned for the community component. ; ' .. 4'

4.

A Summer Institute in Science 4nd Mathentatics will be conducted for junior,aad.senior high
school students, in which approximately 50 high school youth will be involved. The Institute w01
run for eight weeks and all participants will reside on campus. Room, board, and mat4ial8 will bef
provided, along with a medest stipend. 6our8ework will center around interdisciplinary science, '

laboratorY work, mathematics, computer technolOgy and prograMming. S,cial -Institute actiyitiee .
. ,'will include several field trips and presentations by guest speakers.

, The.Resource Centel:will dponsor an Annual Workshop for High School Counselors aimed at up-
dating their awareness of career trends and options in science. Minority and low-income students

.. are heavily dependent upon counselors for careefguidance:Counselors often steer capable students
.. , ,.

away from careers in science in much the same way as females have iraditionally been advised

t
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agains; these' options. Video-tape and hard-copy reeruitment matbriale will be-developed for the
various science disciplines and made available to counselors and to the regional inetitutions:

Beginning in the fall, the Resource Center will offer four Increment-Credit Coursea on scien zi-. .struction in grades K-3, 4-6, 7-9, and 8-12.. Materials developed by theinstructiOnar offices of the
local public school systems and other agencies will provide the initial baSis for these courpes, which
canly used to ,meet continuing certification requirements for ta hers.

,
.An Open House is scheduled for each spring in which studen arents, teachers, counselors,

and othei interested persons will be invited to view student-initiated science projects; participate in
demonstrations, and tour science facilities. Selected high school juniors and seniors'will be invited
to visit the AUC:.nstitutions to join- freshmen 'science .majors in ii 'typical schedUle of classes, "
laboratories, and s minara.-In addition, opportunities for talented higti school youtis to participate
in 4oint Enrollmentpr. ograms between, the AUC andlhoir high schools Will be expanded.

.

, I. The Regional InatitutiOns Component will sponsor a series of activities aimed eghancing in-
struction and 10$1 sea r c h in .39 historically black institutions in the Southeast. As didonal funds
become alienable, more colleges will be inVolved. A seriee of 'short courses, pr IA* %experimental
and the'oretical exPeriences, will be offered to regional institutions faculty on 4tn. an,nuaal .basis.

opics indude spectroscopy, mathematical modeling, application of minicomputers, compater-
1 strurnent interfaCing, and selected subjects in biochemistry and n;iolecular biology. .

...

An eight-week Summer Enrichment Program will be conducted annually for thirty students
from colleges in the region. This program will offer senior-level coursewqrk in areas not available at
the hchnel institution, Such as molecular biology, linear algebra, atOmic and molecular structure,
physical chemistry, and advanced organic chetnistry. Small seminar and individual tutorial courses..(4 .Will- be offered as' need. 1

. Another 'sterile tfiis component will provide institutional program review and propos
development assifitanc through Consulting Scientists. These scientists, drawn from the AUC and
other sources will visit institutions upon request to 15rovide counsel, adVe, and information on
strenthening sciehce capebilitied.

, ,,
In an effort to expand research Opportunities at the regional institutio'ns, t Resdurce CenterOf .4

Wi
,

11 enhance the availabniby ,of researth resources in the AUC to acuity and Students from the
region. Funding atigsvitoldujusl.will include travetexpenses, computer copts and support for ehop ser-
vic'es and equipme 'fieations. .

,t
the third component of the Resource Center (AUCComponent) will significantly improve the in;

structional programs and research caPabilities in the science areas' in the AUC. Expansion is pro-
.' jected for several aeademic areas including biology, chemistry,,nathemaitcs, compUter s ence, and

physieir..An 'undergraduate engineering laboratory will be ado:0d to strengthen the al-Degree
Program, akociperative progra,m involving the Georgie Institute of Technology and t e AUC In-
stitutions. Tresources will be focuiled to achieve strong research activities in a number of areas in-

. *ding 'biochemistry, nrlecular biology,' and miErobiology. Plirns call for appointing new faculty
members Ill"' and hiring adjunct faculty, as well as doctoraland post-doctoral iesearch astiociates.
New degree programe to be added include an M.S..degree in physics, PILL), degree in chemistry, and

,ah M.S..emphatiis in Cothputer Science.
1k -

Finally, the Resource Center will a boor two confbrences on Issues, in Minority Science Educe-
,

, tion. the first such confer6ce.is edu for this year and will fociis on identification of priority
issues andsneedii in this area.

We are still quite excited ibout thM new veolure in the Atlanta Univereity Center. By any con-
servative estimate, it,rould take more than'three to four times the $2.78 millton awarded to ade-

, quately address the important problem (that brings le together et this meeting in Washington) of
increasing the representation of minorities and atud nts from low-income families science and
engineering fields. We are confident that we can achieve our objective in a fashim? so typical of,

C
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historically black institutiofts 1,1 the'Unitad States'of.dting a lot with a'relatively small amoutg of
money. We invite your continued sunport end encouragement so that our success with theResource
Center in Atlanta' that qf the Second Center tO 1)0 awarded this year will send beck a message to
Co, ngress to appro-priatellinds for more Centers in subsequent years, %

. .
In dosing, letoeloy, there has been a lot of hArd work bi a lot. of people and there 1.4)vre times

when I wishriqTre in my laboratory and teaChing studeqs instead.. Fortunatbly, thbseleelIrigA are
short-liyed when one recognizes the endimous impict the Resoprce Center will have on the futtire
careers of SO many young peoPle.. Ms an exciting challenge and I wish to express my persOnp-
preciation to a my colleagues in the AUC who worked so hard to generate a successful elroposal
through thth re'view Stages, to 'Dr. William Jeckson 'of How,ard University who articulated the
Resource Center concept before Congress, Dr."Jose Martinez 'and scientists frOm theminority com-
munity who supported and assisted in the coriceptiolization of the Resource Center idea, 'Senator.
Kennedy and,tfie U.S. Congress for'appropriating the money to initiate two Centers, and to the Na-
tional Science Foundation for their confidence in placing the first Resource Center at Atlanta
University in the Atlanta University Center.

,
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IX. MINORITYd. IPRaGRA.S IN
FEDEIRAL AGEgICIES

Water Rei3earch and Tecpnology.
Williath H. Mct'oy.

Minority Ateeess to Research,Careera.
gwardBynum

Employment Programs at National Bureau of Staddards.
4na Jankowski
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The Minority Biomedical Support PrOgram.
Ciriaco .Q. Oonzales

Office "of Naval Research.
RAert Hayles

Minority Education Programs.
James Kellett

Aeseara at Universities with Predominant or Significant
-Minoriq Ehrollment
Jurgen Pohly

Minority Inditutions Research Support Program.,
Walter Preston

Minority College Opportunities in the Department
of Transportation.
William tarowe

U.S. Geological Survby's MPES Program.
J.V..O'CoNner

Minority-Focused Programeat theNational Science Foundation.
PauL H. Rodriguez
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WATER RESEARCH AND TEC4tOLOGx
William H. McCoy, Water Reseaoeh Saentist,Office of Water Research &ad Technology

./ United States DepCrtment of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240 .

The ffice of Nater Research and Technology 10WRT) has the Cbrtgressionally authorized mis-.
A

.sion boph to identify.critical problems in witter resources and to engage in Contract* resfrarch to
solve , them. The following activities constitelite .the overall. program: 1) allqtments to, water

Jesources retiearch Institutes, in each State and territory (total 64 - about 6 &Mon dollars per year),
[2) matching grants submitted through ihstitutes, bearing on water resources problems in general
(0°14 5 million dollars per year)., 3) 4pcused grants not requiting matching fupds, submitted vtith
respect' to:qa) saline water conversion research (about 2 Million dorlars per hall, b) water reuse
(about 1.3' million dollars per year), c) other significant areas like urbanization. and conservation
(about 1.5 million dollars per year), 4) technology developMent, primarily, alpine mem. Onversion
development (about 8 million dollars per year), 6) technology transfer, intented to transfer results
of relsearch b the using public (about 2 million dollars per year), and 6) adminiseration.

There is no formal, legally authorized means whereby we can set aside any special allocation for
minority groups. We now have a few contracts with organizations primarily concerned with miliori-
* group procurement. In one instance, the thrust is toward basic edUcation; in anotheg, a handbook
will be prepared specifically designed to assist Minorities in proposing water resources research and

,technotogy to the goyernment: *
I am very pleased to be project officer for these contracts, and assure this audienc4 that we in

OW RT will be completely fair and objectiVe in evaluating research proposals and will do qur best to
utilize one of this nation's lea*, rethgnized an'd badly needed-reaources: minority firms and persons
having ability and interests potentially leading to good rasearch in Water fesources problems.

V
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MINORITY ,ACCESS TO.RESEARCH CAREERS
tElivard BynUrn, Ditector, Mi4R.6.Pr4u;n

18. . National Institute of General Medical Sciences .. .

'National Institute of Health,'Bethesdp, Maryland 20014 al, ., . . . , . . . .

v The Minority '41111vApes to Research Careers (MARC) Program wiainide a formal program of the....

National Institute of Genterikl. Medical Sciences/1 Januarys 1976.The MARC ProlTam Was design- .

ed to assist'milionity,institutions in'the.training of greater numhers of scientisti and teachers in .

health related fields. The ultintiate objectiye of the program is to 'strengthen the teItchMg and
research eapabilitieg Of these inStutions.

, . .,

The mechanilms, for iniplementation are the following:- the Vikiting Scientistc-the Faculty
Fellowship, and the MARC Honors-Undergraduate Research Training Programs.

, , ....,
c ,
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ENIPLOYMENT IIROGRAMS. AT
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS. .

.
.

) . , Ana Jankowski, Coordinator Eqyal Oivortunity PrOgrame, Washington, D.c 202,94.4
The Netional Bureau of Standards (NBS) id a unique research laboratory of the Federal Govern-

-me& Founded ,in 1901, !IBS has become one of the Nation's largeat Physical.and computer science
laboratories With a worldwide reputation for scientifie excellence and reliabilitx.

8 ,
The Bureau's work is challenging in its diversitSr. Both fundamental and applied relearch are' '

, conducted on its two camptises. Besides providing the-basic standards of physicdmeasurement for. science, industry: arid Pie Government, NBg copducts 'research in fields ranging from nuclear
. , physics to building technology. The Burea*applies its Acientific competence to help solve aerie&

national problems with ischnical oleinents. Some of these problems are in pollution control, the
sear'eh for nes* energy and conservation of existing supphes, semi-.conductor technology, electro- ".-
n agnetic radiation, fire control, materials research, and automation. '

, To meet its responsibilities, the Bureau employs an interdisciplinary staff , of approximately :
,600 persons:RpproxiMately 41% of the Bureau's profeetlional staff have Ph.D. degrees, 221;12t have ,

master's degrees, and 33%. have bachelees degrees. 7 # 4.
C

'Me following:describes some 9f the Bureau's enipioyi4t programs.'
.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION . . '
!

"'
.. The Bureau `enoplOks college students at the graduate and undergraduate levela in a prOgram

thatualternates semesters of acadetnic study with periods of fultime employment at NBS. (Some' 1
*studente attending two-year iftstitutions may work part-time while attending schooi.) Universities

.

' participating in the-program refer applicitions to NBS for selectioi. Stades coMpleting the full-
time program are eligible for non-competitive conversion to permanent positions (GS-2 through
GS-9)1

1 .

GRAM! ATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
-An 'educational program designed to increatje the number of post-graduate degreda in fields of

special interest to NBS is.provided for NBS employees. The program Supports full-time educatioh
plus salary Newly.hired employeei are eligibl; participants (08.6 through GS-9 plus p(iyment of
educational expenses).

.,. :. - -,
QUALITY .STAFFING

The Bureau hires outstanding college graduates interviewed during on-campus college
recruiting Nsrisits or identified through other NBS recruitment soqrces (GS-7 through GS-11t).

'FAULTY INtERN
College faculty mernbers are eniployed for varyiiiieriods of time to fill gapifcreated by sum-

mer vacationi, and occasionally for longer periods (OS79 through GS-12). k

'NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL POSTDOCTORAI.; RESEARCH ASSOGIATESHIP
The National Research Council (NRC) Research Assoclateship Progtains provide opportunities

for basic and applied researchto postdoctoral tad senlor postdOctdral scientibts and% engineers of
unusual ability arid promise. Appointments are' awarded on a competitive basis by NRC. Stipends.
are $17,000 and upwards fOr Replier Research Associates with higher stipends for seniors. (Seniors
must have held the doc rate for fit% years.)

1NEIS is ah affirhiative actio hal opportunity employer.
v

N



, , I r, ,
(. ADMINITRATION INTEPI S . .. ..

. Griduates in administrative maprs are selected ,trom the civil service register (PACE) for
eMfloymentin administrative areas pf NBS (GS-5 tiirough GS:e). ,

), . . .

ACADEMIC SUMMER PROG1MM ., .

Undergraduate and graduate stud ts are,employed cluring-ihe sumMer months to complete
short-term projects, fill einplpyMent gaps created by miming vaCation .schedules, and Provide ga
source for recrtiting future NBS ft members (GS-rthrough G'S-9), ;.,

Technical disciplines in whicic we are particularly interested are: *coMputer science, electrical and
,

electronic engineering, mechaNcal engineering, physics, and chemistry. . \
( , /
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likMINORITY BIOMEDICAL SUP QRT PROQRAM.
Cirltzco Q. Oonzales, Director, Minority Biomedical StippOrt Program

\National Institutes of Ifeaitk 'Bethesda, Maryland 20014
to- -,)

INTRODUCTION
o

Mission

Because of the dearth of minority scientists vail le to particip"ate in the activities of NIH,
there is a consequentialped to develop and imPlement ways of increasing the nuMber and qiiality
of minority persons engliged health-sciences research.

r
Objectives

4
, The Minority Biomedical Support (MBS) PyOgram strives to provide WitYa and means of inFreas-,

ing the nuinber and potentiating tlfe revel of ptpertise among American Indian or Alaskan Native,.;
Asian or Pacifie Wander; Black, and Hispanic health seientists. The Program also endeavors to
strengthen the capability of 'minority inStitutions to proyide health research career opportunities to-
their students and to midget research in Che health. sciencei. The goals,are meant to be achieved bY
motivating and training studeptsto pursue researCh careers by haying them participate in research
while enrolled as undergraduates, by' supporting graduate and postdoctoral students in health-
science research, and bY the supPort faculty at eligible institutions in order to assist them in
deyeloping and broadening theirbiomedical research capability. The proficiency development of the
minority institution is achieved through suppOrt for equipment, Oenovations and alterations,
imimal facilities, research management, and ,the inrrease .and impro ment of faculty and cur::
riculum.

tzt

MBS BUDG gT HISTORY

YEAR
1972 '
1973

-1974
1975

4 1976
1977
1978
1979
1980 f

.
AUTHORIZAT N FOR THE PROGRAM

I

The Mihorit iornedical Support Program Was initiated in Fiscal Year 1972 under the General
Researel4 Suppo t authority contained in section 301,(c) of the Public Health Service Act (42.U.S.C.
24110), utilizing funds earmarked for the Program in the Departmenti Of Labor and Health, Educe-
don, and'Wektare and Related Agencies Appropriation 'Act, 1972 iPub. L. 92-801:.

Ait

BUDGET (DOLLARS)
2 nullion
5 million
8 million

7.2'million
7.6 million
9.7- million

10.7 million
14:7 million
14.$ million

4

I

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION
The present proelm supports 70 glints in 76 institutions involving 469 research projects.

Within the separate reserch projects, there are involved 1,097 undergraduate:a, 207 graduate
students, 4,postdoctoral Nrticipants, and 698 faculty.foDa total of 1.,9061part1cipant

)
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MINORITY BIOMEDICAL SUPIPORT PROGRAM.
. s ,)

. NUMBER OP,PARTICIPANTS/-

Other Under,
Student:15.1AI* Group

Year Faculty Staff Aegrade rredoc. Foatdoc. Bieck illapeutIc 14..0%.* Waller Other
Ih

1972 199 N/A 282 45, . 362 au 10 ' 3 ,.
ke

1973 258 N/A 962 83 q 669 136 24 16. . 26
-1974 485 72 881 144 3 1,157 . 342' 44 48 87'

, 1975.. 475 78 864 152 , 5° 1,088 381 . 47 62 ... 72
1976 *599 123 1,101 207 4 .1,237 446 . 58 93 81

.... 1977** 452 120 928 179 16 229. 32 16 , " 9:. 12

A*, A

4'gt

\

4'

yr v

SNatit.0.3 American **Date le incomplete for 1977.
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\OFFICE OF NAVAL ItES
a I

A.AI'
Robert Hayles, Assistant Director

Qrganizational Effectiveness Research Program
4. Ardingtdn, VA 22217

'the Office c4 Naval Research,(ONR) has all of the prograMa and activiiidt aimed at affirmative
action in yaw,. training,- promoting, firing, etc. which most agencies possess. It does not have a

. specialoprogram designed to increane minority partidipation in its contract researeh program. Sudh ,participation is encouraged by, indivivals'such. as 'myself who are employed bk ON11. I serve as an
unofficial point of contact for persona. and organizagons seeking supPort for research from the
Navy as well as the other servicei. 'ONR sponsors logfrange seientificresearch believed. to Offer
potential for advancement and imProvement bf naval operations., Reeearch fundeabypNR.iscon-
dmicted in part under contract by universities, nonprofit institutions, industrial establishments; and

; in part by Nayy laboratories. Two major types of programs are supported. by ONR. First, fun-
damental knowledge that leads to solutions` of Navy probleme is acquired thrdtigh support"Of long,

. range research.Contracts are generally awarded in reponse to Unsolicited proporls.Second, a pro-
,gram of apPlied research and exploratory develepment is condbcted tOdeve10 naval technologies
and to study and teat coneepts in naval operatiOnal 'systems. The majot scientific and technology
diyisions in. ONR are: naval vehiclea"'and weapons, technology, sensói and control technology;
analysis aid supPort sciences, mathematical and ;information sciences, biological adences,
paychologkal sciences, arctic and earth sCiences, material sciences, and ocean science and
technology. Additional information about ONR or research support available frbm the other ser- ,

vices can be obtained through: Dr..Ropert Hayles, Office of Naval Research; 800 N.:Quincy, Street,
Arlington, Virginia 2221.7..I strongly Acourage you to see how sucli'suppOrt can contribute to the
'quality of education in minority instittitib*

4,
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. MINORITY EliUCATION PROGRAMS
Pt

James Kellett, Director
Education Programs Division, Department of Eneigy

Washington, D.C. 20545

The,Depsrtment of Energy takes very seriously its commitment to affirMative action in its hir-
ing actiong.10ur Office of Equal Opportunity offers a variety of services as well as guidance to both.
Departmento4 Energy (DOE) employees ancito prospective employees; that Office is headed up by
Mr; Marion Boivden, whose telephone number is(202) 376-4624. Mr. Rowdenis also our liaison per-

(' son for the Department's implementation of the Presidential directive of January. 17, 1979 whith
deals with Feder:al outla5Ps to predominantly' Black institutions.

Of particular interest to.this audience are the steps that the Department is taking to realize its
larger affirmative action goals affecting.minorities in the science and engineering careerathat con-
tribute to our adhieVement of the objectives of the National Energy. Plan. One program, the Pre-
Freshman and Cooperative Education Program, with the icsonym PREFACE, encourages

. qualified airdiqualitiable high school students to pursue engineer% careers. This effort is aimed at
improving accessibility of engineering as a career since engineering is a profession which is now and
will continue to be criticalin the development of energy resmirces and in the conservation of enerdy;
it is also a field generally underrepresented by (minorities. In FY 1979, the Department will support
twenty engineering schools With approXiMatelit $300,000. The con4rct for this program is Dr. Auth
Ann Verell, whose lumber is (202) 262-6480.

The Department's Office of Energy Research also seeks out predominantly Black institutionat
for aupport to improve their ability to conduct energy related resear . In FY 1978, eight institu-
tions received approximately $600,000 for this purpose. A contact for his prografl is Mr. Richard
Stephens, whose telephone nuMber is (202) 376-9387. -

A
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RESEARCH AT UNIVERSITIES WITH PREDOMINANT OR
SIGNIVICANT-MIKIRITTENROLLMEN't

'Jurgen Pohly. UniversitY Affairs Office'
National Aeronautics and Spqce Administratiori

' Washington, D.C. 20546
The purpose of the program is to assure that resources of all elements of the higher education

community are effectively brought to bear on aeronautics and space problems.
The objectives of the prbgram are:

-1, To 'conduct high-quality, innovative university research on high.priolity problems -of
long term interest to NASA.
TO complement and support ,NASA's ongoing "'research.

ATo strengthen the education and research capabilities of uniVersities through ,the con-
duct of reaearCh.

4. To attrdtt the nation's best talent into space-related science and engineering.
S:±Tner Faculty Fellowships .

Por .S. citizens vhore faculty or redearch members of minotity institutibns, especially screened for wofessional. tefitial there are auMmer faculty fellowships. These fellowships are awarded
for 10 Ileeks duri gg the summer, and are renewable during the tecond sujnmer. Stipends are $400
per, week and travel allowance paid. Abdt$, 20 fettowships are awareled Mich year in research, Pro-
grams are operated by Co-directors froni centers and collaborating universities.

Goddard Space Flight Center-Morgan State .University . .

Langley Research Center-Hatnpton Institute
Rrident Research Associateships

. Postdoctral and senior postdoctoral,aesociateshipa are available at NASA centers. About 231
associateships are awarded each year. Associateshipa a're usually &Warded fol. one year, renewable
for a 'second year.. The \program is administereil by ;the NationaINResearch Council-National
Academy of Sciences-National Academy of Engibeeling.

r
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MIN9RITy INSTITUTIONS RESEARCH SUPPORT PROGRAM
Walter Pres,ron, Assistant Director"

,tZ

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency -
.0

Washington D.C. 20460

Since 1972, the Office of Researchand Development (lab) has' operateti the Minority Institu-
.

Mon; Research Support Program (MIRS). This Program Was establis4d as a special effort by
()R&D and the Agent), to assist thpse institutions in the developmApt of their existingosi poten-
tial captbilitiessfor conducting environmental research. The ultimate goal. is to help 'these institu-.
tions tebecome more competitive for Federal research funds. .

During the six years of NIIRS.operation, a total of 5,.4 million dollars )iave been obligated to
minority instittions. About 32% or."1.7 million was contributed by 0 &D laboratories by a cost
sharing formula by which tie, grants are initiated witILAIRS futid8 and receive increasing
laboratory funds in.the second and third years. A total of 45.separate institutions have received 106

.
grapt awards wit 2 of those still inactive status. These awards have provided financial assistance
and research op nity for 76' professors and 146 students.

In fiscal years 1980 anc1,1981, the MIRS budget will increase by 260 thousand dollars ciach year
the M I RS staff is making plans to expand the support to include non-minority colleges and univer-
sities which ,have _a high enrollment of minority students (foe example, California State, Los
Angeles). Finally, we are making plans to establish a graduatexesearch participation program with
selected minority institutions. In this program, graduate .students from these institutions will ,be
able to condUct their thesisdor dissertation research at an appropriate ORO laboratory by mutual
agreement between the student, the institution, and the OR&D laboratory..

a
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MlIsiORITY`COLLEGE OPPORTUNITIES IN THE

IMPARTMENT 'OF TRANSPORTATION
"William4Brown, U.S. Department of Transportation

Office of University Research ,

Washington, D.C. 20590

The Department of Transportation (DOT) ra respOnsible. for the development of national
transportation policy and programs conducive to the provision of fast, safe, efficient,.and cony&
nient transportation at the4owest cost consistent with other nationarbbjectives. DOT ie composed
of eight major agencies. Theefkagencies offer various forms of the following types of programs:

(a) Management Intern
(b) Cooperative EducationGraduate, Undergraduate

,-I(c) IPA Faculty Fellow
(d) Fellowship
(e) Minority Employment

Summer'WorkVagulty, Student
(g) Training
(h) University Research

'6The nine DOT agencies and their general functions are:
TheOffice of theSecretary of Thmsportation(O$T) includes staff units reponsible for issues
that crosscut various modes of transportation.

.

The Federal Aviatioin Admihistration (FAA) is responsible for promoting and regulating avia-
tion safety.
The Federaj Hightvay Administration (FHWA) improves highway transportation systems
and their .operation in cooperation with the States, and grants financial aid' to States for
highwty. construction and safety improvements.
The Federal Railroad Administration (FR4) prorates rail safety,,establishes safety standards
for rail operations, conducts research into rail safely and improved technology and operations,
and investigates train accidents.
The National HigAway Traffic..Safety Administration (NHTSA) is charged with reducing
deaths, injuries, and Proper(ty losses by'highway accidents in the United States.
The Research ellicr Special Programs Admipistration (RSpA) develops and manages research

san0 development programs i4 all fields of transportation, and also is responsible for the safe
transportation of hazardous tnaterials and for pipeline safety. ,

The Saint La.7wrence Seaway DevelOpment Corporation (sz,srm is a seligsustaining govern-
ment corporation authorized bY Congress to constnick, operate, maintain, and develop the St.
Lawrence Seaway jointly,with the St. Lawrence Seaway 'Authority of Canada.
711;e 'United States Coast Ouard (USCO) is Charged wtth, primary,responsibilities for Maritime,

safety and law enforcement, as well as fatilitating traneportabion by water.
The. Urban Mass Tratsportation Admiggstration(UMTA)administeri grant programs to im-
prove tiansit eerike, including grants to aid States find other public bodies in financing mass
transiflacilitiee, operations, and equipment in urban areas.

As mentioned at the Conference, the beat'way to get started in,any of the prOgrams at DOT is to
explain your interests in & telephone call. The Minority Affairs Coordinator for the Research and
SpeCial Programs Administration is Wilbur Williams. He can be reached at (202) 426-0190 and will .
be happy to,place yciu in contact with theproper program personnel in the Deptrtment of Transpor-
tation.
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U.S. GgOLOGICAL SURVEY'S PES PROGRAM.

J.V. O'Conner, National Coordinator
U.SOS MPES Program

niversity olVirgipia, Reston, VA 22092

On September 2114971, he U.S, Geological Survey coMmitted its resourdes to an outstandfng
volunteer .internal p'bgranI directed toward increased participation by minority groups tt ihe
Earth Science professions. . .5,4t,

As the single largest employer of earth scientists in.the U.S., the U:S.G.S. established a system
of workinggroups under the title Minority Pirticipation in Earth Science (MPES) program whiCh
operates within the Survey and with the coopc)ration of other,Eederal agencies, civil, community,
education arid professional organizations, and with induairyc to develop a floW of talented young
people from all racial, ethnic, and economic backgrounds into geology, geophysics, mineral.
engineering, hydrology, cartography, and plated sciences.

The MPES program is based on the establishment at each Surveycerker or field office of a work-
ing group that assesses regional 'minority problems and develops a plan of action for dealim with
these problems.

Four major areas are stressed under the MPES program. They are:
-L,Surnmer or acadeniic year emplciyment of minority high school seniors add under,

graduate college science students.
2Ahesis support and scientific work experience for minority graduate,students,
3.Strengthening or establishing undergraduate earth science proirams in predoNnantly

oinority -colleges and universities, and ,

4.St,imulating interest in earth science careers among minority studentl at the pre-college,
level via ex.hibits, workshops, conference, and publications.

The cost of the program is underwritten by the DireCtor'e Office of the U.S.G.S. Materials on
past achieVements and the future are available on request. I

For more information contact J.V. O'Connor, (703) 860-6384 or a local Survey office.,.

/*
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\ e MINQRItY-F(ZESED FROGRAMS AT THE NATIONAkf.,:, ----)-
SCIENCE FOUNDATION . "---. .IP

, Paul H. liacirigaez,,PTgrarn,Manager
The National Science Foundation has several programs that are debigned to increase minority .

participation in science and efighieering. These inclyde the following: 1) Research Initiation in
Minority Institutions (RIM I), 2) Minority Inatitutione`Science Improvement Program (WSW), 3c
Resource Centers for ..qience and Engineering (RCSE), 4) Minority Graduate Fellowships (M.GF),
5) Minority Igstitutions Graduate Tiaineeship.(MIGT). and 6) Minpritie in Science (MIS).

. MANI suPpOrts bas0 science reSearch by faculty members of those institu ons of higher educa-
tion whose enrollments arePredominantly (more than 60%),composed of B Native-American,
Spanish-Speaking, or other ethnic minorities. .

iMIIP is designed to effect lonVrange improvenients in science education-at minority institu-
tions. Support is Rrovided fdr activities deSigned to. enhance an institution's caPacity for develop-
ing and maintaining a qublitY science educatton program and for increasing the flow of under-. .represented ethnic minorities into scientific careers. .

.Estab§shed in FY 1978, .RCSE is deeigned to promote increased participation in science and
engineering by nnnorities and persons from cow-income femilies. Resource Ce4ers established

,through the Program are pected to accomPlish this goal by serving as regional resources for near--
by minority or low-incone conimunities. ad well as by developing joint'educationalfrograms with

, regional pre-college and u dergraduat'e institutions rfrollink a substantial number Of inindrity or
low-income students.

.

.

The objective of the Minority Graduate Fellowship Program is to increase the number of prac-
ticing scientists who are members o`f ethnic minority groups ,which traditionally have been under-:
represented in the advanced levels of the Nation's science talent pool. Fellowships are awarded-for I ,study or work leading to master's or doctoral degrees.

"ft*.

.MIGT is designed to improve accesb to careers in science and technology by graduate students
attending predominantly 'minority universities which offer the master's, or higher.degrees in. the
sciences.

The objectives ofthe Minorities in Science*Program are to identify, attract, encouragetnio,tivate'
and help prepare minorities in scientific careefs. Corrently, these objectives are being accomPliehed
through tylo established student-oriented programs which are designed to enhance the preiSaration
of high school, (Student Science Training, SU) and undergraduate (Undergraduate Research 42ar-
ticipation, Imp) minority students at a critical-point in their career developinent. SST supOtii Ott
active participation of high School siudents with college faculty jn speicially designed instru41on
and investigative work; URP provides support,for undergraduates to work directly with 'sciOnde
,faculty or industrial scientists on research projects.

For additional information-about any ,of the minority-focused programs, write to: National
Science Foundation, Washington, D.C. 20560 .
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MINORITY INSTIT'UTIONS
CURRICULUM EXCHANGE CONFERENCE s,

January 19 20, 1979
Washington Hilton Hotel.

Washington, D. C

c

The goals of the Conferenv are 'to facilitate corinkct and
exchange of information among natural and social cience faculty
reprediTitatives at minority institutions, concernitig ea/Inas 'in
curriculai development and instructional techniques which may
enhance the quality and effectiveness of science eduCation at these
Institutions, ' and to increase. Interest 4n the, continued
tmproveme.1 of science -education at, mincreity institutions.

An expVted outcome is thitit the institutions participtting in
the Conference will continue to.share or exchange science related
infOrmation and materials after the Conference. The proceedings
of the Conferiince will be published and disseminated in the Spring
of 4970

-
u .

MEETINGINFORMATION

. .

Registration , Concourse

Information and Message Center
g..00 m S 00 p in. . Concourse

Message Board Concourse
_

Conference I iihtdquarters Coordinator's SUIte

(''rrirolum Materials and
OilierDisplays

()pen 9 On ivmm 8 00 p FYI

9 po a m 5 00 p m

Coffee Break Area

4

on Friday; and
on Saturday.

4,0

Jefferson Room .

Jefferson'Room

. CURRICULUM EXCHANGE CONFERENCE 0,

1 PROG4m

how: JANUARY if

Concourse 8:ob a.m..- 9;00 a.m. 'REGISTRATION

TIME PEROD 1 GENERAL SESSION

International Ballroom East 9:00 cm. 10:15 a.m.

.Nesiding: KOOSAPPA RAJASEKHARA', Coordinator,
Curriculum Exchange Conference

.A

Welcome:MABLE,P:,McLEAN, President, Barber.Scotia College

RatiCrAle of the Conference: SHIRLEY McBAY, Program Director,
Minority Antutions Science
Irnprovemeni Program, National.
Science Foundation

Introduction of The Keynote Speaker: ROBERT HARVEY,
Program Manager, Gradu-
ate and Post Doctoral Prol
gran* National Science

'FoundationKeynote Addresii

JOSEPH N. GAYLES, JR., Fresident, Talladega College

Future Role of Science at 'Minority Institutions .
414

Jefferson Room 10:15 a.m. - 10:4g a.m.,. COFFEE BREAK

TIME PERIOD 2 INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES IN THE
NATURAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

FOUR CONCURRENT SESSIONS 10:45 - 12:00 noon

Session I - Natural Sciences
Georgetown Room East

Moderator: SIGFREDO MAESTAS, New Mexico Highlands
Univers4

Participants: JOYCE CORRNOTON, Xavier University

Employing Bihauloral Objectives and Drill to
Improve Student Comprehensioh and Retention in'
'Organic Chemistry at Xavipr University

MARCELINA VELE*Z DE SANTIAGO, Catholic
University of Puerto Etico .

Modular System of Instruction for General
Chemistry

Session II - Natural SciencOs
Georgetown Room West

Moderator: DON AHSHAPANEK, Heiken Indian Junior College

Participants: MARY RYAN, Xavier University

188

MultirPathways to Learning ceneral Chemistry:
PSI Lecture with Piaget.Basid Laporatories

GEORGE MISKIMEN. University Of Puerto Rico,
MaYaguez



IC

C.

frbstrartMmit-SITuregorT-trr findOgtra cirri err.
Videotopv Presentation of Basic Biologie&
Concepts.

Session Ul Sotial Sciences
Mon roe Room Easi

e

Moderator ,. MARGARET VASQUEZ.: New. Miodco
-Unwersity .

Particip'ants FRANK BRIMELOW,. Voorhees College

indi,vidtrulizing Courses in the Social Sciences
The 'Blending of A V Modules ond Personalized
Seltryced Instruction

V

Highlands

ALICE KIDDER. North 'Carolina A&T State
University

Teaching Innovations in Applied Economics

Session,1V Social Scieoces
Monroe Room Ikest

Moderator LESLIE kilcLEMORE. Jackson State University
. ,

PArticipants HE.LEN BARRETT. Tennessee State University

Modernizing Instructional Capabilities in -General
I sporimental Psychology at Tennessee State
Onwersity 4

EDWARD POWELL. Texas Southern University

^Plonning the Behavugal Sciences Laboratory at
Texus Southern University

12:00 noon 1:30 p.m. LUNCH BREAK

TIME PERIOD 3 COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
THREE CONCURRENT SESSIONS, 1:30 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

Aok

Session I
Georgetown Room ,East

Moderator NELLOUISE WATKINS, Bennett College

Participants JAMES BErK. Virgmia State ,College

-Using the Computer in the Teaching of Science

CARL POLOWCZYK, Bronx CoMmunity 'college

Increasing Success in and Undertaking of Science
aniong Urban Minority Students [Project NUS)

Bot,

Session II
Georgetown Room West A

Moderator. JOSEPH McPHEE, LaGuardia CommUnity College

Participants. ALEX BONILLA, Universityof. Puerto Rico,
Rio Piedras Campus

Computer Assisted Instruction in General
Ch.emistry

:JOHN GARNER, Tqugaloo College

AcadernicComputer Planning Process

A

Monroe Room East

ModeratOr JpHN HALL' Morehouse College

ParticipantS: JESSE LEWIS, Jac:loon Stateo itgnivers.,

lrinovativt Instructional Uses of Corn
'ckson State University

A

139

A ADOR.MURIEL, Burlington County College.

Int ractive Computer.Asslated Drills and Exercises
. in &cience Courses at Hostos Community College

-
TIME PERIOD 4 GENERAL ESkION,
'International Ballroom East 2:15-p.m. - 3. T.m.

PANEL DISCUSSIONDON TECHNICAL SYSTEMS FOR
ACADEMIC COMPUTING ,

Predding: NELLOUISEMATKINS, Bennett College

Panelists: MANUEL GOMEZ RODRIGUEZ, University of
Puerto Rieo, Rio Piedras Campus

JOHN HALL, Morehouse College

ALESSE LEWISs Jackson State University

Jefferson R00111 3:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. COFFEE BREAK

TIME PERIOD 5 GENERAL SESSION
International Ballroom East 3:30 p.m. 5:00 p.m.

MINORITY-FOCUSEO PROGRAMS IN FEDERAL AGENCIES

Introductory Remarks: SHIRLEY MALCOM, Program Manager
Minority Institutions Scie'nce litimrove
ment Program%
National Science Foundation

Presiding:

Panelists:

0

0.

EDWARD BRANtLEY, Diretor, Division of Institu-
tional Development Program Office of Education

JAMES BURTON. Assistant Director of Research,
Office of Water Research and 'Technology, Depart-
ment of Interior

ELWARD BYNUM, Director, Minority Access to
Research Careers Program, General NedicAl
Sciences, National Institutes of Health s

. ,

THOMAS DILLON, Deputy Director, National
Buleau of Standards

THEODORE GLE1TER, Assistant Administrator for
Administration, .National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

CIRIACO GONZALES, Chief, Minority Biomedical
Support Program, Division of Research Resources,
National Institutes of Health

R9BERT HAYLES, Assistant Director of the diganiz
ational Effectiveneis Research Programs Office of
Naval Research ' .

'JAMES KELLETT, Director, Education PrOgrams
Division, Department of Energy .

1 3j
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JAMES LAWSON iiirecuir Univefsity Affairs
Office National Aeronautics Eilld Space AtImiRistra, .

fion

WAI rim PRESTON: As.istan't Director. Mmorityo
Institutions Re4arch upport. U S F.nvironmental
Prutectitni

1ROBFR r RIVERA. Director, Office of UniVersity
Research., U S Depariment*of Transportation

PAU! RODRit;140", Ptograoh Manager Mo!dritv
'Llnstiturion, St lence Improvement Program. National

SCIMICV Foundation

4

Jefferson Room 5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. SOCIAL HOUR

SATURDAY, -JANUARY 20.

TIME PERIOD 6 GENERAL SESSION
Internajional Ballroom East 9:00 a.m. 10:00 a.m,

. -

SIGEREDO MAESIAS, Dean of Academic Affairs,
Nep Mexico Highlands University

Presenter THOMAS COLE. Project Director. Atianfa University

Dv set. nt ooi of the Atlanta Giniversitii Resouroe
Center. ih Science'ond Engineering

Introduction of K.4,inote Speaker

Keynote Address
WALTEWE JASSEY,Tean of e College.
Brown University".

rraini4ig Minorities for the Scienw

F IAMES RUTHERFORD.
Assistant Birector for Science
.ducation, Nitional Science
naidation I'

reersiof the Future

...Jefferson Room 10:00-a.m. 10:30 a?M. CO E BREAK'

TIME PFRIOD 7 REINFORCEMENT OF ACAD IC SKILLS
FOUR CONCURRENT SESSIONS 10:30 a.m.,- 2:00 noon

Session 1

Lincoln Room East

t.

Moderator AJLET RAtIIAWA. Voorhees Co DAV

Participants RICHARD R. S, Pah American UnivriN

111.1)evelopment of on Academic Support Facility
for the Sciences

I.

J HENRY SAYLES, (Bennett College

'the Gitoled Initiotive Academic Advancement
Reinforcement SVstems Approach- A, Viable
Alternutwe to Traditional Science Education

Session 11

Lincoln Room West

NIIRwrator 1 AI IS I INE PERI IAM, Central YMCA Commtainity
College .

'Session III
Military Room

MICHAEL CAMPBELL, Our Lady of the Lake
University

Velem Motivation and Achievemerit at Our .I.ady
ciT the Lake University e.

Moderator BETTAIYA RAJANNA, Selma University .

Partiimants. fylARY ABKEMEI4. LaGuardia Community
College

Reinforcement of Basic Skills .in Ch.ernitry I 'Course

PHILLIP'McNEll. Norfylk State College.

#
DARIUS SiOVASIS.EGHI. Mudgar EVvrs College

Development of Basics in Mathematics'-and
loThe Sciences, "torture Laboratory Format"

'Reinforcement of Computational; Skills at Norfolk
State College'

Session IV
Hemisphere Room

Moderator -GENARO GONZALEZ, Texas A&I,University
__.

Parficipanti.-c ARGELIA VELEZ RODRIGUEZ. Beshop College

lliriiiriut:riq "Mathematical Illitoracy' at the
Freshman Level, .A ModularizedMathematics
Program t-e

MAHENDRA KAWORA. Maidgar Evers. College

.0:4w/opulent of Soppottwe Muterfals in Math
ematics 'and 'Science in a I.,ectu re Laboratory
I.Orniat

Jefferson Room 2:30
0

p.m. - 3:00 p,m. COFFEK BREAK

TlfrIE PERIOD 9 GENERAL INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
FOUR CONCURRENT SESSIONS 3:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m.

Session 1
Lincoln Room East

Moderatii- JAMES PERKINS. JacksA Statv University
0

Participants: GEORGE KOLODIY. _LaGuardta .Community
College'

What does Piaget Tell Us (About Teaching Science?

BETTAIYA RAJANNA, Selma Untliersitg

Strategies in Science Instructiaiiin a Junior College
Setting . ..; . 4_.

Se ion II
, Line n BOOM West

Moderato JOYCE CORRINGTON, Xavier University

(Participants: JETT HATCHAWA, Voorhees College

In t'uctional Strategies In The Natural Slences

TI R44AS McALLISTER, Jackson St6te Ursilversity

Applica n of Techniques and Technology of Social
cierice In, tructIon $

Session III
Military*Room

, Moderator

140
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Pacncipants 1 RI-MRICK ounisER. JR Community College
of Baltimore

l.nte,iration, and Interlacing-of Instructional
hnolotyes The 'Application of the Principlesof

teaming Theory to. Instructional Design

,l'IMol_HY II

Using o Vide
Effectiue

Session IV
Hemisphere Room

. .1
outhwestern Christian College

ssette Systenr us a Part of an
trtit.'tional St4iiegy.

Mo.derator MARCELINA VELE/ DESANTIACA Catholic
Universitsi at Puerto Rico

l'articipqnts 'ARL- Navdm Community, College. Tsai le .

"Culture Serisame ..Quality Science Edncotion at
Norano Comnitmity (*allege

I ENDWELL BR AUD, Texas $outtlern University

flit' I se f ProgrammAl Units arid "Learning
yhtertn. m an Experirnenta.Psychology under-
gradu Closs

12:00 noon. I: (5:p.m. LUNCH BREAK
A

TIME PERIOD 8 INTERDISCIPLINARY CO 'AND
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

FOUR CON4URRENT SESSIONS 1:15 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Sessiyn I
' Lincobt Room East

Moderator: *,,BARBAR A THOMPSON, Dillard Untsanyiey

Participants: )<ATHRYN BRISBANE, Spelman/College
,/ , Urbea.EnvirOnmental Studlec An.)nterdisciplin-

,.tiry APproach
.

ISABEL BALL, Our Lady of the"Lake University
A Capstone" lriterdisciplinaryCourse in lJalues and
the Sciences for the 'General EducatyM C rriculum

Sessittn III
Military Room

Moderator: RUTH BRADY:, Akorn State UnivossIty
I.

Participants: MEL,SEIFERT, Sheldon 4ackson College

Deuelopmenkof an Aquuculture TroinIng Program
1111Alaska for Minority Students

a
ELMEtt WASHINGTON, Chicago State Un versity

internships: Achieving Lindages betw4n Scientific
, Disciplines

ISeention'IV le.
Hemisphere Remit ° ors 1:15 p. - 2:30 p.m.

Moderator: LINDA PETTY, HamptdriTtstittoe

Participants: TAE NAM, UniversitY of Arkansas at Pine Bluff

Career Opportunities in Science '

WILLIAM NELSON,'Paine College.

Tbe Challenge of Interdisciplinary Studies..

"Moderator M'ANUEL GOMEZ RODRIGUEZ, University of
Puerto Rico, Rio Pedrs Campus

Participants RONALD $ELSBY, Univinsity of Puerto Rica;'Rio
Piedras Campus'
On The Job Training of Students
Science

Session II
Lintoin Room West

Computer

CI EM-MIE WEBBER, South,Carolna.Stafe College
82

An interdisciplinary Seminar
'Natural and SociaNcynces

in the Behavior"al,

5.

TIME PERIOD 10 GENERAL SESSION
International ballroom East ,4;00 p.m. - 5;00 p.m.

Presiding: 'kOOSAPPA RAJASEKHARA r.

Final Evaluation: 'WILLIAM McALLISTER, National Opinion
%watch Center /.3 . A)

..r
Travel Beimbursem _rit Procedure: KOOSAPPA- * '

RAJASEKHARA
. .

Concluding Remarks SHIRLEY MALCOM
..

ADJOURNMENT..
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LIST,OF REGISTERED, PARIICIPAN
.1 :* . .

PM,

'Abkemeier; Mary, Laiipardia Mao lunity College, CUNY, Lang Island City, NY11101 (NS)C
Acosta, Gisela, InterAmerican University, Fajardo Branch, Fajardo, PR 06648 (14S)
Acosta,'Martin, San Juan ,Yeehnital Community College, ganturce, PR 00907 (NS) P

Addison, Carolyn, Passaic City Community. College, Patterson, NJ 01505 (NS)
Adeyeint, Gloria, National.Scitnce nundation, Washifigton; DC 20660
Agnelx, Bob, El Centro College/iYallts.tounty ComniunitY'Vellege, Dallas, TX 75202 -(NS)
'Ahshapanek, Don, Haskell IndianJunior College,.Lawrence, KS 66044 LNS)

M.I.: LeMoyne.Owen1Oollege, Memiihia, TN 38126 (NS) ' .

Ali, Rudman: Morris,College, Swnter, SC,8150 '(NS)
Apotite, Juan, interAmerican yniversitfof Puerto Rico, B
Arafe, Thomas, Rust College, Holly. SpilliekbitS 38635 (SS)
Arrington, James, South Caraliha State*.11ei*,; Orangeburg, SC 29117 (NS)
Asfaw, Fisaha, Benedict College,,Colura**7,9204 (SS)
Ault, Leslie, CUM', Hostos CommunitYlall4i,..Bronx, NY 10451 (SS)

ito Rito,,fferranquitas, PR 00618 (SS)
ii#04,,TX 78539 (NS)

JeClittni.lille, FL 32209 (NS)
13:VA 23'868 (NS)

niversity, San 'Antonio, TX 78285 (tIS)

"

quitas, PR.00618 (NS)

"Aviles, Norma, InterAmerican University.;
aca, rnest,_ Pan American University,

, Rajwa, Jaswant, Edward Waters College
St. Paatt College, Lawrence

Ball, Sr. Isabel, Our Lady,of thq L ke
Ball,4Rex, Laredo State Universit , L-iredo, TX 78040 (SS)
Barnett, William, Lincoln University, Jefferson City, M9_65101 (SS)
Barrett, Helen, Tennessee State UniversityrNashville,IN 37203 (SS)
Barrett) Roy, Fayetteville state University, Fayetteville, NC 28301 (NS)
Baxter, Jame& ShelbY state Community College, MemPhis,'TN 38104 (SS)

BeckAorames, Virginia State College, Pe6rsburg,-VA 23803 INS)
Bell, pella, Texas SOuthern University,,HoustonTX 77004 (NS)
Bell, .Jarnes.A., Laredo State University, Laredo, TX 78040 (11S) .

Janiee-D,°El Paso Community College, El Paso, irx 79(904 (SS) !,

Bellamf, DOnnie,-Fort Valley State College, Fart Valley, GA 31030 (SS)
Bertha, 4:, Friendship Jr. College, Rock Hill, SC 29730 ISS)
Bertin, Felix Liard, Puerto.Rico Junior College, Rio Piedras, PR 00928 (NS)
Bindel, Rosalie, Institute of Americqn Indian Arts, Sante Fe, NM 87501 (SS)
Binford, Jane, liouston,Comaanity College, Houston, TX 77007 (NS),

-Highly Clyde, U.S.'EPA, AraMington, DC 20460
Black, Billy, Albany State College, Albany, GA 31705 (NS)
Blackmon, Yolanda M., Howard University, Washington, DC 20059

,Thomas D., U.S. Geneaal Accounting Office, Columbia, MD 21045
Bobo, Ratty, Coahoma'Junior College, Clarkstiale, NIS 38614 (NS)
Boehmer, Ceeile, Alice Lloyd College; Pippa Passes, AY 41844 (NS)
I3okien, Otis, St. Louis Community College 6 PorestiPark, St. Louis, NO 63110 (SS).
Ronnie, Alex, University of Ptierto Rico, Rio 'Piedraa,' Pfl 0'0931 (NS)
Bonham, lienneth,.Institute of American Indian:Arts, Sante Fe, NM 87501 (NS)
Bowie,tce, Texas College, Tyler, TX 76702 (SS) ,

Boyd; bert, Livingstone College, Salisbury, NC 28144 (NS)
Brady, Laurene,,gglala Sioux Community College, Pine Ridge, SD77-1,0 (NS)
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.Brady, Ruth, °A1cornSts4lUnivers1ty, Lorman, MS 3.9096 (NS)
Braud, Landoll, Texas Southern Univerisity, Houston, TX 77004 (SS); /
Braxter, Samuel, Lane College, Jeckson, TN 38301 (NS) ," 14

Braxton, arben, CUNY Borough of Manhattan Community College, New york, NY 10019 (SS)
,.

Briggs, Lee, Navajo Community'C011ege, Shiprock, NM '82420 (NS) . ,
Bright, Bob`ra C Miles C011ege, Birminghain, AV35208

Brimelow, Frank, VoorheefeCoilege, Den Mark, SC 29042 (8S) ,,.

Brisbane, Kathryn, Spelman College, Atlanta GA ,30314 (SS) ..

Br&kman, John, Bee County College, I3eev4lle, TX.(SS) i .
1-3rookins, Geraldine, jaCkson State tiniversity, Jackson, IVIS 3(2Q6 (SS) .4
Brotherton, Frank, Xavier University, New Orleans, LA 70125 (SS) a.4

Brown, Kenneth, NaVajo Community College, Shiprock Branch, Shiprock, 'NM 8(420 PS) ,
Brown, Paul, At lanfa UniVersity Resource Center, Atlanta, GA 30314 (NS)
Brown, William, U.S. Department of Transportation, Washington,'DC 20690
Brucker, Diem, Science Media, Boca Raton, FL 33432

, Btilla,Isabelf,, InterAmericen University, Fajardo Branch, Fajardo, PR 00648 INSI
..

Bullar4, Robert, Texas Southern University, Houston, TX 77004 (SS)
Burrows, Rodney, Fayetteville State University Fayetteville, NC 28301 (SS)
Bush, Charles, Community College of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA 19107 (SS)

g Bussie, Ruth T., National Bureau of Standards, Dept. of Commerce, Washington, DC 0234 . .
iBynum, Elward, National Institutes, of Health, Bethesda, MD 20014

Byrd, Laniei, St. PhilliP's College, San Antonio, TX 78203 (NS) .

Cady, Frank.W., National Institute's of Health, Bethesda, MD 20014 -, ,

... 'Caine,. itufus, University of Arkansas, Pine Bluff, AR 71601 (NS)
Caldwell, Eleanor'F., City Collegi3s-Chicago, KennedyRing, Chicago, IL 60616
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